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Rising accident rates and death tolls show 
that drivers are becoming more distracted 
so they fail to steer away from hazards or 

choose inappropriate speeds. Data shows that 
people become distracted and fail to brake so in 
the future cars will do that for us automatically.  
In fact sooner than we think. 

An agreement was recently reached 
between the U.S. National Highway Traffic 
Safety Administration, the Insurance Institute for 
Highway Safety and 20 automakers that represent 
nearly the entire US auto market, that by 2022 
nearly every American car will be equipped with 
automatic emergency braking.

The AEB systems are part of the technological 
march toward an age of autonomous vehicles. The 
use of on-car sensors such as cameras, lasers 

and radar to detect an imminent crash and apply the brakes if the driver doesn't 
act quickly enough is imminent.

The automakers signed up are Audi, BMW, FCA US LLC, Ford,  
General Motors, Honda, Hyundai, Jaguar Land Rover, KIA, Maserati, Mazda,  
Mercedes-Benz, Mitsubishi Motors, Nissan, Porsche, Subaru, Tesla Motors Inc., 
Toyota, Volkswagen, and Volvo Cars.

Having vehicles with automatic braking can reduce rear-end crashes by about 
40%, the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety estimates.

As reported for regulators and the insurance industry, technology that slows 
or stops cars when drivers fail to react to obstacles is a no-brainer. The systems 
have been better than expected in preventing accidents and injuries, based 
on test data submitted by Volvo and other producers. In addition, the costs of 
implementing automatic braking have fallen steadily and are on track to become 
even less expensive.

Automatic braking really only requires two major elements – sensing 
obstacles (cars, trees, guardrails, buildings) and the ability to apply the brakes. 
Radar, laser, and sonic sensors have become very inexpensive throughout the 
past five years. In addition, strict fuel-economy standards already have many 
automakers replacing heavy hydraulic braking systems with lighter electric ones 
– systems that can be computer controlled. The componentry side is therefore 
already moving toward self-braking vehicles.

Sophisticated algorithms will use different tactics to decide how aggressively 
to respond to traffic obstacles, so there will be plenty spent on software. 
However, there's still a long way to go before autonomous driving becomes reality. 
Besides having in-car safety technology, vehicles will need to be able to “talk” to 
one another and with roadway infrastructures in order to move about efficiently 
and safely. 

The mind boggles at what can be incorporated into a vehicle in future. For 
many of us, we will welcome any technology that will help to improve our safety 
and driving experience. It is not an impossibility to think that onboard sensors 
and cameras will detect bad and aggressive driving, un-roadworthy vehicles or 
drivers that are driving under the influence of alcohol. It will take a commitment 
from authorities to make it compulsory that vehicles are equipped with 
technology that will not allow the vehicle to exceed the speed limit designated to 
an area. Or for example, have photographic evidence of your bad driving and then 
not allowing the vehicle to move until your resultant fines are paid. 

What we may not realise is that the building blocks towards self-driving cars 
are already in today’s vehicles, and the technology is constantly improving and 
becoming increasingly well-trusted by those who  
have experienced it. This is a first step toward  
making drivers comfortable with a future in  
which cars will drive themselves — for our safety.

EdITOR’S   cOMMENT
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Multiple-axis machining offers many benefits to parts 
manufacturers that can correctly harness and  
implement the capabilities of this technology. Ultimately, 

it is an effective step towards factory automation, offering the 
opportunity to condense multiple machine operations into one, 
saving setup time, total production time, production cost and 
improving tolerances.

The efficiencies and benefits offered by multiaxis  
machining are largely thanks to the reduced setup time 
required. This decreases the burden rate on operators because 
they don’t have to 
refixture as many 
parts. Decreasing the 
number of setups 
also enables  
machining complex 
shapes in a single  
fixturing, reducing the  
potential for operator 
error and helping to 
ensure the accuracy 
of the final product 
because it avoids 
stacking up  
tolerances.

While  
traditional 3-axis 
machining may 
require three or four 
different machines to produce a final part, this entire process 
could be replaced by a single 5-axis machine. Machines with 
seven or more axes go even further, allowing manufacturers 
to combine milling, drilling, grinding and turning on a single 
machine.

Despite high initial capital costs, the potential for  
substantial production efficiencies and improved final product 
quality offer significant return on investment, through reduced 
process cost and scrap rates.

Currently, adoption of multiaxis machining has been slower 
than might have been anticipated. Small and medium-sized 
manufacturers tend to have settled with 3-axis machines until 
they can see the ROI that can be achieved, whereas larger 
OEMs are moving into 5-, 7-, and 11-axis machines, potentially 
with multiple spindles.

Small and medium-sized manufacturers also have a  
tendency to hold on to and try to obtain the maximum value 
from legacy equipment before investing in new systems, which 
may be contributing to the slow adoption of more-efficient 
machines. This goes hand in hand with a behavioral issue 
around reluctance to change. If operators are used to a certain 
style, and they know how to programme and design for it, any 
change can cause disruption and upheaval.

Of course, adoption is highly dependent on the production 
needs and orientation of individual manufacturers, and  
varies between business size and sector. There’s a recognition 

of the benefits that multiaxis machining offers, and  
certainly an increased interest in acquiring and using them, 
but because of perceived challenges in setup, the speed of 
implementation is not high.

Adoption is dependent on the value of the machine to 
the manufacturer. This means assessing how quickly  
ROI will be achieved. ROI must be assessed based on 
individual manufacturers’ revenue streams and market 
demand for more robust manufacturing processes. It’s 
important not to be oversold.

Implementing a new machine implies much more than 
just cost and skill issues. It can necessitate a change in 

the manufacturing philosophy of a plant. It carries implications 
beyond the machine itself, such as reducing the number of 
operations and integration of the new technology with the entire 
value stream to optimise ROI.

The impact on personnel in terms of training and  
development can also be significant. Once a multiaxis machine 
is implemented, the workforce requires the necessary skills to 
operate it. It’s also critical that the requisite CAD/CAM  
programmes are in place to manage complex multi-axis  
operations.

One of the key issues OPTIS, which is a joint venture 
between manufacturing consultancy TechSolve and lubricant 
manufacturer Castrol, sees with the implementation of  
multiaxis machining is that machine tool builders often sell 
manufacturers more complex machines than are really  
necessary. A lot of companies may have bought 5-axis 
machines, for example, but operate them as they would a 
3-axis, wasting capacity and reducing the ROI.

Despite perceived complexities in its set up, the benefits of 
a well-implemented multiaxis machine far outweigh any pitfalls 
along the route to implementation. For many manufacturers 
looking to harness the efficiency gains of automation, multiaxis 
machining can provide a sensible, efficient step in that journey. 
It is a proven technology that can reduce human error and 
achieve tight tolerances by increasing automation, simplifying 
operations and improving product quality. 

VIEW   POINT

By Jon Iverson, CEO at OPTIS, Cincinnati

Why aren't multiaxis machines 
more popular?
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The TruPunch 1000 can be expanded into 
an equally space-saving TruMatic 1000 
fiber punch laser machine, allowing sheet 

metal processors to upgrade their machine to 
keep pace with their growing business.

The Trumpf TruPunch 1000 is a punching 
machine for the entry-level segment that can 
gradually be expanded into a fully-fledged 
combination machine. The result of this 
evolution is the TruMatic 1000 fiber, a laser 
machine equipped with a whole host of  
innovative features that punches holes, bends 
flanges and forms threads.

The new TruMatic 1000 fiber is the first entry-level punch 
laser combination machine from Trumpf with a solid-state laser, 
a move that makes it easier for customers to make the switch 
from purely 2D laser processing to punch laser technology. It is 
revolutionary in its modular design and offers users the ability 
to add to the machine as business grows.

With its expandable functionality, the TruPunch 1000 
provides the perfect entry point into the world of professional 
punching. It can handle sheets up to 6.4mm thick at rates of 
up to 600 strokes a minute, yet is remarkably compact.  
With a footprint of just 6.5 x 4.9 metres, the TruPunch 1000 
stand-alone machine is around 15 percent smaller than  

its predecessor.
Thanks to its novel modular design, the TruPunch 1000 can 

be retrofitted with a laser cutting system, a laser evacuation 
unit and a beam guard system.

A 3 kilowatt TruDisk solid-state laser can be connected up 
to convert the TruPunch 1000 punching machine into a punch 
laser machine. This configuration precisely matches the other 
recent addition to the product range of Trumpf - the TruMatic 
1000 fiber. Customers who already have a TruDisk solid-state 
laser can also use this to operate the TruMatic 1000 fiber via 
the Trumpf laser network. The price of the new machine is 
undoubtedly appealing, and — with the TruMatic 1000 fiber’s 
specifications matching those of the previous TruMatic 3000 
fiber model — customers don’t need to sacrifice anything in the 
way of performance.

Revolutionary punching head
Both the new models in the 1000 range offer completely 

redesigned drive technology, which is crucial to the success of 
the modular concept. The patented “Delta Drive” literally marks 
a new movement in the world of industrial punching technology. 
The advanced engineering team of Trumpf came up with the 

INduSTRy   NEWS

cover story

Trumpf to introduce entry-level 
punch laser combination machine 
at EuroBLECH 2016 amongst many other 

new machines still to be revealed

Trumpf, a world market leader in sheet metal fabrication equipment and industrial 
laser technology, will be presenting a new compact entry-level machine 

at this year’s EuroBLECH. 

TruMatic 1000 fiber: more compact than any other 
comparable machines on the market

TruPunch 1000: an economical, compact
and automation-friendly punching machine that is specifically 

designed to grow with the business
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new drive to facilitate the construction of smaller machines and 
open up new methods of material handling. The secret of the 
Delta Drive is that it eliminates the need to move the sheet and 
work table in the y-axis — normally an integral requirement of 
sheet metal processing. It achieves this by making the  
punching head quickly maneuver in that direction — a  
revolution in punching head technology.

This new approach involves a drive system that is powered 
by two servomotors. When the servomotors move in the same 
direction, they allow the punching head to move back and 
forth in the y-axis. And when the ball screws rotate in opposite 
directions, this activates the punching stroke. The y-axis can be 
accelerated far faster in this arrangement, because the punch 
drive is also used for travel motion, eliminating the need to 
move the sheet or work table. As a result, the punching  
process is more dynamic and the machine is more  
productive. Furthermore, the lower relative movement between 
the machine table and the metal sheet reduces the risk of  
jamming and collisions, making the process more reliable  
overall. Finally, the stationary machine table significantly  
reduces the size of the machine’s footprint.

Automatic sorting
Both the TruPunch 1000 and the TruMatic 1000 fiber  

can automatically sort finished parts measuring up to  
180mm × 180mm. All processed parts are sent down a chute 
into a sorting unit which moves in a linear direction. From there 
they can be sorted into a series of boxes (up to 4 different 
400mm × 300mm boxes). The boxes are positioned below  
the machine, which provides for easy removal by the  
operator.

Due to the innovative movement of the punching head, the 
machine also offers an alternative way to remove the parts. 
This second method comprises an additional big flexible parts 
flap, which is available as an optional extra for the TruPunch 
1000 and fitted as standard in the TruMatic 1000 fiber.

Intelligent automation and control
Even in their automated versions, these two machines from 

the 1000 product series are more compact than any other 
comparable machines on the market. Both of them can also be 
connected to the new SheetMaster Compact. This automation 

system loads small and medium-format sheets and blanks and 
unloads microjoint sheets and scrap skeletons. Thanks to its 
optimised loading cycles, it can reliably complete most of these 
tasks while the machine is in operation. Both machines are 
equipped with an intuitive touchscreen to make life easier for 
operators. The MobileControl app can also be used to operate 
the machines from a tablet. The TruTops Boost Punch software 
is required for programming, but fortunately both the license 
and maintenance agreement already come with the machines 
as standard.

Promoting startups, Trumpf establishes a venture  
capital company

Trumpf has also recently founded a venture capital  
company for funding technology startups that want to play 
a major role in shaping the future of industry. The company 
announced that Trumpf Venture began operations in July 2016 
and has the goal of building an investment portfolio over the 
next five years of approximately 40 million euros. 

In 2014, Trumpf also founded its own bank, with a view to 
providing industry-specific finance and appealing primarily to 
customers in the manufacturing technology sector.

Retecon Machine Tools
Retecon Machine Tools, which forms part of the Retecon 

(Pty) Ltd Group, have been the sole agents for Trumpf in  
South Africa for 35 years. In this time they have sold, installed 
and serviced hundreds of Trumpf’s products at engineering 
companies in South Africa.

The company was established in 1971 to market machine 
tools. The various Group companies now market a range of 
machine tools, accessories, tooling, consumables and services 
to the metal working industry and the engineering industry at 
large. The Group companies exclusively represent a number 
of prestigious international brands and other related service 
products. 

The machine tool range is vast and can be broken down 
into the various categories such as milling, turning,  
gear cutting / grinding, boring, grinding, tube & wire, EDM, 
plasma cutters, lasers and presses.

For more information contact Retecon Machine Tools on 
TEL: 011 976 8600 or visit www.retecon.co.za

A laser cutting head, laser evacuation unit 
and beam guard turn the TruPunch 1000 into a TruMatic 1000 fiber

The patented Delta Drive eliminates the need to 
move the metal sheet and machine table in the y-axis by 

moving the punching head in this axis instead

The new TruMatic 1000 fiber is the first entry-level punch laser combination machine from 
Trumpf with a solid-state laser, a move that makes it easier for customers to make the 

switch from purely 2D laser processing to punch laser technology. It is revolutionary in its 
modular design and offers users the ability to add to the machine as business grows
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Mercedes-Benz South Africa (MBSA) has introduced the 
new C350e plug-in hybrid model to its C-Class range, 
the first locally manufactured hybrid vehicle in Africa, 

and most likely the first hybrid to be produced in a South 
African plant. 

The successful manufacture of the C350e in East London 
for both local and export markets is an important milestone 
in the company’s 68-year history and would be a big step in 
developing MBSA’s technical assembly capability. It also  
represents a clear vote of confidence from Daimler AG in its 
local award-winning South African plant.

The C350e would be available in the local market towards 
the end of the year. It would also be exported from East 
London.

The factory, one of four in the world producing the latest  
C Class, has over the last six years received numerous  
JD Power quality awards, and in May of 2015 the millionth 
vehicle manufactured in the plant rolled off the assembly line.

“This investment further demonstrates the company’s  
commitment to the advancement of technology and skills 

development in the country," said Florian Seidler, co-CEO of 
MBSA and executive director of Mercedes-Benz cars.

R100 million investment
“With a total investment of around R100 million in our 

Mercedes-Benz East London plant, the hybrid project  
comprised of more than 500 new purchase parts, of which 
200 were local, including significant changes to the bumpers 
and wiring harnesses," said Seidler.

The East London plant benefited from an investment of 
R500 million in 2015, in an effort to increase production 
capacity by 25%. This added to the R5 billion investment made 
from 2011 to 2015 to produce the new C-Class in South Africa.

Logistics division's project management specialist 
Liebrecht Otto confirmed all employees and contractors 
involved with the manufacture of the hybrid units were  
specifically trained to safely work with high voltage  
components.

“Instructors from TÜV SÜD, an international service  
corporation focusing on consulting, testing, certification and 

Mercedes build hybrids 
in South Africa

The hybrid C-Class will be built at the automaker's factory in East London 
in the Eastern Cape.
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training, were brought in to the plant to ensure 
that we met the highest international safety 
standards. We have now set the benchmark 
in SA for safety, as we do for quality,” said Otto.

"From a facility perspective, to  
accommodate some of the additional work 
content, we installed a new lifter and High 
Station in the assembly area. Additionally, we 
installed a manipulator on the trim line to aid 
the operator in securing the new battery into 
the vehicle."

The locally built C350e, the latest hybrid 
model from Mercedes-Benz, now joins the 
S400 Hybrid and the newly released S500e, 

with the GLE500e SUV expected in October.
MBSA last year produced 106 700 vehicles. The C-Class 

made up 102 200 of this number and trucks and buses  
4 500 units. This was a massive jump from the 54 400 units 
assembled in 2014, made up of 48 100 C-Class models and  
6 300 trucks and buses.

C-Class exports reached around 93 500 units in 2015, to 
more than 80 countries, up from the 33 688 units exported in 
2014, when the plant was still ramping up production of the 
new C-Class.
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Toyota South Africa Motors and Toyota 
Gazoo Racing SA are excited to announce 
significant changes to its strategy for Dakar 

2017 and beyond. This includes a revolutionary 
new race vehicle, known as the Toyota Hilux Evo 
as well as the inclusion of multiple winner of 
the Dakar Rally, Nasser Al-Attiyah, in the Toyota 
Gazoo Racing SA squad.

“It is an exciting time for us,” says Toyota 
SA Motors’ Glenn Crompton, Vice-President, 
Marketing. “We firmly believe in the Dakar Rally 
as a means to showcase our technological 
advances and the legendary toughness of the 
Toyota Hilux. The arrival of the new vehicle is 
the next step on this spectacular journey, and 
we welcome the Toyota Hilux Evo to our  
stable.”

The new race vehicle sports two-wheel-drive 
and conforms to all the rules as set out by the 
FIA, and used by the Amaury Sports Organisation (ASO),  
organisers of the Dakar Rally. This means the vehicle sports a 
significantly lower overall weight of 1 300 kg as a target, versus 
the 1 915 kg of the 4x4 version of the Toyota Hilux. It also  
features larger wheels and tyres of 940mm (in diameter)  
versus 805mm for 4x4, significantly greater suspension travel 
and an onboard tyre inflation/deflation system.

In addition to the new vehicle, the team is also overjoyed  
at the inclusion of former Dakar winner and newly crowned  
FIA Cross Country World Cup Champion Nasser Al-Attiyah and 
his navigator Matthieu Baumel, in the team. Al-Attiyah was 
rated as the FIA’s top driver during 2015, and will certainly  
bolster the team’s chances during Dakar 2017.

Al-Attiyah will join Giniel de Villiers and Leeroy Poulter in the 
driver line-up for 2017, while De Villiers will again be partnered 
by long-standing German navigator, Dirk von Zitzewitz. Poulter 
will have Rob Howie beside him in the Toyota Gazoo Racing SA 
Hilux, for their fourth Dakar together.

“Essentially, this is our take on what a two-wheel-drive 
Dakar challenger should be,” says Toyota Gazoo Racing SA 
Team Principal, Glyn Hall. “We’ve taken all the testing and  
real-world experience we gained with the four-wheel-drive 
Toyota Hilux over the past five years, and repackaged it in the 
lighter, faster Toyota Hilux Evo.”

Under its skin, the Toyota Hilux Evo features an innovative 
layout that sees all essential components — the engine and 
transmission — housed between the two axles. This gives the 
vehicle an advantage over its competitors in terms of weight 
distribution, and with all the heaviest components placed near 
the bottom of the vehicle, the centre of gravity is lower than 
ever before. More freedom in the regulations allowed the  
engineers to explore new ideas and avenues.

“The important thing for us was to retain as much as  
possible from the previous vehicle in terms of suspension 
setup and engine tech,” continues Hall. “With this in mind 
we’ve stayed with the same proven, state-of-the-art V8 engine, 
and used all our knowledge when designing and setting up the 
suspension.”

Manufacturing
Years of dedication and planning go into the manufacture 

of the Dakar-specification Toyota Hilux and Edgecam CAM 
software plays a pivotal role in swiftly producing high precision 
parts for these top-performing motorsport cars developed in 
the high-tech ‘garage’ of Hallspeed, located on the perimeter of 
the famous South African Kyalami Race Track.

Each car must have between 4000 and 5000 components 
that make up the finished vehicle. Approximately 80% of these 
components are manufactured inhouse on Hallspeed’s CNC 
lathe and machining centre with the balance, which are mainly 
specialised components, outsourced to local machine shops 
and a few that are based internationally.

The South African distributors of Edgecam, Stillam CNC 
Programming Solutions, have had a relationship with Hallspeed 
and Toyota Gazoo Racing SA since 2006. Stillam continues to 
provide Hallspeed with the latest version of the software as it is 
released.

“By their very nature, racing cars are never really finished 
and components always need to be modified. Designs are  
created inhouse and the solid model imported seamlessly into 
Edgecam. This allows us to accurately visualise the part, apply 
material, analyse it, and decide what cutting tools we’re going 
to use and which machine tool we’ll programme it for.  
Edgecam has helped us accelerate our sign-off process for the 
race,” said Hall.

Toyota Gazoo Racing SA acknowledges its sponsors 
and specialist official suppliers and technical partners, 
which include Hallspeed, TFM, SKF, Spanjaard, Robor, OMP, 
NGK, Donaldson, Mastercraft, Supreme Springs, Ferodo, 
Shatterprufe, Smith’s Manufacturing, TRD, Peritus Forex, Mapa, 
TFS and 4x4 Mega World. Also included are Duxbury Netgear, 
Innovation Group and SAA Cargo.

Follow the fortunes of Toyota Gazoo Racing SA on  
www.toyota.co.za or Twitter: www.twitter.com/toyotasa

For further details on Edgecam contact Stillam CNC 
Programming Solutions on TEL: 011 663 2600 or visit  
www.stillam.com or www.edgecam.com

Toyota Gazoo Racing SA’s 
bold new approach

Edgecam continues sponsorship and relationship that dates back to 2006.
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Construction and engineering group  
Murray & Roberts (M&R) has announced its intention  
to sell its infrastructure and building units, as well as  

manufacturing business Genrec as part of ongoing moves to 
focus on the global  
natural resources markets 
of oil and gas, metals and  
minerals and power and 
water.

CEO Henry Laas  
said in a statement that  
negotiations with  
prospective buyers for the 
businesses were at an 
advanced stage and the 
infrastructure and  
building and Genrec units 
had been classified as  
“discontinued operations” 
in its financial  
statements.

The transactions would 
exclude M&R’s investment 

in the Bombela Concession Company, Bombela Civil Joint 
Venture and Bombela Operating Company, as well as the  
operations in the Middle East, where current projects are 
expected to be completed by December 2017 and where no 

new projects were being 
pursued.

In the year to June 
30, the Southern Africa 
construction operations 
achieved an operational 
profit of R68 million,  
slightly up on the  
R56 million achieved in 
2015. Genrec, however, 
reported a loss of  
R108 million, from a  
profit of R18 million  
last year. The loss was 
attributed to an  
impairment of property, 
plant and equipment,  
as well as operating  
losses.

Murray & Roberts 
to offload Genrec

Inside the Genrec facility
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Challenged with 
shorter product 
life cycles and 

new-product  
innovation driven by 
global competition, 
OEMs and their supply 
chains are looking for 
more flexible design 
and production  
equipment that can 
manufacture new 
products that are more 
effective, more efficient, 
easier to use, offer 
lower cost per  
component and  
aesthetically more 
pleasing, with some of 
these new products  
creating whole new 
market segments. 

As a consequence, 
machine tool builders 
are being pressurised 
to offer machines that eliminate unnecessary manufacturing 
steps, are capable of handling more applications and  
enabling technologies efficiently with higher speeds and 
feeds, shorter cycle times, increased accuracy and machines 
that conserve energy usage and costs. While striving to 
increase equipment capabilities, the machine manufacturers 
are also expected to keep the unit prices down.

Additionally, as design software becomes more  
user-friendly and engineers strive to differentiate their  
products from those of their competitors by developing 
increasingly complex and unique products, while still taking 
into account ever increasing safety critical constraints,  
manufacturers have to keep up.

One such product that we take for granted, without even 
giving it so much as a thought, even though most of us 
encounter the product on a daily basis and some times for 
long hours, is the seat in the vehicle you drive. 

Seats are said to account for five per cent of a vehicle’s 
total cost and six per cent of its weight. As a result, they  
represent the second largest expense for automakers.

In any car, seats play a critical role in the driver and  
passenger experience. Advances and innovation in vehicle 
seat manufacture in the automobile industry have made them 
lighter, functional and a whole lot more comfortable these 

days. Intelligent seat adjustment and customised comfort 
(electronics, pneumatics, foams, and padding) according to 
each individual’s requirements, are just some features that 
come as standard nowadays and are not the domain of a 
luxury vehicle like they were not so long ago.

Toyota Boshoku
Toyota Boshoku Corporation is a Kariya-city, Aichi 

Prefecture, Japan based company mainly engaged in the  
manufacture and sale of automobile parts and textile  
products. The company is a member of the Toyota Group and 
Toyota Boshoku operates more than 90 facilities around the 
world, including 19 across North and South America.  
The company offers automobile interior components, such  
as seats, door trims, instrument panels, ceilings and  
illumination; filter / power train equipment and parts, such  
as intake system parts, lubrication system parts and  
air conditioning system parts, among others; as well as fiber 
products and exterior products.

As a professional seat maker, Toyota Boshoku  
meticulously pursues ride quality, comfort and safety in order 
to develop seats that elicit the maximum potential of each car 
including compact cars, luxury cars and sports cars.

Just over 10 years ago Toyota Boshoku opened up a  
manufacturing plant in Southgate Business Park, 

Vehicle seat manufacturer Toyota 
Boshoku South Africa invests 
in Soco rotary bending machine 

that makes left and right-hand bends
Two bending processes, two directions, four tooling sets, one all-electric, 

multisense tube bending machine.

The new Soco SB-32X9A-2S-V-U all electric (no hydraulics) left and right CNC tube bender that has been 
installed at Toyota Boshoku’s manufacturing plant in Southgate Business Park, Umbogintwini, KwaZulu Natal
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Umbogintwini, which is 
located south of Durban 
in KwaZulu Natal and 
in close proximity to the 
Toyota South Africa main 
manufacturing plant.

“Toyota Boshoku have 
expanded exponentially in 
this period and needed to 
increase their capacity in 
the tube bending  
department while also 
reducing cycle times,” 
said Manus Potgieter, 
the owner of PIM, the 
company that represents 
the Taiwanese tube and 
pipe bending and cutting 
machine manufacturer 
Soco. 

“With the advent of 
all-electric, multisense benders, benders that are able to  
produce right-hand, left-hand and variable-radius bends in the 
same bending cycle, OEM product designers now have  
available to them the additional degrees of design freedom 
they need to develop innovative designs in tubular structures 
that influence the size, shape, and physical appearance of 
the end product. Designers are no longer restricted by the 
limitations of hydraulic or electric benders that are not able 
to support design innovation in tubular designs,” continued 
Potgieter. 

“The newest generation of all-electric benders can expand 
design flexibility, reduce part cost, reduce production  
lead-time, and offer the ability to accommodate last-minute 
design changes, all of which can help level the playing field 
against competition.”

Eliminating changeovers
“For many applications multisense, all-electric benders 

with right-hand, left-hand, and variable-radius bending  
capabilities are able to produce complex tubular shapes on 
one machine without the interruption and lost time associated 
with changeover or setups on multiple benders.”

“These new benders, capable of performing draw,  

compression and  
variable-radius bends 
without the need for 
mechanical changeover, 
can be equipped with up 
to eight sets of tools.  
The machine has nine 
electric CNC axis,  
2 x 2 bending stacks and 
uses Soco’s unique Direct 
Gear Transmission  
technology.”

“The Soco  
SB-32X9A-2S-V-U all  
electric (no hydraulics), 
left and right CNC tube 
bender has the  
ability to bend parts in 
both clockwise and  
counter-clockwise  
directions in the same 

cycle, allowing for bending complex parts and avoiding  
interferences. All the axis are controlled by either electric  
servos or by pneumatics, creating a virtually pollution free 
and low noise (under 75 dB) working environment.”

The machine has a capacity for 32mm OD x 1.6 ton  
tubing (mild steel) in 1.5 OD bending radius in clockwise  
rotation and a capacity for 30mm OD x 1 ton tubing  
(stainless steel), in 1.5 OD bending radius in clockwise  
rotation. It also has the ability for both draw bending and 
roll bending, the bending head rotates 180 degrees with 
two stacks of tooling on each end for a total of four bending 
stacks, closed or open collet bending for maximising every 
bending process and has simultaneous motion of all nine 
electric axis, with programmable speeds for each axis.”

“This Soco machine can also be specially fitted with  
automatic loading and unloading options for full automation.”

“The Toyota Boshoku machine has also been supplied with 
bending simulation software so that the bending process can 
be simulated beforehand and thus eliminate any collision of 
the parts before bending takes place.”

“The advantages of all-electric tube benders have become 
more widely known over the last five years. The attributes of 
improved accuracy, greater repeatability, faster cycle times, 

The head of the Soco SB-32X9A-2S-V-U all electric (no hydraulics)
left and right CNC tube bender that was supplied by PIM

The new Soco SB-32X9A-2S-V-U all electric (no hydraulics) left and right CNC tube bender has a capacity for
32mm OD x 1.6 ton tubing (mild steel) in 1.5 OD bending radius in clockwise rotation and a capacity for 30mm OD x 1 ton tubing

(stainless steel), in 1.5 OD bending radius in clockwise rotation
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ease of setup, low noise, better electrical efficiency and 
cleaner operations have somewhat overshadowed the  
equally important benefits of adding to the increased  
manufacturability of new end-use products from OEMs and 
added flexibility and cost savings for job shops.”

“These new benders also eliminate the possibility of  
compromised bending tolerances caused by hydraulic  

fluid temperature fluctuations during the course of a  
production day.”

“The Soco machine can also be used in situations  
when creating complex shapes for exhaust pipes and is also 
used for manufacturing healthcare and fitness equipment.”

For further information contact PIM on  
TEL: 011 022 4648 or visit www.industrialmachinery.co.za 

The Soco machine can also be used in situations
when creating complex shapes

The new Soco SB-32X9A-2S-V-U all electric (no hydraulics) 
left and right CNC tube bender machine has also been supplied 

with bending simulation software so that the bending process can be 
simulated beforehand and thus eliminate any collision of the parts 

before bending takes place
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Yaskawa Southern Africa has announced that Kurt 
Rosenberg has been appointed Managing Director of the 
company as of 1 November 2016. Kurt takes over from 

his father Terry Rosenberg, who is the doyen of the robotic 
welding industry in South Africa. Terry Rosenberg will in future 
be the Chairman of the local subsidiary and concentrate on key 
accounts in the business.

Yaskawa Southern Africa has roots dating back to 1991 
when Terry Rosenberg established Robotic Systems SA and 
worked together with Yaskawa Motoman on the basis of a  
supplier/distributor partnership, selling systems and  
solutions into the local industry. The company now has over  
3 000 active systems working in industry.

During the first quarter of 2012, a majority stake in Robotic 
Systems was acquired by Yaskawa Europe and the local entity 
was renamed Yaskawa Southern Africa. Terry Rosenberg was 
appointed Managing Director of the company in  
South Africa.

Kurt Rosenberg joined the company in 2006 and has been 
involved in all aspects of the business since including robotic 
sales, internal systems and CAD and procedures development. 
Kurt completed an NDip Architectural Technology at Wits 
Technikon in 1994 before going on to work at various 
Architectural, Construction, Interior and Urban Designing  
companies over a period of 10 years. In between Kurt also 
qualified as a PADI dive instructor and worked in the diving  
and leisure industry for two years.

Kurt has since completed further studies in PMD Business 
General Management and Economics and Strategic Sales 
Management at the Gordon Institute of Business Science in 
Johannesburg and Project Management. 

More than robotic welding
“I have big shoes to fill as you mention robotic welding in 

industry and my father’s name comes up. But the company is 
not just about robotic welding. Yaskawa Electric, the Japanese 
holding company of Yaskawa Europe, is one of the world’s  
leading manufacturers in the fields of drive technology,  
industrial automation and robotics. For over 100 years, our 
products and solutions have been supporting automation in a 
wide variety of industrial processes including mining, mechanical 
engineering and toolmaking, as well as the automotive,  
packaging,wood processing, lift, textile and semiconductor 
industries.”

“The activities of Yaskawa Electric are divided into four 
areas: Motion Control (inverter drives, servo drives, 
servomotors, machine controllers), Robotics (industrial robots, 
service robots, robot systems), System Engineering  
(medium-voltage inverters, generators and converters) and 
Information Technology (software, information processing).”

“Following the acquisition, Yaskawa Southern Africa has 
had ongoing discussions with Yaskawa Europe with the aim of 
broadening the footprint of its portfolio in South Africa. Besides 
robots, Yaskawa’s substantial range of related products 
includes a portfolio by Vipa (visualisation and process automation) 
in Germany, another recent acquisition by Yaskawa Europe. 
This combination of Vipa’s portfolio of PLCs, I/O modules and 
HMI with Yaskawa’s inverter, AC servo and robot product lines 
enabled Yaskawa to offer comprehensive automation solutions 
in a wide range of markets, including those where electrical 
power and energy efficient systems play an important role.”

Drives, Motion, Control DMC division
“In March this year we 

announced the establishment 
of a new local business unit, 
DMC - drives, motion, control. 
We are now able to support 
and supply the full suite of 
Yaskawa automation solutions 
in the region. Every  
manufacturing machine,  
conveyor belt, lifting system, 
bottle filler or packaging  
system has controllers, drives 
and motors that have to be 
co-ordinated to optimise the 
performance of the process.”

“This is an enormous 
market for us and offers a 
significant growth opportunity. 
We can also truly say that we 
now have the tools to offer 
total automation solutions 
with support from two of the 
most industrialised countries, 
Germany and Japan.”

For further details  
contact Yaskawa  
Southern Africa  
TEL: 011 608 3182

Kurt Rosenberg appointed MD 
at Yaskawa Southern Africa

Mr Yoshimitsu Sonohara from Yaskawa Electric, Manfred Stern, President of Yaskawa Europe GmbH
with Terry and Kurt Rosenberg from Yaskawa Southern Africa
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Just over 18 months ago 
TDM Solutions shipped 
three fixtures to a  

prestigious, high-end  
automotive OEM based in 
the north of England. The 
three fixtures were to be 
used for the CNC  
manufacture of interior trim 
and pressed aluminium for 
the rear door capping  
(waist rail) and left and 
right door pads on an 
extended wheel base  
limousine that the OEM 
manufactures.

The contract was won 
as a result of an informal 
cluster between Tool Die 
and Mould (TDM) Solutions 
— the design company, a 
local machine shop and a 
freight forwarding and  
logistics service provider. 

The success and on 
time delivery of the fixtures 
has led to TDM Solutions 
winning a further order to design and manufacture a further 
seven fixtures locally that will also be used by companies 
operating in the automotive industry in the UK and supplying 
OEMs.

“Fixturing is an expensive yet critical step in high-volume, 
close-tolerance production of components, especially in the 
automotive industry. When holding a component in place, a 
fixture must be custom fitted for each component, making 
changeovers slow and expensive,” said Jim Plester of TDM 
Solutions. Plester has been working in the automotive and 
aerospace industry for over 25 years as a designer within the 
manufacturing processes, both locally and internationally. 
His last position in the UK before immigrating to South Africa 
in 2005 was Planning Manager at Bentley Motors Ltd, which 
at the time produced Rolls-Royce and Bentley branded cars, 
where he spent eight years.

“Machine tools are in a constant state of evolution as  
controls get smarter and spindle speeds and traverse rates 
get faster. In the automotive supply chain this demands  
regular investment in the latest technologies, and not just at 
OEM plants.”

“Machining is only one of many production stages prior 
to assembly for most automotive components. A number of 
secondary processes, including cleaning for example, are 
required before assembly can ensue. Improper part cleaning 
can adversely affect downstream processes such as heat 
treating and plating. It can also lead to powertrain failures if 

debris is released into an engine, transmission, fuel delivery 
system or steering assembly.”

“My past experience with Bentley allowed me to anticipate 
the vagaries that are encountered when CNC machining of 
OEM components takes place, and I incorporated these into 
the fixtures at the design stage.” 

“There are 100s of various fixtures and jigs that are used 
for manufacturing automotive components and they all have 
some sort of special requirement. Additionally the fixtures 
or jigs do not last forever so the potential for us to compete, 
both locally and internationally, is huge.”

“The seven fixtures have been designed and  
manufactured for a new client in the UK who is a Tier One 
supplier. One fixture is for a component that they will be 
machining for an OEM that already has fixtures of ours, and 
the other six are for machining of components for another 
OEM. These six fixtures are for a vehicle that has not been 
launched yet and is not even in the public domain. Launch 
date is only due for late 2017 so it gives you some idea of 
how far in advance the OEMs and their suppliers work.”

“The fixtures are holding fixtures for CNC milling of  
components in the centre console for left and right hand 
drives. They will be used in the manufacture of  
interior/decorative trim that has a combination of pressed 
aluminium and wood veneer with a plastic backing.”

“The project has taken close to five months to complete, 
which includes design, manufacture and process capability on 

TDM Solutions delivers 
on more international business 

with the shipping of a further 
seven fixtures for OEM market in UK

One of the seven new fixtures that TDM Solutions has designed and manufactured locally
and is exporting to a client in the UK
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a 5-axis machine before shipping.”
“We are very proud to say that we have done a redesign 

on previous fixtures used by our client for similar components 
and they will now be realising a 96% improvement of  
machining times etc.”

“The fixtures themselves only took three weeks to  
manufacture and are made up of aluminium and tool steel, 
vacuum fixture plates and electrics and there were milling, 
turning, wire cutting, anodising and of course CMM  
inspection procedures that were used to manufacture the 
fixtures.”

“On this occasion we used Cliff's Way Engineering as our 
machine shop partner. Cliff's Way Engineering was  
established in the early 1980's and has since become an 
internationally recognised sub-contractor that specialises in 
complex precision machining for the rail, power, aerospace, 
defence, mining, toolmaking and general engineering  
industries for ferrous and non ferrous materials as well as 
exotic materials such as Inconel and titanium.”

“Cliff's Way Engineering has a number of 5-axis machining 
centers on their shopfloor. It was important that when we did 
the process capability of the fixtures we could set up a  
simulated situation of what our client will be using in the 
machining process. We even imported a few hundred of each 
of the components that are going to be machined in the  
UK so as to prove that we can deliver on the accuracies that 
were a condition of the contract.”

“We believe that locally we have the skills and knowledge 
to be competitive on the world stage. But to achieve  
recognition abroad and win orders criteria such as quality 

should not be emphasised in the equation, it is a must.  
Price pressure and service delivery are more critical,  
especially when you are competing against China and India,  
for example, and industrialised countries that are closer to 
the client.” 

For further details contact TDM Solutions on  
TEL: 011 234 6019 or visit www.tdmsolutions.co.za 

Jim Plester of TDM Solutions with 
Andrew Petersen of Cliff's Way Engineering
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The Coega Development 
Corporation (CDC) has 
announced that Beijing 

Automobile International 
Corporation (BAIC) will make 
a R11 billion investment at 
the Coega IDZ, Port Elizabeth, 
Eastern Cape.

 The successful contractual 
conclusion between BAIC is for 
the establishment of a  
completely knocked down (CKD) 
automotive manufacturing 
plant in the Coega Industrial 
Development Zone. Part of 
investment will be funded by 
the Industrial Development 
Corporation (IDC). This follows 
an agreement signed in China 
between the IDC and China’s 
fifth largest vehicle  
manufacturer.

 According to Dr Ayanda 
Vilakazi, CDC Unit Head  
marketing and communications the 85 000m² plant will  
occupy 54 hectares of land in Zone 1 of the Coega IDZ, with 
an expectant number of jobs totalling 2 500 directly and more 
than 10 600 jobs indirectly.

 “The plant is the single largest investment in the whole 
of Africa and is expected to start with construction before the 
end of the year, lasting little over 18 months with production 
commencement by the end of 2017. Furthermore, the plant will 
have a maximum annual production capacity of  
100 000 units,” added Dr Vilakazi.

 The plant will manufacture pickup trucks, sport utility  
vehicles (SUVs) and sedans for the African market.

Some of BAIC’s subsidiaries include passenger car maker 
BAIC Motor, military vehicle and SUV maker BAW, and truck, 
bus and agricultural equipment maker Foton Motor, which 
already has a presence in South Africa.

IDC spokesman Mandla Mpangase said the plant’s exact 
location had not yet been finalised and was still subject to a 
feasibility study, which had started.

“We have just signed the agreement to set up the plant in 

Port Elizabeth that will have some really great economic  
spin-offs for the region. The final selection of the actual  
location will be finalised shortly before the completion of the 
bankable feasibility study,” Mpangase said.

“However, because of the export element, it would make 
sense for the production facility to be in the coastal area.  
While the bulk of the construction bill will be footed by BAIC, 
the IDC will be a co-funder.”

Recent investments in the motor industry in Nelson 
Mandela Bay include Volkswagen SA’s R4.5 billion expansion 
and FAW’s R600 million manufacturing plant at the  
Coega IDZ, plus continued investment by Ford SA in its engine 
plant at Struandale.

A BAIC subsidiary, BAW South Africa, opened a minibus taxi 
assembly plant in Gauteng four years ago in a R196 million 
investment that created 469 jobs in that region.

CDC confirms biggest automotive 
investment in Africa in the last 40 years

The plant will manufacture pickup trucks, sport utility vehicles 
(SUVs) and sedans for the African market

An example of a vehicle manufactured by BAIC

 “The plant is the single largest investment in the whole of Africa and is expected 
to start with construction before the end of the year, lasting little over 18 months 
with production commencement by the end of 2017. Furthermore, the plant will 

have a maximum annual production capacity of 100 000 units.”
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Solidworks 2017:
An expanding platform for innovation

Miriska Harris, Johan Buitendag and
Nelius van As, all from Bumbo

Deon Janse Van Rensburg of Klydon and
Manie Erwee of VR Laser Services

Graeme Littlefield of Product Genesis, Wayde van Heerden
and Ricardo Loureiro, both of Regent Lighting Solutions

Jonathan Leichner and Kevin Steyn,
both of Prochem Pump Manufacturing

Freek van den Berg of Mecad, Michael Blackman
and Ricky Dos Santos, both of Centurion Systems and

Marius Esterhuyze of Dassault Systemes

Robert Pereira of Mecad, Roche Du Toit of Osborn who is also  
the Leader of the Solidworks User Group, Gauteng,  

Rico van Niekerk of Osborn and Riaan Ludik of RLD Design

In September 2016 Mecad Systems gathered together over 425 clients and users 
in Durban, Cape Town and Johannesburg for the launch of Solidworks 2017



In September 2016 Mecad Systems gathered together 
over 425 clients and users in Durban, Cape Town 
and Johannesburg for the launch of Solidworks 2017. 

The event highlighted the continued evolution of the 
Solidworks portfolio to support developing smart, connected 
products. This release expands support for multi-CAD and 
synchronous collaboration, essential capabilities for 
customers to optimise participation in their value chains. 
Companies of all sizes need full lifecycle support from 
their solution providers, and Solidworks is focused on 
delivering right sized, right packaged offerings to their 
customers.

Today, Solidworks offers a wide range of solutions. 
These offerings are a mix of Solidworks’ native solutions, 
those that leverage the 3DEXPERIENCE Platform that is 
the basis for Dassault Systèmes’ broader PLM vision, other 
Dassault Systèmes offerings (e.g., 3DVIA Composer), 
and key partner offerings. 

Solidworks 2017 was described as a bundle of desktop 
functionality and online services available to subscribers 
(i.e., paying maintenance). There are too many 
Solidworks 2017 features to cover in a short commentary [1], 
but the launch announcement [2], launch site [3] 
and Solidworks blog [4] provide more details.

The new release incudes 520 enhancements, many 
requested by Solidworks customers, including 250 in 
mechanical CAD and 105 in their electrical offerings. 
With this move to smart, connected products for 
manufacturers of all sizes electrical and electronics 
support is crucial. While it was not a focus of the event, their 
partnership with Altium offers their customers access to a 
leading electronic design automation (EDA) tool integrated 
with Solidworks [5]. Supplementing the desktop applications 
is a set of Solidworks 2017 subscription services that will be 
updated and enhanced during 2017, some online and some 
on-premise.

Some of the major enhancements for  
Solidworks 2017 include:

•	 Visualise	Standard
•	 3DPartSupply
•	 3DDrive
•	 MySolidworks
•	 Streaming

Another important capability is support for other MCAD 
file formats. According to Solidworks, about 60% of their  
customers get MCAD data in formats other than Solidworks.

[1] http://blogs.Solidworks.com/Solidworksblog

[2] http://www.3ds.com/press-releases/single/ 
 dassault-systemes-introduces-Solidworks-2017/

[3] https://www.Solidworks.com/launch/index

[4] http://blogs.Solidworks.com/Solidworksblog/ 
 2016/09/Solidworks-2017-launch-event-recap.html 

[5] http://files.Solidworks.com/pdf/SW2016_ 
 Visualize_DS_ENU.pdf

Some of the clients that attended are seen on the left.

For further details contact Mecad Systems on  
TEL: 086 111 2236 or visit www.mecad.co.za
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Specialist manufacturer DCD Heavy 
Engineering, part of the DCD Group’s 
mining and energy cluster, has recently 

completed some major equipment projects for 
clients in Mpumalanga and Zambia that involved 
heavy engineering fabrication.

Recently completed is a 380 ton base for a 
Caterpillar dragline excavator destined for a coal 
project in Mpumalanga. At 18 metres in 
diameter, and comprising 16 individual sections, 
the contract to manufacture the base locally was 
awarded to the company in April 2015.

Winder drums for a copper mine 
in Zambia

DCD Heavy Engineering is also nearing 
completion on a two-year project to produce 
winder drums for a copper mine in Zambia. 

The contract was for two double-drum 
winders for hoisting rock and two single-drum 
winders for hoisting personnel. The order also 
included related components such as clutches, 
bearings and brake stands and assembly. 

“These are substantial items of safety-critical equipment 
that need to perform optimally for a life of 
at least 25 to 30 years with no room for error,” said 
Jaco Muller, project manager at DCD Heavy Engineering. 

“The project required not just our high levels of 
engineering expertise and state-of-the-art facilities, but also 
needed to conform to various international safety and 
quality standards; so leading consultancy Hatch Africa 
was engaged to ensure strict adherence to these quality 
requirements.”

The completed man-winder is 6,4 metres in diameter and 
204 tons when assembled, and can transport 141 people at 
a time to a depth of 1,9 kilometres below surface in just over 
two minutes. 

The rock winder, measuring 7,2 metres in diameter and 
weighing 175 tons when assembled, collects rock from a 
depth of up to two kilometres. Each load weighs up to 
27,5 tons and can be delivered in less than two minutes. The 
winder makes a complete revolution almost every second, and 
on average will deliver more than 550 tons of rock in an hour.

Steel sourced from China
“Most of the steel for the manufacturing process was 

sourced from China, as South Africa’s local mills were not 
able meet the specific requirements,” said Muller. 

“Some 1 700 tons went into the project, made up of 
125 plates ranging from 60mm to 215mm thick. The largest 
plate was 170mm thick and weighed 30 tons, measuring nine 
metres by 2,5 metres.”

Equipped with the largest Hauesler roll plate bending 
machine in Africa, DCD Heavy Engineering was able to roll 
the 170mm thick plate into an almost 180 degree cylinder 
through a hot rolling process.

“The manufacturing aspects of the project took 18 months, 
with a total of about 60 000 hours being invested,” he said. 

“Quality was paramount, and machining tolerances were a 
very fine 0,1mm on fit-up.” 

DCD Venco settles in Vereeniging
“The incorporation of DCD Venco into DCD Heavy 

Engineering in Vereeniging is consolidating the capacity of two 
iconic South African manufacturing operations into an  
optimised business that is well placed for growth,”  

DCD Heavy Engineering 
complete some large projects

Company also closes DCD Venco in Newcastle 
and moves manufacturing operations to Vereeniging.

DCD uses their 
high engineering 
expertise and 
state-of-the-art 
facilities and
also conforms
to various
international 
safety and
quality standards 
to complete the 
winder build 
for a Zambian 
mine. The winder 
makes a complete 
revolution almost 
every second and 
on average will 
deliver more
than 550 tons
of rock in an hour

DCD Heavy Engineering recently completed a 380 ton base
for a Caterpillar dragline excavator destined for a local coal project







according to DCD Heavy Engineering general manager  
Dawie Marais.

“Moving DCD Venco from Newcastle was not an easy  
decision, but it was clear to the holding DCD Group that the 
businesses needed to be resized and aligned to market  
conditions,” said Marais.

“Over recent years, the depressed state of the mining 
industry in particular made trading conditions very difficult for 
both firms.”

“With operations now being brought under DCD Heavy 
Engineering’s three operational units — North Works, South 
Works and Vanderbijlpark — the cost base is being reduced 
and the utilisation of facilities optimised. While DCD Venco’s 
Newcastle facilities offered light and medium fabrication and 
machining capabilities, the Vereeniging sites service customers 
across a range of work from light to ultra-heavy in grade,” he said

“The result is that the consolidated facilities can provide 
the same services as the two facilities offered separately. For 
Venco customers, we can now offer more capacity in terms of 
manufacturing space, lifting capacity and ‘under hook’  
clearance,” said Marais.

While not all staff could be relocated, Marais highlighted 
the importance of retaining the decades of specialised  
engineering skills within the DCD Group that allows high  
quality standards to be applied throughout the planning,  
procurement and manufacturing processes.

“The company has in recent years invested over  
R100 million in equipment and machine upgrades to improve 
its overall technological offering. We also invest heavily in 
skills development, having expanded our training facility in 
2014 where apprentices are trained as fitters and turners, 
electricians, boiler-makers, welders and riggers.”

DCD Heavy Engineering’s Vereeniging facilities boast 
crane capacities of 20 to 70 tons at South Works and  
20 to 60 tons at North Works with 13 metres and nine 
metres under hook respectively. On the machining side, there 
is crane capacity at North Works from 7 to 40 tons, and at 
Vanderbijlpark from 20 to 100 tons. 

Services at DCD Heavy Engineering include vertical and 
horizontal rolling, turning, machining, heat treatment, shot 
blasting and painting.

For further details visit www.dcd.co.za
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A dump truck body
manufactured by

DCD Heavy Engineering

The rock winder, measuring 7,2 metres in diameter and 
weighing 175 tons when assembled, collects rock from a 
depth of up to two kilometres. Each load weighs up to 
27,5 tons and can be delivered in less than two minutes

Ducting for a power generation
plant manufactured by

DCD Heavy Engineering

It has been reported that Trade and Industry Minister  
Dr Rob Davies has announced the partial reopening of 
the popular Manufacturing Competitiveness Enhancement 

Programme (MCEP), the Department of Trade and Industry’s 
(DTI’s) flagship cross-industry incentive scheme, which has been 
suspended since October 2015, owing to insufficient funds.

Davies said the R1 billion loan component of MCEP was 
being reopened, while the DTI continued its discussions  
with the National Treasury on additional support for the  
manufacturing sector.

The MCEP was designed as an instrument to support  
enterprises in the production sectors of the economy soon after 
the onset of the global economic recession to weather very 
adverse market conditions, secure higher levels of investment, 
raise competitiveness and retain employment. It consisted of 
the Production Incentive that is administered by IDAD and the 
Industrial Financing loan facility administered by the IDC.  

MCEP supported 1153 entities to the value of R7,2 billion 
with acquisition of capital equipment and reengineering of 
business processes to improve their competitiveness under the 

Production Incentive, of which R4,1 billion has already been 
disbursed. The programme leveraged approximately  
R30,8 billion in private sector investment and retained over 
200 000 jobs across all priority sectors.

The Industrial financing loan facility, which is administered 
by IDC, approved working capital loans to the value of  
R988 million of which 78% has been disbursed. A total of  
1 553 jobs have been saved and 7 933 jobs have been  
created through this facility. 

The current reflows of the industrial financing loan facility 
allows for a re-opening of another window for pre and  
post-dispatch working capital loans, limited to R50 million for 
each qualifying manufacturer at a fixed rate of 4% per annum. 
In addition, the facility will provide funding of up to R50 million 
for plant and equipment to all qualifying start-up and existing 
Black Industrialists businesses at the same rate that is payable 
over a period of 84 months. 

Entities can access the programme online at  
http://www.investmentincentives.co.za/mcep through  
the IDC website.

Manufacturing competitiveness 
enhancement programme reopened
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More than 850 local 
and international 
exhibitors from the 

mining, industrial, electrical 
and power industries  
showcased their products and 
services across a 38 000m² 
indoor and outdoor exhibition 
area of Electra Mining Africa 
2016 held in September 
at the Expo Centre, in 
Johannesburg.

The exhibition attracted 
international visitors seeking 
out local products,  
machinery, services and  
technology with just over  
29 000 visitors attending. 

This year’s exhibition was 
the first one in many years 
where the traditional machine 
tools and metalworking  
related suppliers and services 
companies were not cohosted 
in an official format, although 
some local companies did take the opportunity to exhibit. This 
is because most of the metalworking related companies have 
opted to rather exhibit at the upcoming Machine Tools Africa 
2017. This exhibition will also take place at the Nasrec Expo 
Centre, Johannesburg from 9 to 12 May 2017.

Machine Tools Africa 2017 will be unique in the sense 
that it will showcase live working machinery including milling, 
turning, metrology, tooling, laser cutting and other sheet metal 
and plate operations, to name but a few. The exhibition will 
also bring together the industry’s finest manufacturers across 
a range of technologies.

Visitors to Machine Tools Africa 2017 will include all those 

involved in machine tools across various sectors including 
general mechanics, machine tools, mining, manufacturing, 
automotive, metallurgy, paper/pulp, research and engineering, 
aeronautics, aerospace, railways, energy, electronics and IT.

For more information on Machine Tools Africa 2017 email 
the MTMA on mtma@mtma.co.za or contact John Sterley, 
Sales Executive at Specialised Exhibitions on TEL: 
011 835 1565, Direct: 010 003 3053 or Cell: 084 828 0034 
or Leatitia van Straten, Marketing Director at Specialised 
Exhibitions on email leatitiavs@specialised.com

Some the companies that exhibited Electra Mining Africa 
2016 are seen below.

Electra Mining Africa 2016
Most metalworking related companies opt to rather exhibit

at the upcoming Machine Tools Africa 2017.  

Bheki Shongwe and Esser Vorster,
both from Marking Engineering

David Risk and Charlie Lougassy,
both from TDC Cutting Tools

The Amada staff in a happy mood
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Stephen Goodyear and Francesco Tallarico from Talmac,
Roberto Costantino and Fabio Farina, both from Prima Power

Ferdinando Fusca from Rolleri, Federico Bonfogo from Faccin
and Alvise Crozzolin from Gasparini

Marius van Aswegen, Laszlo Locsei, Fanie Oosthuizen
and Tim Gilbert, all from Toolquip & Allied

Ludwig Oellermann from MicroStep, Chris Coetzee from
PowerStep, Pierre Theunissen from MicroStep and

Thomas Miczek from Alpha Laser

Carlo, Corry and Wesley Danelis,
all from MTool

Craig Seale from ADR Distributors, Stefano Molinari from
Tiesse Robot and Robert Rumbelow, Sydney Maluleke and

Raymond de Wee all from ADR Distributors

Erich Marnewick, Chris du Preez, Jan Görtzen and
Samantha Hedley, all from World Power Products

Letitia Huyser, Kelby Parker, Cathy Adendorff and
Andre Jordaan, all from Traceability Solutions
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Babcock is focused on rapidly responding to customers’ 
challenges by delivering trusted solutions and investing 
in best in class technology. With boiler experience dating 

back to 1891, Babcock is Africa’s most established and  
experienced boiler supplier, and offers a full range of  
specialised support services to the power generation and 
related industries. 

“The company recently invested in a new, fully automatic 
CNC bending machine for its specialist manufacturing  
facility for steam generation parts as part of a drive to improve 
efficiencies at the facility,” says Fernando Nunes, Workshop 
Manager at the fabrication facility. 

Established in 1993, Babcock’s fabrication facility is located 
in Jetpark, Boksburg, Gauteng and specialises in fabrication, 
manipulation and testing of most high pressure pipes for 
boiler applications, including waterwall furnaces, superheaters, 
economisers, headers and manifolds. The facility is ISO 9001 
accredited and manufactures and supplies tube and pipework 
for all industries using steam generated power, such as the 
energy, pulp and paper, metallurgical, mining, chemical and 
petrochemical sectors. 

“Representing the latest technology in CNC bending 
machines, the CSM 120 TSR-CBF tube bending machine  
supplied by Puma Machine Tools is ISO-9001 and CE certified, 
easy to operate and allows for increased flexibility, precision 
and productivity. The CNC bending machine is programmed 
according to engineering drawings to automatically manipulate 
any length of pipe according to customers’ specific  
requirements. The machine is used to manipulate or bend 
tubes and piping with plain, bevelled or swaged ends up to a 
114,3mm O/D maximum. In addition to manufacturing parts  
for new boiler projects, the fabrication facility deals with  
breakdowns and emergencies so a quick turnaround time is 
essential, and in some cases emergency jobs can be completed 
within a few hours while the customer is waiting,” says Nunes.  

Babcock’s fabrication facility operates from a 3 260m² 
workshop with four purpose-built production bays, each  
serviced by two 10 ton overhead cranes and fitted with a 
comprehensive range of fabrication equipment including tube 

bending, tube end forming, in-house designed ‘H-fin’ machines, 
tube bevelling, horizontal boring mills and welding equipment. 
An outdoor 2 500m² stockyard and lay down area houses the 
hydrostatic test, spray painting and store facilities. 

The specialist facility also manufactures and supplies  
membrane furnace panelling, tubular and plate water-cooled 
fume hoods, swaging, expanding as well as tube studding, 
‘H-fin’ extended surface tubes for economisers, plain tube 
economisers or assembly fired heaters and seamless boiler 
tubing and pressure piping to DIN 17175, BS 3059 and  
ASTM standards. 

Babcock is accredited with the international standard of 
welding professionals ISO 3834 Part 2 comprehensive quality 
requirements and all welders employed at Babcock’s fabrication 
facility are certified members of the South African Welding 
Institute. The facility utilises all types of welding including MMA, 
GTAW, GMAW and SAW, and any materials from normal carbon 
steel up to the 1% and 2¼% chrome steels as well as high  
temperature, high strength, creep resistant steels are used. 

“Our fabrication facility ensures that we have direct control 
over production and construction activities and can deliver 
timeous completion of contract work under demanding schedules 
and breakdown conditions. We strive to deliver quality and our 
weld repair rate is currently less than 1%,” says Nunes.

Among some of the recently completed projects for which 
Babcock has supplied its specialist high pressure pipework 
services is the manufacture of economiser elements for Kelvin 
Power Station, re-heater tube manipulations for Matla Power 
Station, tube manipulations for Kendal Power Station, and 
breakdown support for various other Eskom power stations. 

For more information contact Babcock on  
TEL: 011 823 2865 or visit www.babcock.co.za

Babcock invests in fully automatic
CSM CNC bending machine for their
high pressure pipe fabrication facility

Babcock have invested in a CSM 120 TSR-CBF tube bending 
machine supplied by Puma Machine Tools

Babcock specialises in fabrication, manipulation and testing
of most high pressure pipes for boiler applications, including
waterwall furnaces, superheaters, economisers, headers and

manifolds. Babcock’s specialist facility also manufactures
and supplies membrane furnace panelling, tubular and

plate water-cooled fume hoods, swaging, expanding as well as
tube studding, ‘H-fin’ extended surface tubes for economisers,

plain tube economisers or assembly fired heaters and
seamless boiler tubing and pressure piping to

DIN 17175, BS 3059 and ASTM standards





Denel Vehicle Systems has developed 
a 6x6 truck based on its RG31 series 
of mine-resistant ambushed  

protected (MRAP) vehicles. Denel’s Africa 
Truck is designed from the “ground-up” 
as a purpose-built military truck, with the 
company pointing out that every aspect 
and component of the vehicle has been 
designed with military applications and 
the African climate in mind.

The truck is locally designed and Denel 
intends to manufacture it in South Africa 
using experience attained in the production 
of its family of mine-protected vehicles — 
chief of which is the Denel Casspir.

The concept for the Africa Truck 
stemmed from the Military Command 
Council having requested Armscor, Denel 
and the Council for Scientific and Industrial 
Research to urgently investigate a project 
to restore the SANDF’s capabilities  
regarding logistical vehicles and to renew 
its fleet, if required.

The 'Africa Truck', which has a gross 
vehicle weight of 28 tons and an empty weight of 12 tons, has 
been designed to be as modular as possible and can  
accommodate a range of superstructures or a hook lift system. 
It is also designed to be as simple as possible with a focus 
on maintenance in the field far from even forward workshops, 

although its electronically controlled engine might present a 
challenge in this regard.

The 269 kW diesel drives through an Allison automatic 
gearbox with a DVS-developed two-speed transfer case. It 
uses rigid axles with differential locks, while the suspension 
comprises parabolic leaf springs with double-acting hydraulic 

shock-absorbers. The vehicle uses 16.00 R20 
tyres on 10 x 20-inch split rims, with provision 
for a central tyre-inflation system. The steering is 
hydraulically assisted.

The demonstrator vehicle is 10 metres long, 
2.6 metres wide and 2.74 metres high, and  
features a kerb-to-kerb turning circle of  
30 metres. It has a ground clearance of 455mm, 
approach and departure angles of 40° and  
30° respectively, can climb a 60% gradient, and 
has a maximum speed of 110 km/h.

Ballistic protection is to STANAG Level 1, 
although it can also protect against 7.62 x 39mm 
armour-piercing incendiary rounds with appliqué 
armour, while mine protection is offered against 
an eight kilogram minimum blast anywhere 
under the vehicle.

Following its launch, the truck is due to 
undergo further testing and evaluation before a 
final decision will be taken on acquisition.  
It is available in 4 x 4, 6 x 6 and 8 x 8 variants, 
with the 6 x 6 variant having a gross vehicle 
mass of 28 tons.

Denel unveils its conceptual Africa Truck 
at Africa Aerospace & Defence (AAD)

The 'Africa Truck', which has a gross vehicle weight of 28 tons and an
empty weight of 12 tons, has been designed to be as modular as possible and can

accommodate a range of superstructures or a hook lift system

The demonstrator vehicle is 10 metres long, 2.6 metres wide and 2.74 metres high,
and features a kerb-to-kerb turning circle of 30 metres. It has a ground clearance
of 455mm, approach and departure angles of 40° and 30° respectively, can climb

a 60% gradient, and has a maximum speed of 110 km/h
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The demonstrator vehicle is 10 metres long, 2.6 metres wide and 2.74 metres 
high, and features a kerb-to-kerb turning circle of 30 metres. It has a ground 

clearance of 455mm, approach and departure angles of 40° and 30° respectively, 
can climb a 60% gradient, and has a maximum speed of 110 km/h





Siemens debuted its latest release of Solid Edge, the 
powerful mainstream MCAD package. In its latest  
iteration, ST9, Siemens’ engineers have added cloud 

licensing support, new modelling tools, scalable data  
management tools and more.

Jeff Walker, the Director of Solid Edge Products at 
Siemens PLM Software, a business unit of the  
Siemens Digital Factory Division, with more than 25 years 
of experience in the mechanical CAD industry and began his 
work in the Solid Edge product design group in 1995, included 
South Africa in his calendar to present the latest release of 
Solid Edge.

Solid Edge from Siemens PLM Software with synchronous 
technology (ST) version 9 combines industry-leading part and 
assembly modelling tools with the cloud capabilities you need 
to propel your product development further than ever before.

Cloud integration
One of the biggest trends driving CAD is the prevailing 

presence of the cloud. With the cloud, users are able to store 
their data, call down unbelievable computing resources and 
free themselves from the shackles of the workstation.

To meet this new demand, Siemens is now offering a cloud 

licensing option that will allow users to store their Solid Edge 
license on a server and call it down from anywhere on any 
machine (you can use it on a tablet, a MacBook and even a 
smartphone) to complete their design work, no matter where 
they are on the planet. 

Siemens releases Solid Edge ST9 
to South African audience
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Jared de Waal of Solid Edge Technology and
Ryan Hunter of RGR Tech

Tertius Opperman and Lisle Hansen,
both of Esteq with Buks Coetzer of CAD House

Monty Morris of Esteq, Donavan Delport and Matthew Hall,
both of Urethene Moulded Products

Russell Oosterlaak of 3D Solids and
John Malan of John Malan Design

Ryan Earle of Esteq, Jonathan Kearney and
Raan Morrell of Creative Mass 3D
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Hybrid modelling upgrades
In this latest edition of Solid Edge, users will have access 

to a “hybrid synchronous ordered mode” that gives users a 
visual preview of the changes being made to geometry before 
its actually created. With this new tool, designers can take 
much of the guesswork out of modeling by getting visual  
feedback on their modeling decision. Simply put, it’s like  
seeing into the future.

Assemblies
Assemblies have also 

received some treatment 
in ST9. Now, large  
assemblies that were once 
too unwieldy to examine 
effectively can be done so 
via an intuitive tree  
structure that visually  
displays assembly  
relationships. If  
components within an 
assembly need to be  
identified, they can be 
selected in the tree and 
will be highlighted in the 
ST9 model space.

Catchbook 
If you’re at all familiar 

with Siemens’ recent  
history in the CAD domain, 
chances are you’ve heard 
of Catchbook, the tablet 
drawing app that the  
company has been proudly 
positioning for over a year. 
Now, Catchbook users 
will be able to import the 
2D drawings that they’ve 
created on their tablets 
into ST9 and use them as 
sketches to build  
components.

Other highlights of the 
numerous enhancements 
include:

•	 Enhanced	3D 
 printing integration

•	 Scalable	data 
 management

•	 New	active	 
 workspace setup

•	 Customisation 
 and preferences 
 management

•	 Tabbed	 
 documents UI

•	 Easy	duplication 
 of assembly 
 components and  
 part features 

•	 Multi-body	operations	expand	part	modelling	 
 processes

For more information visit www.siemens.com/solidedge
For further details contact Esteq on TEL: 012 809 9500  

or visit www.solidedge.co.za

One of the biggest trends driving CAD is the prevailing presence of the cloud. 
With the cloud, users are able to store their data, call down unbelievable computing 

resources and free themselves from the shackles of the workstation



Paramount Group, the African-based global defence and 
aerospace company unveiled its family of Mbombe 
Infantry Combat Vehicles (ICVs) and its new Mbombe 8 at 

the recent AAD 2016 expo. 
Unveiled in Africa for the first time, the Mbombe 8 is the 

newest and ‘big brother’ of the Mbombe family. The major 
advantage of the Mbombe family is the 80% commonality that 
exists between the technologies and components used in the 
three vehicles. This presents significant cost benefits to armed 
forces due to greater efficiencies and significant savings in 
maintenance and logistical support.

“The development of Mbombe 8 has enabled Paramount 
Group to provide potential customers with a complete family of 
4 x 4, 6 x 6 and 8 x 8 ICVs which share over 80% of common 
components to reduce through life costs and make for easier 
training and logistics. This commonality relates to both the 
driveline aggregates, as well as the fact that all three vehicles 
utilise a ‘conventional’ or ‘in-line’ automotive driveline  
configuration, positioning the powerpack at the front of the 
vehicle and along its centre line,” said Ben Jansen, CEO of 
Paramount Combat Systems.

“This configuration results in far greater efficiency in terms 
of the transfer of power from the powerpack to the wheels, as 
the loss of power associated with a second transfer gearbox 
necessary for ‘unconventional’ drivelines, such as with  
side-engined vehicles, is eliminated. This presents a unique 

opportunity for our global market, affording a prospective  
end-user of all three vehicles significant savings in the areas of 
maintenance and logistical support.”

Paramount Combat Systems (the newly formed integrated 
business comprising Paramount Land Systems and Paramount 
Innovation and Design) has developed and produced a broad 
range of advanced armored and mine protected vehicles that 
are in use from South America to Central Asia. Global demand 
for Paramount Group innovations like the Mbombe has enabled 
the company to grow significantly in recent years and attract 
leading global strategic partners. The Mbombe family  
capitalises on South Africa’s expertise in asymmetric warfare 
technologies.

The Mbombe 8 builds on Paramount’s Mbombe 6 that 
employs an innovative new form of construction to give  
unprecedented levels of protection, while keeping profile to a 
minimum. The 8 x 8 also draws on the company’s experience of 
designing the highly effective and battle-tested Marauder and 
Matador mine-resistant vehicles.

Key features of the Mbombe 8 include the ability to carry a 
payload of 9 tons, including weapons system, ammunition, crew 
and supplies. It is powered by a six-cylinder turbocharged diesel 
engine and six-speed automatic gearbox, with a top speed of 
110 km/h and an operating range of 800 km. A variety of  
turrets and weapon stations can be integrated into the  
Mbombe 8.”

Paramount Group, the African-based global defence and aerospace company unveiled its family of
Mbombe Infantry Combat Vehicles (ICVs) and its new Mbombe 8 at the recent AAD 2016 expo

Paramount Group shows family 
of highly advanced infantry 

combat vehicles at AAD 2016
Unveils new infantry fighting vehicle Mbombe 8.
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Key features of the Mbombe 8 include:
•	 Gross	weight	of	28	tons	and	kerb	weight	of	 

 19 tons
•	 Payload	of	9	tons	which	covers	weapon	systems, 

 ammunition, crew and supplies
•	 Powered	by	a	6	cylinder	engine	turbo	charged 

 diesel engine
•	 Six	speed	automatic	transmission
•	 Max	speed	of	110km/h
•	 Operating	range:	800	km
•	 High	levels	of	ballistic	and	mine	protection: 

 ballistic protection: STANAG 4569 Level 3+ and 
 blast protection: STANAG 4569 Level 4a and 4b

•	 Wide	range	of	turrets	and	weapon	stations	can	be 
 integrated 

•	 The	cooling	systems	and	driveline	have	been	tested 
 and proven in winter conditions of -55 Celsius and  
 desert conditions of +55 Celsius

•	 Large	internal	volume	due	to	position	of	powerpack

The Founder and Executive Chairman of Paramount Group, 

Ivor Ichikowitz said: “This is a momentous occasion not only for 
Paramount Group, but also for South Africa, which  
pioneered landmine protected technologies. In six years we 
have designed, developed and manufactured three high speed, 
long-range and low profile armored combat vehicles, the 
Mbombe 4, 6 and 8. Without exception, we’ve earned an  
international reputation for pushing the boundaries and  
creating armored vehicles that are groundbreaking in their 
design, protection levels and mobility.”

“Paramount Group’s success is ultimately the success of 
African innovation. South Africa has been leading the world 
in armored vehicle and land mine protected technologies for 
decades and we’re proud to take this heritage into the future,” 
Ichikowitz concluded.

 Boeing and the Paramount Group have recently expanded their 
2014 agreement to cooperate on an advanced mission system for a 

variant of the Advanced, High Performance, Reconnaissance,
Light Aircraft (AHRLAC). The South African designed, developed and 

built AHRLAC is due to enter line production in early 2017,
with the construction of a purpose-built factory at

Wonderboom Airport, north of Pretoria. The AHRLAC platform 
comes in five variants for applications in civilian and private use, 

policing and anti-poaching, training, safety and security, and military
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Since the first robot was introduced 
more than 50 years ago, industrialised 
robots have been at the forefront of 

automotive manufacturing.
320 new robots have been installed at 

Volkswagen Group South Africa’s (VWSA) 
Body Shop as part of the new major  
investments in the Uitenhage factory.

The estimated R4.5 billion investment 
announced last year has been allocated to 
the upgrade and refurbishment of  
production facilities and quality (R3 billion), 
development of local supplier capacity  
(R1.5 billion) as well as development and 
training of employees (R29 million).

The 320 new Kuka robots installed at 
the Body Shop form an integral part of the 
Modular Transverse Matrix (MQB) platform 
which will be used in the Uitenhage factory.

“The Kuka robots will perform  
monotonous, high-precision work which  
will allow Body Shop employees to focus on 
tasks which require the human  
involvement,” said Thomas Schaefer, 
Chairman and Managing Director of 
Volkswagen Group South Africa.

“The introduction of robots will improve 
the ergonomics in the Body Shop as it reduces strain on our 
people. The introduction of the specialised robots into the  
Body Shop paves the way for higher volumes and even better 
quality,” added Schaefer. 

The new robots are energy efficient and faster. Additionally, 
they have advanced sensory capabilities that improve safety.

The majority of the robots will be used on a new line in the 
body shop, with partial integration into the mainline.

The robots are made up of both the Kuka Qauntec series 
that have a payload of between 210 and 270 kilograms with a 
reach between 2,7 and 3,1 metres and the Kuka Fortec series 
with a payload of between 240 and 500 kilograms and a reach 
of between 2,8 and 3,3 metres. The Quantec robots have been 
used before in South Africa, but this is the first implementation 
of the Fortec robots in South Africa. The robots are used for 
spot welding, stud welding, sealing and material handling.

The technology currently being installed at the Uitenhage 
factory will enable Volkswagen to produce more than one model 
on one single assembly line. They will be used for the  
assembly of the successor to the current Polo and some other 
as yet undefined models. However market introduction will not 
be before 2018.

The robots will be working on the complete vehicle,  
sub-assemblies, underbody, upperbody, sidepanels and  
hang-on-parts and the suppliers are Kuka Systems, FFT and 
Auto Dalian. There are over 200 new fixtures.

The three main facility contractors of Kuka Systems,  
FFT and Auto Dalian and they have provided complete facility 
solutions including PLC programming, robot programming and 
electrics. They have also for the first time implemented the  
VW Group VASS standard which standardises all  
PLC programming, robot programming and electrics throughout 
the VW Group.

Local company Jendamark were also involved in the project. 
They were responsible for the first commissioning of the robots.

 Another interesting fact for this project is that there are  
41 robots that run on linear slides (7th axis of the robot).

The robots are made up of both the Kuka Qauntec series that have a payload
of between 210 and 270 kilograms with a reach between 2,7 and 3,1 metres

and the Kuka Fortec series with a payload of between 240 and 500 kilograms and a
reach of between 2,8 and 3,3 metres

Volkswagen installs 320 new Kuka robots 
ahead of the introduction of new models
R3 billion investment in production facilities includes installation of 320 new robots 

in the Body Shop.

The robots will be working on the complete vehicle,
sub-assemblies, underbody, upperbody, sidepanels and

hang-on-parts and the suppliers are Kuka Systems, FFT and
Auto Dalian. There are over 200 new fixtures
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One of South Africa's leading manufacturers and  
distributors of capital equipment, cutting consumables 
and precision measuring tools to the metal, timber,  

textile, meat, DIY, paper and plastic industries, First Cut (Pty) 
Ltd, has just reached another milestone in the company’s  
history — 60 years in business.

“This is another significant event in the history of the  
company as not many companies in our industry can boast 
such longevity,” said First Cut’s current Managing Director 
Andrew Poole.

“We have had many important and strategic occasions over 
the years. One of the first was when my father John established 
Alexander and Poole after negotiating the distribution rights in 
South Africa for the Starrett range of products.”

“Starrett is a major, worldwide manufacturer of saw blade 
products. The product group now includes three categories. 
Band saw blades are used primarily in manufacturing facilities. 
The Power Tool Accessories and Hand Saws group include hole 
saws, jig and reciprocating blades and hacksaw products. The 
jobsite and workshop group includes tape measures, levels, 
protractors and other tools used primarily on construction  
jobsites and in workshops.”

“In 1998 the business acquired a local cutting  
consumables manufacturer. Then in 2002 these two  
companies merged to form First Cut. Central to this deal  
was the negotiation of an agreement with Neill Tools UK to 

manufacture their products under licence in South Africa.  
Since then the consumables division has pioneered  
innovation in the business and provided the foundation for  
First Cut's ensuing diversification and continued success.”

“Another notable milestone in the business was when we 
acquired Bandsawing Services in 2002, facilitating First Cut's 
entry into the capital equipment market. The subsequent  
conclusion of a deal with the Everising Machine Company 
provided a sound base from which to begin selling capital 
equipment to the structural steel, sheet metal, tube and pipe 
industries.”

“Everising, a company based in Taiwan, has been  
manufacturing mid to large size band saws and circular saws 
since 1982. We believe that we are the number one company 
in South Africa selling this type of equipment and that includes 
bandsaw machines, CNC high-speed machines and  
HSS machines.”

“Our success with Everising and the consumables we sell 
led to us taking a major decision in the company’s history when 
we decided to extend our exposure in the capital equipment 
market in the 2000s.”

“First Cut's consumable division specialises in bandsaw 
blades, circular saw blades, magnetics, precision engineers' 
tools, small saws and frames and abrasives. We were well 
known in industry in supplying these products. We would  

constantly receive enquiries to supply the equipment that these 
consumables were used on. So began the research to source 
quality and reliable manufacturers of the equipment that 
matched the consumables we were selling.”

“This has led us to establish firm and mutually beneficial 
relationships with international manufacturers of equipment for 
the structural fabrication industry including beam processing, 
plate processing (plasma and oxy), flat angle processing,  
surface treatment, assembly and welding, beam welding, beam 
rotation, as well as the sheet metal processing industry including 
laser cutting, bending, waterjetting, storage and automation, 
polishing and deburring, and also the tube processing industry 
including mills, bending, laser cutting, sawing and end-forming.”

“Some of the well known international manufacturers that 
we now represent in this division include Bystronic,  
Timesavers, Stierli-Bieger, Voortman, the BLM Group,  
Birlik Makina and USM.”

“We did not acquire these agencies overnight but 
strategically added the various complimentary disciplines as 
and when the need arose. For example we only started  
supplying and servicing tube and pipe manipulation equipment 
when we acquired the agency for Italian machine manufacturer 
the BLM Group after they decided to close their subsidiary in 
South Africa in the beginning of 2015.”

“This division now supplies international capital equipment 
and supports a range of machinery from entry level bandsaw 

and circular saw machines, CNC lathes and machining centers 
to state-of-the-art CNC controlled drilling and cutting lines and 
coping robots.”

Service division
“You cannot expect just to supply capital equipment without 

a back up service and this is one area that we have invested in 
substantially. Our service and spares division now comprises  
32 staff and the majority of the staff have all been factory 
trained at our international principles manufacturing plants.”

“The service division of the company completes the triangular 
business model that First Cut operates under with the points of 
the triangle being made up of consumable sales, capital  
equipment sales and the provision of service and spares.”

“We believe, and that includes CEO Ian McCrystal who 
joined the company shortly after me in 1995 and our fellow 
Directors, that we have now set up the company to take it  
forward to reach the 100 year milestone and beyond. It is our 
aim going forward to provide solutions for companies, whether 
they are cutting, bending or shaping metal, meat, timber,  
textiles, paper and plastic or any other materials that require 
our products, consumables or services.”

For more information contact First Cut on TEL: 011 614 1112, 
email: info@firstcut.co.za, or visit the website on  
www.firstcut.co.za or contact Andrew Poole on 082 903 4135.

First Cut reaches
60-year milestone

“This is another significant event in the history of the company
as not many companies in our industry can boast such longevity,”

said First Cut’s current Managing Director Andrew Poole
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Scrap metal dealer Ben Jacobs Iron and Steel has been 
fined R2.99 million after admitting to contravening the 
Competition Act by agreeing with its competitors to 

fix purchasing prices of certain ferrous scrap metals and to 
allocate suppliers among the large scrap metal merchants, 
according to Business Report.

The penalty, which was confirmed by the Competition 
Tribunal following a hearing, amounts to 5 percent of Ben 
Jacobs Iron and Steel’s total annual turnover related to ferrous 
scrap metal in its financial year to June 2006.

Settlement
The hearing is the last in a series of settlement  

agreements reached between the Competition Commission 
and companies in the ferrous and non-ferrous scrap metal 
markets that had admitted to engaging in price-fixing, dividing 
up the market and collusive tendering.

Seven other companies have to date paid fines amounting 
to a total of R225 million related to these contraventions of 
the Competition Act.

The settlement followed an investigation initiated by the 
Competition Commission in August 2006 that emanated from 
a large merger filing to the commission in 2005 related to the 
proposed acquisition by the New Reclamation Group of SA 
Metal Group and its associated company, Waste Control.

Jabu Ngobeni, appearing for the commission, said it 
appeared from information requested from the parties that 
there was cartel activity in both the ferrous and non-ferrous 
scrap metal markets.

Ngobeni said the proposed acquisition was prohibited by 
the commission and it thereafter initiated a complaint against 
the New Reclamation Group, SA Metals, National Scrap Metal 
and Cape Town Iron and Steel.

He said the commission received further information  
pointing towards collusive tendering as a result of that  
investigation and had expanded that complaint to other parties.

Ngobeni said the commission also conducted dawn raids 
on the premises of New Reclamation Group all over South 
Africa and information from these raids resulted in the  
initiation of another complaint.

He said Ben Jacobs Iron and Steel was only implicated in 
price-fixing and market allocation with the New Reclamation 
Group, Universal Recycling and Ton Scrap.

Ngobeni said the commission took a decision when the 
New Reclamation Group settled that it should pay 6 per cent 
of its annual turnover and all the other parties involved would 
be given a discount on that.

He said all of the subsequent settlements with other  
implicated companies were at 5 percent of their turnover.

Ngobeni said the commission took a decision on the  
percentage penalty to be imposed after looking at the history 
of how the conduct arose, although this could not be used as 
a justification for the conduct.

Security of supply
He said it was very clear and part of public record that at 

that stage government itself through the Trade and Industry 
Department had requested the parties to meet because 
there was an issue around security of supply in South Africa, 
because companies were exporting scrap and not satisfying 
local customers first.

“When the commission brought it to the attention of  
government at the time that those discussions were in  
contravention of the Competition Act, government agreed and 
it stopped and discouraged the parties from engaging in these 
discussions”.

“At the time it was done, the parties had already  
implemented some of these arrangements,” he said.

Ngobeni said the commission took a decision on the  
percentage penalty to be imposed.

R2.99 million fine
for scrap metal dealer

The settlement followed an investigation 
initiated by the Competition Commission 

in August 2006 that emanated from a 
large merger filing to the commission in 

2005 related to the proposed 
acquisition by the New Reclamation 

Group of SA Metal Group and its 
associated company, Waste Control



Political and economic instability and the increasing cost of 
doing business in South Africa remains a key concern and 
the group continues to evaluate the merits of increasing 

activities at its German facility, in closer proximity to the higher 
volume northern hemisphere markets.

One of the biggest challenges  
facing South Africa's largest  
manufacturer and distributor of heavy 
equipment, Bell Equipment, is the 
increasing cost of doing business in 
the country, says CEO Gary Bell.

This includes import duties,  
regulatory costs and the costs of BEE.

"We deal with these as best we 
can, but if it gets more difficult we will 
need to migrate some of our manu-
facturing to our European factories," 
says Bell, who released his company's 
interim half-year results recently.

The discovery in the first quarter 
of 2016 of fraud in the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), 
which resulted in the entire local management team and a 
number of other employees being dismissed and required 

squadrons of legal and tax professionals to get the operation 
back on track set the company back in what would otherwise 
have been an improvement in profitability year on year.

The group has focused on directing its efforts away from 
the mining industry into construction. 
Miners continue to count the pennies 
and sweat their assets to the  
maximum, with their mobile  
equipment fleets now at the oldest 
they have been for a dozen years.

This will clearly provide great 
opportunities for Bell when the  
pendulum starts to swing back to the 
mining industry but, meanwhile, it is 
focused on reducing production costs 
and adding products and services to 
its distribution network.

As from the second half of 2016 
both Bell manufacturing plants in 
South Africa and Germany will have 

converted and will only be producing the new and upgraded 
range of E-Series Dump Trucks which will match these 
market needs.

Import duties, regulatory costs and the costs of BEE 
could see Bell Equipment migrate some of their

manufacturing to their European factories
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The Ford Motor 
Company of  
Southern Africa 

(FMCSA) has commenced 
local production of the 
Everest sport utility  
vehicle following an  
investment of R2.5 billion  
in its manufacturing plant in 
Silverton in Pretoria.

The production of the 
first Everest model  
commenced at the plant 
in October and signalled 
the start of a new era for 
the vehicle manufacturer 
because the plant will  
now become a two-vehicle 
assembly facility that also 
produces the Ranger for 
export to 148 markets in 
Africa, the Middle East and 
Europe.

“The start of local  
production for the  
Ford Everest is another 
major milestone for FMCSA’s Manufacturing division in  
implementing Ford’s Global Facility and Process Standards. 
We are confident that the locally produced Ford Everest will 
deliver outstanding results for us, our employees and,  
most importantly, our customers,” says Ockert Berry,  
VP Operations.

The Everest will be produced for the South African  
market and exported to countries across Sub-Saharan  
Africa.

This follows a combined R2.5-billion investment in  

 
Ford’s local operations for the Everest and Ranger  
programmes, creating approximately 1 200 new jobs at  
Ford Motor Company of Southern Africa (FMCSA), and within 
its supplier network.

“The Ford Everest has been a very popular addition to our 
local line-up, but thus far has only been available in the two 
high-specification 4x4 models which were fully imported from 
Thailand,” says Tracey Delate, General Marketing Manager, 
FMCSA.

Derivatives
“Local production has now enabled us  

to expand the offering with an additional  
six model derivatives, two engine choices,  
three trim levels, the option of manual  
and automatic transmissions, as well  
as two and four-wheel drive versions,”  
he said.

Jeff Nemeth, the president and  
chief executive of the Ford Motor Company  
sub-Saharan Africa region, said in April the 
investment in the Silverton plant would be for  
all the production facilities for the Everest.

This included the body shop, the carriers 
and special tools it took to build a sport utility 
vehicle in addition to the Ranger pick-up, for 
the new Ranger that was launched in October, 
investments in Ford’s supplier base, to  
reconfigure engines at the engine plant in  
Port Elizabeth and for training.

Local production begins 
for expanded Ford Everest range 

in South Africa
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Who invented the 
automotive  
assembly line? 

Everyone knows it was 
Henry Ford, right? Well, not 
exactly. Like a lot of things, 
the story is a little more 
complex. It is reported that 
the automotive assembly 
line was actually invented 
by Ransom Eli Olds. Olds 
had worked on cars for 
most of his life when he 
started to make his own. 
The use of an assembly 
line made him the first 
mass-producer of cars. The 
major reason why Henry 
Ford is thought to have 
invented the production line 
is because Ford took Olds’ 
idea and improved upon it, 
receiving a lot of press for 
doing so.

Ford’s lines assigned 
workers to one specific  
production task, each  
getting its own production 
station. When a car arrived 
at a station, the worker(s) would perform the specified task, 
doing it over and over for each unit that rolled by. The fact 
that each worker had one task and worked on just one car at 
a time allowed hundreds of cars to be built simultaneously 
throughout the factory.

At Ford’s original factory, a Ford Model T could be  
assembled in 93 minutes from start to finish. In fact, every 
three minutes, a completed car rolled off the production line.

Speed aside, assembly lines are so remarkably efficient 
because of another important factor. Those making the prod-
uct could be less skilled than previously required.  

For instance, instead of needing a worker that was a skilled 
machinist, all that a company needed was a person capable 
of performing one machine-related task, a task that was  
generally easy enough for just about anyone to learn.  
The process was faster and cheaper.

While the basic principles of automotive production lines 
are the same today, recent innovations have changed things a 
bit. The mechanisation of tools and parts have revolutionised 
assembly line production. Robots now perform some of the 
tasks that were formerly assigned to humans. Since  
production line work involves repetitive movements, it’s easy, 
and sometimes safer, for a robot to take over a role that a 
human used to perform.

Of course an assembly line is not entirely the domain of 
the automotive industry but it is high profile industry that has 
embraced automation and continues to take technology to 
new levels whenever it can. Many industries have automated 
their production and assembly lines over the years and will 
continue to so as all sorts of demands are put on them.

Understanding how to design an automated production, 
assembly or manufacturing line is one area of engineering - 
the tools available today to assist you are readily  
obtainable. However, it is another to offer a full turnkey  
solution that includes design, manufacture, assembly and 
integration of all that goes into a line. For example an  
assembly line is much more than welding. The line could 
require adhesive mixing, metering and dispensing equipment, 
hardware insertion presses, clamps, fixtures, holders, jigs, 
vises, part counters, part feeders, robots and part positioners 
and many more, including all the electrical requirements. Key 
to the automation and coordination of all the components in a 

ShOPfRONT   fOcuS

The secret is in the DESign

DESign South Africa is one of the largest independent design
and systems integration companies in South Africa

The Directors of DESign South Africa Nick Herrmann, Rob Pereira,
John Mulgrew and Dave Brookes. Seated is Bert Delaney
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line is the controlling PLCs.
DESign South Africa is one of the largest independent 

design and systems integration companies in South Africa. 
DESign South Africa’s expertise includes process planning, 
electrical and mechanical design solutions, manufacture,  
simulation, robot programming, installation, commissioning, 
site support and project management. They are also proficient 
in manufacturing the required tooling, jigs and fixtures and 
they are able to engineer fully manual or automated  
production lines to suit each customer’s build requirements.

Originally founded in Hillcrest, KwaZulu Natal as a six-man 
operation in 1998, DESign South Africa initially sought to offer 
new options for process planning and mechanical design to 
the South African automotive industry, but has since grown 
into one of South Africa’s most reputable independent  
engineering and  
automation firms, 
employing 380 people 
across the country.  
The company’s success 
in the international 
market has also led it to 
open offices in Thailand, 
Germany, Poland and 
the UK.

DESign South Africa 
is possibly one of  
South Africa’s best kept 
success secrets, except 
for those in the know, 
boasting a number of 
custom solutions and 
installations for large 
international and  
national firms, as well as receiving a number of prestigious 
industry awards for cost-effective engineering and robotics 
solutions projects that they have completed at local and  
international facilities that have resulted in the company 
securing repeat business on a number of occasions.

These awards include Volkswagen South Africa’s Facilities 
Supplier of the Year on two occasions, Tenneco’s Supplier of 
the Year on two occasions and Toyota and GMSA’s indirect 
Supplier of the Year.

The projects completed include manufacturing, shipping 
and installing a R60 million body shop assembly line for the 
production of the B299 Ford Fiesta sedan and the B515 hatch 
for Ford Venezuela. This took place in 2012 and the  
multi-million rand full turnkey project is just one of a host of 
other achievements. 

For Toyota, DESign South Africa has manufactured a wide 
range of jigs and tooling for the Corolla and Hilux vehicles. 
Other automotive OEMs where the company has completed 
projects include Volkswagen South Africa (VW 250 Polo), 
General Motors South Africa (Viva Chevrolet two door pick up 
and the M300 five door hatch back), BMW, Mercedes-Benz 
(Mitsubishi Triton) and Ford Motor Company in South Africa.

“In June 2009, DESign South Africa was invited to quote 
and put forward a technical submission to Ford South Africa 
for the introduction of the new Ford Ranger at the Ford 
Silverton plant. The contract was awarded to us in December 
2009. The line was designed and manufactured in Durban 
where testing also took place. The whole facility was then 
relocated to Ford’s Silverton plant and commissioned,” said 
Operations Director, Dave Brookes.

“Being awarded the R187 million Ford 

South Africa project proved a strategic  
achievement for DESign South Africa as we 
were the only South African company invited 
to bid and faced stiff competition from China, 
Korea and Germany. It was directly linked to 
the awarding of the Ford Venezuela contract 
and also led to the development of a  
relationship with Ford Russia with an order 
being placed. The project was commissioned 
at Ford near St Petersburg.”

“Since then, the company has also  
commissioned projects in Romania, Poland, 
Germany, the UK and even Japan. We were 

also awarded a R200 million portion of Mercedes Benz’s new 
w205 project, providing engineering solutions for its German, 
American and Chinese plants as well as the local one in  
East London.”

DESign South Africa has also built up a strong relationship 
with Tenneco, one of the world’s leading designers,  
manufacturers and distributors of emission control and ride 
control products and systems for the automotive original 
equipment market and the aftermarket. 

“We have developed and completed a number of turnkey 
automatic canning line cells for their plants in Europe, Japan, 
India and South Africa. These cells produce catalytic  
converters and take care of the measuring, sizing,  
wrapping, stuffing and the final marking of the product,”  
said Brookes.

Manufacture of jigs and fixtures is what
DESign South Africa provides as a service

The various sensor components that are
used on the jigs and fixtures

DESign South Africa has completed projects
for many automotive OEM companies

DESign South Africa provides full turnkey solutions 
that includes design, manufacture, assembly and 

integration of all that goes into an automated line
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“Our scope of work is not limited to the automotive  
industry, however. We have completed projects to supply  
tooling to Denel Aerostructures for the Airbus A400M contract 
and we also manufactured and supplied the tooling for a  
36 metre long modular line at DCD for the assembly of their 
locomotives.”

New projects
DESign South Africa are currently involved in a number  

of projects but one that is keeping them focused is the  
installation of a body shop line for the underbody and roof of 
the next generation of the BMW X3 which will be  
manufactured at BMW’s Rosslyn Plant in Pretoria, Gauteng.

“This is one of our biggest assignments and it entails a 
complete turnkey project that includes jigs and fixtures,  
conveyors and the installation of 156 spot welding and  
material handling robots. We will be manufacturing all the 
components locally at our plant in Umbogintwini, KwaZulu 
Natal before shipping to Rosslyn. This includes the many  
different sized robot bases and even the structural steel and 
platforms that are required. Before we ship though we will test 
the line in our facility because we are aiming at a cycle time of 
44 seconds that includes spot welding of high tensile materials.”

“We are also in the final design stage of supplying a line 
for the historic Beijing Automobile International Corporation’s 

R11 billion investment at the Coega IDZ. The plant 
will manufacture pickup trucks, sport utility vehicles 
(SUVs) and sedans for the African market.”

Manufacturing
The rapid growth in orders for DESign South 

Africa has seen the company make a number of 
moves since it was established. In 2000, the com-
pany relocated from Hillcrest to a larger office in 
Westville. At the time company had 23 staff but has 
since grown by a further 357. These include 150 
in the engineering department that is made up of 
mechanical, electrical, computer, structural and 
mechatronic engineers and system analysers. A fur-
ther 200 are employed on the production floor and 
30 in administration.”

“In 2003 we decided that if we were going to grow the 
company we would need to enter the manufacturing  
environment. As result we purchased an engineering  
company in Prospecton that was involved mainly in machining. 
This has now grown to include fabrication, electrical, painting, 
measuring and certification departments. In 2006, these 
were combined under one roof at the current head office in 
Umbogintwini that includes engineering areas, a machining 
and assembly area, a fabrication facility and a storage area. 
The area under roof at the time was 2 500m² but this has 
been increased by a further 1 200m² in 2015 when we 

Fixtures being measured by a
Browne & Sharp Dea in the CMM room

DESign South Africa is manufacturing the bases for the
156 robots that they will install in BMW in Rosslyn

Welding of fixtures and jigs plays a big part
at DESign South Africa

Leica measuring equipment
taking readings of a jig
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purchased the building next door.”
“Our first CNCs that we purchased back in 2004 were two 

Akira Seiki Performa’s from MJH Machine Tools and we are 
still using them today. We have added a Haas toolroom lathe 
and some other machines to the mix. Our latest 
acquisition from MJH Machine Tools is another Akira Seiki but 
this time we have gone bigger and purchased the  
Performa V8 XP vertical machining center with XYZ travels of 
2060 x 850 x 815mm. We now have four Akira Seiki  
machining centers.”

Key to the company’s success has been its ability to  
integrate all the systems and equipment that it manufactures 
and sources from third parties. Bringing together the  
engineering and automation departments, including design, 
are a number of high-end software suites and the engineers 
that work in them.

“Competition requires each of us to improve what we do 
on a continuous basis, knowing that our competitors are doing 
the same. If our competitors are good they spend a  
considerable amount of time trying to figure out how to  
optimise what they do, down to the last detail. 

In order to be competitive, you must first have the top 
people — the real drivers. The top people come to you with a 
lifetime of practical experience, plus a great education. The 
top people must practice their craft constantly to stay on top, 
as their employer must continually expose them to the latest 
techniques and upgrade them with education. It’s costly, but 
it’s worth it. The company places a great deal of emphasis on 
upskilling staff and believes that optimising competence from 
its administrative centre to its shop floor will deliver on its key 
objectives.”

“Likewise with the high-end software that the engineers 
have at their disposal. High-end software is called “high end” 
because it’s exceptionally capable. We have the latest Catia, 
Unigraphics, Siemens simulation, Delmia and all the others for 
electrical, pneumatics, process, robotics and of course for  

programming the PLCs. For example, the robots that we 
include in a line are supplied by the various robot  
manufacturers but we create the ‘smart-end’ programming 
software for the PLC that runs those robots, whether they are 
going to do spot welding or material handling. We do not rely 
on the robot manufacturer to supply the solution.”

“The latest software package that we have deployed is 
virtual commissioning. Today’s highly automated and flexible 
manufacturing systems are all controlled by programmable 
logic controller (PLC) programmes that include sophisticated 
tooling, robots, transfer lines and other safety equipment. PLC 
programming allows manufacturers to alter production lines 
without having to completely retool the entire facility. However, 
whenever changes are made, engineers still have to stop the 
production for an extended period of time while they debug 
the PLC programmes against live equipment.”

“With the Siemens Tecnomatix virtual commissioning  
solutions, you can debug your PLC codes on a virtual  
environment before downloading them to real equipment. By 
simulating and validating your automation equipment virtually, 
you can confirm that they will work as expected and  
significantly reduce system startup time.”

DESign South Africa has other facilities situated within 
South Africa to provide additional facilities and local  
support for their customers. The Port Elizabeth building 
offers 2 000m² of office and manufacturing space, and the 
Johannesburg and Pretoria buildings currently offer over  
1 000m² of office and manufacturing space.

“Further growth is definitely on the cards in years to come, 
says Brookes. “DESign South Africa has maintained steady 
growth both financially and in personnel. We are continuing 
with our efforts to broaden our customer base and to continue 
to supply the high quality products and good service on which 
we have built our reputation,” concluded Brookes.

For further details contact DESign South Africa on  
TEL: 031 914 3120 or visit www.des-ign.co.za

DESign South Africa have recently purchased an Akira Seki Performa V8 XP
vertical machining center with XYZ travels of 2060 x 850 x 815mm from
MJH Machine Tools. They now have four Akira Seiki machining centers

An aluminium component
being machined

“Competition requires each of us to improve what we do on a continuous basis, 
knowing that our competitors are doing the same. If our competitors are good 
they spend a considerable amount of time trying to figure out how to optimise 
what they do, down to the last detail. In order to be competitive, you must first 

have the top people — the real drivers. The top people come to you with a 
lifetime of practical experience, plus a great education.”
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“The company was established as a precision  
engineering company by my father Eric While and was 
aptly named Profile Tooling as the emphasis was on 

manufacturing precision tooling for many industries and  
supplemented with general engineering machining and  
manufacturing,” said the founder’s son Jevon While, who is the 
current Managing Director.

“We are a well-established company based in Port 
Elizabeth, Eastern Cape. By the nature of our proximity to a 
large chunk of the automotive OEMs in South Africa and their 
suppliers that are located in this area, we have always had a 
good relationship with these companies as a supplier to them. 
The automotive market is an important sector served by us and 
still remains so today.” 

“Our exposure to the automotive industry was fairly large 
and mainly involved supplying tooling and fixtures in a variety 
of configurations and special purpose machines and  
equipment, but always made to specification. Over the 30-plus 
years of the company’s existence we have been involved in 
many different projects and generally always manufactured 
according to our client’s requirements.”

“Although constantly busy the business was labeled as and 
acted as a job shop with many of our invoices reflecting the 
‘once-off’ syndrome.”

“I joined the company in 1996 and was elevated to the 
position of Managing Director in 2009. I knew that we needed 
to free ourselves from the ‘single-customer’ model and the only 
way we could do that was by adopting new technologies and 
expanding our customer base to other industries so that we 
could protect ourselves against economic uncertainties.”

“More 
importantly 
we almost 
had to 
reinvent 
ourselves, 
I believed, 
so that we 
could take 
on and 
execute 
produc-
tion work, 
which we 
had only 
done in a 
limited way 
in the past. 
There is 
a certain 
level of 
security to 
be found in 
the captive 
machine 
shop  
business model but I wanted to diversify into keeping our 
machines busy and not being reliant on one industry.”

“The first step is to evaluate your strengths in terms of 
capabilities. What is the full range of components you can 
produce with your current equipment lineup, and is there new 
business you can pursue based on those capabilities? When 
considering the products you’re manufacturing for a single  
customer, are there related markets you can enter with  
minimal capital investment? If you were to invest in new  
equipment, how many markets would it launch you into, and 
what would such an outlay cost? Are there any processes being 
outsourced that you could bring in-house to build your core 
competencies? Be sure you understand the latest machining 
processes and technologies, how they’ve evolved over time, 
and which would enable you to reach your goal.”

“By taking these steps, a machine shop can limit worries 
over market fluctuations, since a diversified customer base  
provides protection against market volatility.”

Name change
“Before embarking on this new strategy it was clear to us 

that we were ‘labeled’ with the name Profile Tooling. Changing 
a company’s name after the company has been in business for 
30 years is not something you take lightly. The result was that 

Jevon While, Managing Director of Tiagen Industrial, in front
of his new Kitamura HX250G Compact horizontal machining center 

purchased from WD Hearn Machine Tools

Tiagen Industrial takes a slice 
of component production and 
consumable market

The new Kitamura HX250G Compact
horizontal machining center comes with two pallets 

and Tiagen Industrial have designed and
manufactured their own tooling. The blocks that

the company is manufacturing are loaded on
a tombstone fixture that accommodates 48 blocks 

at a time — eight rails of six blocks per rail. In two 
shifts they machine approximately 700 blocks

Although Tiagen Industrial is a relatively
new company, history shows that its origins date back
to 1983. 
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in 2013 we established Tiagen Industrial with big ambitions  
for the company. Profile Tooling continued to operate as a  
separate entity until we felt comfortable that we could  
incorporate Profile Tooling into the new company. This took 
place in 2014.”

“It is not strictly true to say that the company relied solely 
on client specification work because over the years Profile 
Tooling had built a library of equipment, products and  
components that were manufactured from concept.  
Besides wanting to diversify into supplying other industries 
such as food and pharmaceutical and a need for expansion in 
all areas of our business, I felt we were not making use of the 
full potential of the engineering skills and know how that was 
at our disposal.”

Industrial blades and knives
“Industrial blades are used in a wide array of industries, 

from food processing to tyre and rubber, paper, plastic, metal, 
wood and just about everything in-between. A vast majority of 
these are imported cutting, trimming, slitting, slicing,  
perforating, scoring or creasing operations.”

“We decided to start importing these products but with a 

long-term view to start manufacturing 
locally. While building up a base of 
clients we looked at the market to see 
where the biggest potential was before 
deciding to build a machine that would 
manufacture the blades. We decided 
the food processing industry had great 
potential.”

“Our first attempt at manufacturing 
a machine to manufacture the blades 
was not very successful but persis-
tence paid off and we believe that we 
have now perfected the design and 
operation of the machine. This includ-
ed the design and manufacture of the 
tooling by us. In blade manufacture it is 
important to get the operational ability 
of the teeth of the blade correct. We 
have now patented the design of the 

machine and the blade and have started production.  
The potential is huge — one bakery group reportedly uses  
500 000 blades a year. Although we import the coil we can still 
manufacture locally at a substantially better cost as compared 
to the imported blades.”

“The experience we have gained in this new venture for the 
company has been invaluable. It is going to open new doors for 
us in other industries as well as exploring other opportunities 
to manufacture other products such as knives that are used in 
the related industries.”

Another contract that Tiagen Industrial has 
recently won is to manufacture a joint bracket 
for a fuel line on the very popular Ford Ranger 

pickup truck / rear-wheel drive (2WD) and 
four-wheel drive (4WD) that is made locally. 
The company will be supplying a minimum of 

10 000 components a month

Tiagen Industrial has recently won
a multi year contract to machine
a joint block that is used in the
braking system on a vehicle
and is 16 x 32 x 46mm in size

The company has gained
a reputation for manufacturing

precision tooling

Tiagen Industrial have purchased a Chiah Chyun CB 36M Swiss type 
turning center that features twin spindles, a complete driven tooling 
system and a bar feeder, also from WD Hearn Machine Tools

The new Kitamura HX250G Compact horizontal machining center



Fabrication
“Part of our strategy to diversify is to offer existing clients 

more than just a machining and manufacturing service. Again, 
we had dabbled on this side but now we have rented an extra 

1 000m² of space, right next door to our existing facility 
that is dedicated to fabrication. If we do not have the  
equipment we will outsource operations such as laser and 
plasma cutting. But who knows, maybe we will buy our own 
equipment in the future if orders and that type of business 
requires us to.”

“I would walk around the shop floor and the manufacturing 
and assembly area of existing clients and see many potential 
products that we could easily manufacture locally that in most 
cases were being imported. Trolleys, pallets, material storage 
and handling are all products that we are now manufacturing 
and supplying to both existing and new clients.”

Automotive component production contracts
“We became very adept at machining precision  

components for the tooling, jigs and fixtures that we were 
manufacturing so it made sense to look in this area if we 
were going to go the production route. We have 33 machines 
of which 15 are CNC milling, turning and EDM wire cutting 
machines so we have the capacity.”

“Another big plus for us is that we are well connected in 
the automotive industry so we already had a pedigree. An open 
doorway didn’t automatically lead to new business, however. 
Little did we realise that, despite these advantages, it would 
take us two and half years to get our first order. Virtually at the 
same time we received a second order for another component 
that involves Swiss type machining, welding and plating.”

“There is a definite trend in the automotive component 
supply market to reshore, as the Americans like to call it, and 
offer local machining companies the opportunity to supply. This 
might be because of the weak South African currency or there 
is an effort to step up local content. Whichever it is it is good 
for the local industry and our economy.”

“We have now been awarded these two multi year contracts 
with the prospect of the contracts being extended but it took 
many hours of testing and a sizeable investment from our side.”

“The one component was actually subjected to a 1 000 
hour salt spray test before it was approved but our client is now 
realising between 20 and 40 per cent cost savings on the two 
components. Additionally there were also seal, torque and weld 
penetration tests carried out.”

Dedicated manufacturing area
“To accommodate this new work we have had to alter and 

refurbish a section of our 1 300m² factory in Lindsay Road, 
Neave Township. This section is now dedicated to automotive 

component manufacturing and is virtually self-contained  
carrying out cut-to-size, deburing, forming, drilling, threading 
and chamfering operations. A strategically located material 
handling area and metrology lab are also located in the area.” 

 “The new machines that we have purchased from  
WD Hearn Machine Tools include a Kitamura HX250G compact 
horizontal machining center and a Chiah Chyun CB 36M Swiss 
type turning center that features twin spindles, a complete 
driven tooling system and a bar feeder.”

“The one component is a joint bracket for a fuel line on the 
very popular Ford Ranger pickup truck / rear-wheel drive (2WD) 
and four-wheel drive (4WD) that is made locally. We do not  
supply Ford directly but rather their supplier, who is our client.”

“We have been contracted to supply a minimum of 10 000 
components a month and to ramp up if required.  

Tiagen Industrial makes use
of Sure First and Accutex EDM machines

supplied by EDM Shop

Tiagen Industrial has 33 machines on the
shopfloor of which 15 are CNC milling,
turning and EDM wire cutting machines.
A number of them are Sure First machines
supplied by EDM Shop

A special purpose machine
that Tiagen Industrial

has manufactured
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The material for the joint 
bracket is extruded locally 
before we cut-to-size. It is 
then welded to a plate and 
the holes are final machined 
before being sent for zinc and 
nickel plating.”

“The second component 
is a joint block that is used in 
the braking system and is  
16 x 32 x 46mm in size. 
Here we cut-to-size  
material before it is sent to the Kitamura for drilling,  
threading and chamfering operations. Again it is sent  
for plating and we are machining 10 000 components a 
month.”

“The Kitamura HX250G Compact horizontal machining 
center is ideal for simultaneous 4-axis machining of small, 
detailed, highly accurate parts. Positioning and full stroke 
repeatability is amazing on this machine and it has a feed rate 
of 60 mpm and an 11,2kW dual contact spindle. I have never 
seen a machine move so fast.”

“The machine comes with two pallets and we have 
designed and manufactured our own tooling. The blocks are 
loaded on a tombstone fixture that accommodates 48 blocks 
at a time — eight rails of six blocks per rail. In two shifts we 
machine approximately 700 blocks.”

“Both of these components are safety critical components 
so the repeatability has to be less than a micron.”  

“I am also proud to say that because of the success  
of this project we are currently being assessed to machine  
and supply more safety critical components for fuel and  
brake lines.”

Core competencies
“Tiagen Industrial has manufactured a wide  

variety of tooling for a broad spectrum of industries 
and this will remain our core business. Some 

examples that we have manufactured include 
lead moulds, pasting tooling and punch tooling 
for the battery market, bead tooling, extruder 
spares such as preforms and die plates and 
tread tooling such as calendaring rolls and 

steelastic dies for the tyre industry and tooling, 
including forming, sealing and cutting tools for the hygiene 
industry.”

 “We have a design department that uses SolidWorks as 
our CAD package so we can design from concept as we did 
with our blade manufacturing machine and the many other 
special purpose machines that we have manufactured.”

“The decision to diversify has paid off if you consider that 
the company has grown 60 per cent in 2015 and we have  
created more employment opportunities. In the last few 
months we have employed 13 extra staff and our compliment 
now stands at 40 people.”

“I’ve seen companies that relied too heavily on one market, 
or one customer, and when the economy faltered, they ended 
up going out of business because they didn’t have a backup 
plan. We have put in more than one backup plan. Contract 
production machining and fabrication, and currently a third one 
is taking shape. This involves sourcing products and materials 
that are supplied in bulk. Admittedly a number of these are 
sourced from off-shore suppliers at this stage because they are 
not available locally. However, in the future we will definitely 
consider manufacturing locally if it is viable.”

For further details contact Tiagen Industrial on  
TEL: 041 451 2838 or visit www.tiagenindustrial.co.za

A component being machined on a
DMTG CNC flat bed lathe

Fabricating is now included in Tiagen
Industrial’s capabilities 

Sanitary tooling — rotary diesTiagen Industrial manufactures tooling
and components for the automotive,
food processing and pharmaceutical industries

Components that have been
manufactured by Tiagen Industrial

A calendar roll for tyre wire 
feeding manufactured by Tiagen 

Industrial
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The major business issues being 
faced by mould makers worldwide 
are the customer demand for 

quick turnaround of high quality moulds, 
declining prices and profit margins,  
unavailability of skilled labour and global 
competition. These are but a few of the 
many that could be listed in a segment 
of the metalworking industry that has 
significance beyond its own borders.

Mould machining is often at the  
forefront of metalworking technology.  
The demands for highly accurate,  
complex machining in mould making 
drive technical advances in machine tool 
design, control technology, cutting tools, 
CNC programming, job planning/shop-
floor control software and so on.  
Mould machining can be a glimpse of the 
future for machining in general.

Die/mould machining primarily refers 
to the machining of complex 3D forms. 
Stamping dies, forming dies, forging dies, 
injection moulds and blow moulds are 
all examples of tooling that might have 
complex shapes precisely mirroring or matching the intended 
shape of some final, mass-produced part. Complex fixtures and 
composite layup tools are also examples of milled parts that 
might have a similar complex 3D shape. High speed machining 
is an important topic for die/mould machining because of the 
need to take light milling passes productively in order to realise 
both the required geometry and the required surface finish. 
Hard milling is also important because many workpieces are 
machined in their hardened form. EDM is also used to impart 
the shape into the final die or mould tooling.

New challenges for the die/mould maker have been the 
emergence of 3D printing and / or additive manufacturing  
(previously known as rapid protyping). For years, 3D-printed 
parts were used as nonfunctional prototypes, produced  
primarily for visual purposes in initial product development, 
but as the technology has advanced, these parts are now 

being developed to satisfy real-world applications or production 
requirements.

Success in mould making therefore requires a  
sophisticated business strategy. Innovation, imagination,  
integration and automation are all critical. 

Family run MLI Tool & Die was established by Paulo de Sa 
in April 2007 when he decided he wanted to continue his  
profession’s proud heritage of skilled toolmaking and press tool 
manufacture. Paulo had qualified as a tool and die maker and 
spent 17 years with plumbing industry supplier Dutton Plastics 
in their toolroom manufacturing moulds for the company.  
Paulo then joined his brother’s company De Sa Industries, 
which offered injection moulding of accessories for security 
companies, the camping industry, the packaging industry, the 
motor industry, the communication industry and the mining 
industry. The company also manufactured its own moulds and 
between Paulo and brother José, who is also a qualified tool 
and die maker, they had built up a number of years of  
experience.

“The mould making department of a manufacturing  
company demands the same skill and attention to detail as an 
independent mould maker does. However, the manufacturing 
company puts more emphasis on throughput and versatility 
from mould making machines to ensure that moulds are ready 
in time to keep the injection moulding machines running and 
turning out products.”

“I decided that this type of emphasis was not for me.  
My skill was at making moulds and not product. Looking back 
now I would say that the toolmaker that we had in the 1990s 
and prior to that, I don’t think we’ll ever see that type of  
person again. Dedicated, resourceful and skilled  
toolmakers are hard to find and those that are still in the 
industry should be treasured and used as mentors before it  
is too late. Fortunately I come from that era and at the  
age of 47 years I am still relatively young so I can continue to 
make a contribution.” 

Mould and progression tool manufacture 
is MLI Tool & Die’s business

MLI Tool & Die’s recent purchase of a new Accutex GE-43SA
wire EDM from EDM Shop

Paulo, Manny and José de Sa with
José’s son Miguel at the back 
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Milling is really quite thrilling
“Having said that the toolmaking profession has changed. 

While the trade had always been based on the development 
of skilled and well-rounded toolmakers, the technical schools 
are beginning to turn out candidates for jobs in basic machine 
operation.”

“But with the adoption of evolving machine tool technology 
has come new ways of doing things and you have to adapt.”

“Today’s machine tools continue evolving into  
multifunction machine platforms to meet new requirements 
and those that may be expected in the future. To be sure,  
multifunction machines are not new. Milling, turning, and  
drilling/tapping with on-machine measurement have a long 
history of working together in machines to produce large and 
small workpieces and tools. Toolmaking, as an example, has 
long benefited from the combination of grinding and eroding 
(EDM) to produce precision carbide and PCD tools, for  
example.”

“For anyone who owns, operates, or manages a  
machining center, these are exciting times. Never before has 
there been such an awesome assortment of high-quality  
cutting tools. Newfangled toolpath algorithms are removing 
metal like there’s no tomorrow. Toolholders grip tighter and 
more accurately, vices and fixtures can be swapped out in the 
blink of an eye. If your shop isn’t taking advantage of all the 
industry has to offer, the one thing you can be sure of cutting 
is profit margin.”

“Likewise with the software programmes that are now  

available, both for machining and NC control. New  
CAD/CAM/CAE software helps boost manufacturing  
efficiencies with improvements in high-speed metal cutting, 
design and visualisation tools. We did not have these tools at 
our disposal when I started and I have to admit that they add 
value. It is all about productivity while not neglecting quality.”

It was not long after establishing MLI Tool & Die that 
Paulo’s brother José had had enough of manufacturing plastic 
products and decided to join him. In the interim, Paulo’s dad 
Manny (Miguel), who had immigrated to South Africa from 
Portugal in 1979 and had worked with machine tools all his 
life, with an emphasis on metal pressing, also joined the  
company. The family connection is being continued with José’s 
son Miguel, who has recently joined MLI Tool & Die and is  
currently going through his apprenticeship. 

MLI Tool and Die manufacture through hardened injection 
moulds for the packaging and general custom moulding  
industries. In addition to plastic injection moulds, they also 
manufacture vacuum forming moulds for vacuum formed 
products and blow moulds for blow moulded products such as 
plastic bottles.

Progressive press tooling
Manufacturing of progressive press tooling and forming 

dies also forms part of the company’s service offerings, as 
does general CNC machining.

“Most owners or drivers of cars don’t particularly care how 
vehicles are manufactured and assembled or where. As long 

A tool in the process of being manufactured
at MLI Tool & Die

Some of the products that MLI Tool & Die has made
the mould or tool for its clients 

MLI Tool & Die has three CNC vertical machining centers.
This one is a Jyoti 850i supplied by EDM Shop

Included in the equipment at MLI Tool & Die
are two surface grinders
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as they get them from A to B without breaking down they are 
happy. But what they do not realise or contemplate is what has 
to happen to manufacture a vehicle. When it comes to vehicle 
development the likelihood that there will be a single material 
that pretty much handles all aspects of the construction of the 
structural and/or exterior aspects of that car is not likely in the 
foreseeable future. New materials and environmental pressure 
keep pushing for light weighting and are becoming more of an 
“essential” as part of the design and production process.”

“However, it is the number of jigs, fixtures, gauges,  
patterns, moulds and dies that are needed during the  
manufacturing process to maintain quality and production  
efficiency that are too numerous to mention. It would be  
interesting to get a figure. Although these tools are virtually 
invisible when production is running smoothly, their importance 
becomes evident when problems arise.”

“For this reason, companies like ours become very  
important to the OEMs. We might be third tier or even fourth 
tier suppliers but we form an important link in the chain.  
A luxury German 
manufacturer  
with a big  
manufacturing 
plant in South 
Africa is currently 
tooling up for a new 
model and we have 
won a contract to 
manufacture two 
different  
progression tools 
for the  
manufacture of the 
fuel tank brackets. 
This emphasises 
my point of the 
amount of  
tooling needed by 
the OEMs, or more 
correctly the  
suppliers into the 
OEMs because at 
the end of the day 
they are largely 
assemblers.”   

“It is not our 
first time  

supplying into the automotive market. We have manufactured 
ridge lock tooling and progression tooling for exhaust  
manufacture to Bosal, amongst others.”

“Other industries that we have been successful in are the 
medical, electrical, metal pressing and die casting industries. 
The different types of tooling we have manufactured can range 
from simple moulds to multi-cavity moulds and on the  
progression tooling side we have manufactured a relatively 
large one with dimensions of 1500 x 800 x 500mm.”

Equipment
“We have all the equipment that a company in this industry 

needs. This includes three CNC vertical machining centers, two 
surface grinders, two spark eroders and a wire EDM and  
conventional lathes and milling machines.”

“For trials of the moulds or tooling that we manufacture we 
have an eccentric press and an injection moulder.”

“On average we manufacture between 10 and  
15 progression tools a year and the same amount of moulds. 

We only have eight 
staff so we are 
kept busy.”

Seeking 
capacity - New 
Accutex wire EDM

Like all the 
previous  
purchases of 
machinery and 
equipment MLI 
Tool & Die’s recent 
purchase of a new 
Accutex GE-43SA 
wire EDM from 
EDM Shop was 
driven largely by 
the company’s 
need for additional 
capacity. MLI Tool 
& Die has been 
busy in recent 
times and the 
ever increasing 
demand for  
on-time delivery, 
consistently high 

MLI Tool & Die has
conventional lathes and milling machines
on the shopfloor as well

For trials of the moulds or tooling that MLI 
Tool & Die manufactures for clients they have 

an eccentric press and an injection moulder

Another tool in the process of being manufactured at
MLI Tool & Die. On average the company manufactures between

10 and 15 progression tools a year and the same amount of moulds

MLI Tool & Die uses Edgecam as their machining
and design software



quality, and competitive pricing from its customers has put 
pressure on the company’s capabilities even though the  
company owes its reputation to delivering on these  
requirements. 

“Wire EDM was among the most pressing capacity needs 
until our new machine was installed in September 2016. The 
Accutex GE-43SA machine is capable of 150m²/min cutting 
speeds using standard Ø0.25mm brass wire, and the  
Accutex SD (Stable Discharge) Master-powered servo control 
system enhances accuracy, repeatability and surface finish 
while minimising the possibility of wire breakage. The Accutex 
Intelligent Discharge Unit is engineered to maximise  
performance in changing workpiece thicknesses and water 
flushing conditions. A digital AC power supply facilitates high 
speed, electrolysis free machining.”

“The in-house-developed Accutex controller features  
automatic corner control that analyses cutting data, wire  
diameter, cutting angle and workpiece thickness to 
automatically determine parameters that will maintain the  
best corner cutting performance from roughing to finishing 
operations.”

“The machine’s 6-axis controller includes Z-axis positioning 
and 5-axis simultaneous interpolation to enable processing of 
any “turn and burn” application. An in-house-designed rotary 
table and controller can be applied to both vertical and  
horizontal applications.”

“It is challenging enough to produce a brand-new mould 
from a tool drawing, but not to have the modern equipment 
and software programmes that are available these days at  
your disposal, is putting your company at risk. The most  
time-consuming and costly phase of component or part  
production is the mould or tool design and the build process. 
What magnifies this is that when the designer makes changes 
or when the component / part to be tooled is discovered to be 
beyond the injection moulding machine’s or press’s  
capabilities. Open communication between the design parties 
is crucial to keeping the tool design and build on schedule.”

“Today, the use of software for mould design is  
experiencing a remarkable evolution. There are a variety of 
essential mould design tools available within your current  
product design software. With the new generation of 3-D solid 
modelling software, there are highly developed tools that speed 
up the mould design process, but also examine the part's 
geometry, simulate analysis and forecast potential tooling  
problems.”

“The new machine is going to make a big difference for us. 
Processing speeds are so much more advanced than even five 
years ago. The capability to manufacture more complex moulds 
is already helping us. However, the journey is still ongoing for 
us. We know that we will have to make more capital equipment 
investments in the future.”

For further details contact MLI Tool & Die on  
TEL: 011 609 7005 or visit www.mlitooling.co.za 

“It is challenging enough to produce 
a brand-new mould from a tool drawing, 
but not to have the modern equipment 

and software programmes that are 
available these days at your disposal, is 
putting your company at risk. The most 

time-consuming and costly phase of 
component or part production is the mould 

or tool design and the build process.”
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Cost is an important factor in 
any project. Even in projects 
that require the most  

stringent of engineering standards 
and quality control. The pressures 
of modern day business mean 
that cost savings are constantly 
being sought after. Although 
“better, faster, cheaper” is often 
considered to be a product of the 
21st century, keeping costs low is 
nothing new. As the astronaut Alan 
Shepard famously once said in 
the early 1960s: it’s very sobering 
to be relying on components that 
were manufactured by “the lowest 
bidder”— a very sobering thought indeed!

The real skill of an engineer is not being able to design 
something that is fit for purpose, but being able to design 
something that meets the required standards without costing a 
small fortune to manufacture. As one of my engineering friends 
once said during a conversation about the real value of their 
skills, “anybody can make something that will do a job, but not 
everybody can make something that will do a job without  
breaking the bank”.

Taking a project to production is a fine balancing act that 
sees an engineer adjust the scales precisely in order to design 
components that meet the required functionality and integrity 
within the available budget. This is harder than many people 
appreciate due to the long list of associated costs that  
manufacturing processes have. Purchasing departments far 
and wide know that the cost per unit is determined by material 
cost, labour costs and shipping costs. The more material that 
needs to be used, the higher the production costs; the greater 
number of processes that have to be used to produce a  
component, the greater the production cost; and the further the 
components have to travel between processes, the greater the 
production cost.

Although finding a production method that can reduce the 
number of stages required in the production process and keep 
these costs low may seem as likely as finding a pot of gold at 
the end of a rainbow, one does exist…

The process is investment casting; one of the oldest metal 
forming techniques in the world. It has been used in various 
forms for over 5,000 years and today it is still the first choice 
process for many engineers working in industries where  
precision is paramount. Metal castings are formed using the 
“lost wax process”, which involves wax replicas of the desired 
component being produced, “shelled” and burned out to  
produce a mould for the metal casting.

Why can investment casting save money?
So, how does this process reduce production costs and 

save money? Quite simply, the process reduces the amount of 
material that is wasted when producing finished components, 
reduces the number of stages that are required to produce 
finished components, and consequently reduces the amount of 
shipping that components are subject to during production.

But how does it do this?
The key to the cost savings comes in the form of the  

benefits of the process — which allows components to be  
produced precisely and accurately.

The freedom of design that investment casting grants an 
engineer reduces the need for machining processes. The fact 
that investment casting can be used to manufacture  
components that have complex designs without having to rely 
upon subtractive manufacturing methods means that material 
waste is reduced. When compared to machining from solid  
(a process for which material waste is a by-product) significant 
production cost savings can be made. The cost savings can be 
so substantial that machinists have been known to commission 
investment casting foundries to produce castings for them to 
‘finish’ on behalf of their clients. By having components  
manufactured as investment castings, many reduce the links  
in the supply chain that is associated with their project’s  
production processes.

Although castings may have to undergo some additional 
processes in order to achieve the necessary production  
standards, the number of stages involved in production can  
be significantly reduced. Complex features such as  
undercuts, cooling fins, cooling pips, PCB guides, sealing 
grooves, fine detail and lettering can be produced through the 
process — reducing the need for post cast machining. The fine 
3.2 micron ‘as cast’ surface finish that can be achieved through 
investment casting is often good enough to meet the required 
standards for most applications. In the instances where it isn’t, 
surface treatments can be used to improve a castings finish. 
Investment casting allows products to be manufactured to  
90% of their finished state, if not 100%.

At this point, you may be thinking that “surely other casting 
methods could be used to achieve components without wasting 
material and avoiding the need for costly machining processes?” 
This may be true, however, when you consider that sand casting 
and die casting cannot produce castings that are as complex 
(externally or internally), or have as fine a surface finish. It is 
clear that there are more cost savings to be had by choosing 
investment casting over these other methods — especially when 
you consider the savings that can be gained by using tooling 
that is manufactured from aluminium as opposed to steel. 

bETTER   PROducTION

Could investment casting 
save you money?
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Reduced tooling costs can result in big savings, as it is the 
most expensive one off cost associated with the project.  
The aluminium dies used in investment casting also allow  
modifications to be made easily due to the fact that the  
material is very workable. This can often result in considerable 
savings for projects that are subject to design changes.

Is investment casting really the answer?
Like with most things in life, “one size does not necessarily 

fit all”. Investment casting may not be the answer for all  
projects; in some instances other manufacturing processes may 
be more suited to manufacturing certain components. However, 
investment casting is the ideal production method for  
manufacturing complex ferrous and non-ferrous components 
that have to be lightweight and have 
good integrity.

It can avoid the material waste 
that is associated with machining 
from solid, reduce the need for post 
casting finishing and save the time 
and cost associated with redesigning 
components to make them suitable 
for a production process. Manpower 
often ends up being a hidden cost in 
manufacturing, but it is one that can 
be considerable. Adopting a method 
that avoids the need for design 
changes saves time and, as a result, money.

Potential cost savings, coupled with the long list of benefits 
that are associated with investment casting, create a very  
compelling argument for many engineers to explore the  

manufacturing process when looking for a  
production method to realise the components 
required in their next project. The potential savings 
may be so great in certain instances, that some 
would look to see if changing to the investment 
casting process could save cost on projects that are 
already in production.

If you have a project that requires complex  
components to be produced that have good integrity 

and aren’t subject to expensive and lengthy machining process, 
you should definitely consider investment casting. 

Article by Matt McGillicuddy of PI Castings
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INTERNATIONAL   NEWS

“The goal of “Global One“ is to combine DMG MORI 
Company Limited and DMG MORI Aktiengesellschaft 
into a globally integrated machine tool company. 

More than 12,000 associates in our production facilities 
around the world and our 164 international Technology 
Centers and service locations are currently working hard at 
making us number 1 in the world for our customers,” says 
Dr. Ing. Masahiko Mori, 
President of DMG MORI 
Company Limited in a 
statement on the  
company’s website.

“We guarantee you 
stability and continuity in 
our partnership with you, 
our customers and  
suppliers. Our goal is to 
refocus our efforts in new 
areas together with you: 
“global one“ stands for 
forward-looking innovations 
in machines, DMG MORI 
components, software 
solutions and lifecycle 
services. It stands for top 
quality, from production 
to customer-oriented total 
solutions and for a new 
dimension in technologies 
and processes, right up to 
automation and  
digitisation in the age of 
Industry 4.0.”

“Our objective is to 
promote the wide range of 
global skills and expand 
the regional strengths  
of our production  
facilities. The Pfronten 
and Seebach, Germany 
facilities are particularly 
good examples of this, 
as plants leading the way 
with the fascinating 5-axis complete machining.” 

“Bielefeld and Iga will continue to collaborate closely on 
advancing the universal turning and turn and mill  
technologies. And the Bergamo, Italy site will be focusing on 
production and automated turning in the future as well. In 
addition, we are relying on the strengths of our Excellence 
Centers in Nara, Japan for the automotive industry and in 
Pfronten, Germany for the aerospace industry.”

“Our status as an integrated machine tool manufacturer 
means that we will be continuing to innovate into the future in 
ways that will benefit you. Benefiting our customers is always 
at the forefront for us. And above all, our goal is to listen 
to you and create solutions to meet your needs. In addition 
to machines and select DMG MORI components, we will be 

placing integrated technologies and process solutions at the 
forefront.”

“Digitisation is a key topic for us for the future. We are 
expanding our APP-based CELOS® control and operating  
software to a digitisation platform. We have the technologies 
and products we need for Industry 4.0 and the necessary 
process know-how to go along with them. With CELOS®, we 

are already offering our 
customers the key to  
networked intelligent  
production. Select 
partners now have the 
new and easy option 
of integrating their own 
CELOS® APPs. The latest 
Ultrasonic and Lasertec 
technologies already offer 
a wide variety of different 
options today. We are 
focusing, in particular, on 
further enhancing 
additive manufacturing, 
and are concentrating 
our efforts in this on 
metallic materials.”

“As for the area of 
quality, we will be 
continuing to advance 
our “Quality First” 
strategy. A consistent 
approach to quality is 
being implemented 
across the board in our 
globally integrated 
company. The evolution 
of the Ecoline to the new 
CLX and CMX Series is an 
example of this. Designed 
as attractive standard 
machines for the global 
market, this line places 
the entire bandwidth of 
technological 

performance, as well as DMG MORI's complete control and 
automation know-how, at the disposal of the user. We now 
supply the Heidenhain control for the CMX V. We will never 
overlook you, our loyal customers!”

“We have completely reworked our service and spare 
parts prices. Our 5 Service Promise is designed to meet your 
high demands for quality of service — and to do so at 
reasonable prices and at a best price guarantee.” 

“We are convinced that you, our customers, suppliers and 
business partners will benefit from our further consolidation 
into a “Global One“ company. It is thanks to you that we have 
become what we are today. Together with you, we will shape 
the future. That's why we are asking you to get in touch with 
us. Your feedback is important.”

New era for DMG MORI — 
aims to be number 1 in the world

Dr. Ing. Masahiko Mori, President DMG MORI Company Limited 
with Christian Thönes, Chairman of the Executive Board DMG MORI 

Aktiengesellschaft

“Our objective is to promote the wide range 
of global skills and expand the regional 

strengths of our production facilities. The 
Pfronten and Seebach, Germany facilities 
are particularly good examples of this, as 
plants leading the way with the fascinating 

5-axis complete machining.”
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The largest metal 3D printed part 
ever made?

Researchers at Cranfield 
University have unveiled 
what they believe could 

be the biggest metal 3D printed 
part ever made in a single 
piece, using Cranfield’s Wire 
+ Arc Additive Manufacture 
(WAAM) process.

The six metre long, 300kg, 
double-sided metal 3D printed 
spar is made from aerospace-
grade aluminium on Cranfield’s 
new 10 metre metal printer.

Cranfield’s researchers 
are already upgrading it to make it suitable for the production 
of titanium parts, with the addition of a local shielding device 
which the University has also reportedly developed.

The 3D printing, also known as additive manufacture (AM), 
enables the production of metal parts at significantly reduced 
time and cost when compared to existing methods.

According to Cranfield, Wire + Arc Additive Manufacture 
(WAAM) is the most suitable AM process for the manufacture of 
large structural components, especially for the aerospace  
sector, but also for the oil and gas, automotive, marine and 
energy industries.

Head of Cranfield’s Additive Manufacture programme, 
Professor Stewart Williams explained: “Hundreds of millions of 
pounds are spent on medium to large-scale components by the 
aerospace industry each year.”

“There is great potential for significant cost savings in terms 

of waste and production  
efficiency if we can transform 
the way these parts are  
manufactured. This  
demonstration clearly shows 
the potential of the WAAM  
process with this newly-acquired 
machine for changing future 
manufacturing processes.”

The huge spar was designed 
by Cranfield MSc students to 
test the capability of the new 
WAAM machine and to assess 
the challenges of building a 

structure of such size, all necessary steps in the manufacture 
of real aerospace components of similar dimensions.

The team estimate that WAAM can enable substantial cost 
savings, as much as 70% compared to the traditional  
machine-from-solid approach, as well as large lead time  
reduction — from well over a year to just a few weeks.

Cranfield leads the WAAMMat consortium, which comprises 
20 industry partners and 13 further universities, targeting the 
maturation and commercial exploitation of the WAAM process. 
Cranfield’s team currently comprises 30 people and a portfolio 
of 70 projects.

Recent research has highlighted the possibility of achieving 
even better mechanical properties compared to the equivalent 
wrought alloys, and the team is supporting the qualification 
programmes of large aerospace OEMs to enable a potentially 
more sustainable future for aviation.

Airbus is to shake up its company structure as it  
reportedly looks to simplify brands, merge divisions and 
remove bureaucracy.

The aerospace giant is hoping the restructure will result  
in improved profitability and greater focus on its airliner  
businesses, with the decision thought to be a reaction to  
growing global competition.

It’s expected that the shake up will result in a number of 
management jobs, and certain departments merged together.

Chief executive Tom Enders 
made the announcement and 
explained: “We are bringing 
Team Airbus closer together, 
recognising that our  
commercial aircraft division is 
by far the largest contributor to 
our company’s revenues and 
financials.”

“We aren’t just trying to 
get leaner at the shop-floor 

level, we are really starting at the top of the company. I would 
expect, starting from next year, we should see some of these 
savings come to the bottom line,” Enders continued.

The level of savings and number of layoffs hasn’t been  
officially announced as yet, however Enders did say the job 
losses wouldn’t be “insignificant”.

He also noted that the company would focus more on  
digital thinking in production and design, while also speeding 
up the decision making process to deal with the increased 

competition the firm is  
expecting.

Several production issues 
have plagued Airbus of late, 
with delays to development 
projects, increased costs of 
production and the continued 
success of rival firms. However, 
Enders said that those  
pressures aren’t driving the 
reorganisation of the company.

Airbus to bring all its operations 
under one wing
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Stanley  
Black & Decker 
Inc. has agreed 

to buy Newell Brands 
Inc.’s tools business 
for $1.95 billion in 
cash, helping the 
workshop giant push 
deeper into consumer 
and industrial  
equipment.

Stanley will gain 
the Irwin, Lenox and 
Hilmor brands as part 
of the transaction, 
which is expected to 
add 15 cents to  
earnings within a year 
of its completion.  
The division  
generated  
$760 million in  
revenue over the  
past 12 months, 
according to Newell. It makes everything from industrial saw 
blades to screwdrivers.

The acquisition tightens Stanley’s grip on the tool market 
at a time of industry upheaval. Sears Holdings Corp. also has 
been shopping around its Craftsman tool division, which may 
fetch about $2 billion as well, according to people familiar with 
the situation. Stanley has expressed interest in that business 
too, according to reports.

For Newell, the 
sale helps streamline 
its sprawling product 
portfolio after its 
merger with Jarden 
Corp. in April.  
The combination 
with Jarden created 
a company with  
$16 billion in sales 
and pushed Newell 
into new categories 
such as home  
fragrances and  
outdoor products.

Stanley  
Black & Decker is  
a world-leading  
provider of tools  
and storage,  
commercial  
electronic  
security and  
engineered  

fastening systems. Among the Stanley brand commonly  
found in an engineering or manufacturing facility you will find 
hammers, knives and blades, ladders, laser tools, layout tools, 
measuring tools, power tools, paint applicators, saws,  
snips, pliers and wrenches. Among the Black & Decker range 
you will find screwdrivers, drills, saws, sanders,  
specialty tools, impacts, lasers and levels, hand tools and  
workbenches.

Stanley Black & Decker to buy 
Newell Tools for $1.95 billion

Stanley will gain the Irwin, Lenox and Hilmor brands as part of the transaction.

Allied Machine & Engineering Corp, a leading  
manufacturer of holemaking and finishing tooling  
systems, announced it has purchased a majority of the 

shares of Wohlhaupter GmbH of Frickenhausen, Germany, 
Wohlhaupter USA and Wohlhaupter India.

Known all over the world as a manufacturer 
of innovative, modular tool systems, 
Wohlhaupter produces facing and  
boring heads, grooving heads,  
clamping tools and customised  
solutions for boring operations.  
The most significant product additions 
include Wohlhaupter’s larger diameter 
boring tools and their line of digital  
boring tools. With one innovation after another, 
they have continually reinforced their reputation as the world 
leader in digital boring tools.

“Allied Machine is a perfect fit with Wohlhaupter,” said  
Bill Stokey, President/CEO of Allied Machine & Engineering. 

“Both are family-owned companies whose foundations are built 
upon excellent quality, flexibility, and ability to customise  
products and services, as well as a preference for building 
strong partnerships with our customers. These commonalities 

will produce a seamless integration of 
our philosophies and services.”

Customer sales and support will 
continue to be provided by both Allied 
and Wohlhaupter, reflecting the strong 
longstanding relationships established 
by both companies.

“By acquiring Wohlhaupter, Allied 
has added the world’s widest range of 
precision boring tools to our already vast 
array of available products,” adds  

Eric Tope, Vice President of Marketing & Sales. “Equally  
important is the fact that Allied now has a manufacturing  
presence in Europe and an additional 30 Field Sales Engineers 
throughout the USA, Germany and India.”

Allied Machine purchases majority interest in Wohlhaupter
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Local Motors, well known for the crowd sourced Rally 
Fighter off-road coupe and 3D printing a car, the Straiti, 
on their stand at IMTS 2014, has been diversifying lately. 

After starting some 3D-printed 
projects, it has gone in yet 
another direction, announcing 
the Olli, an electric minibus that 
looks like a large phone booth 
that's been tipped on its side. 
And it's autonomous.

Local Motors refers to the 
vehicle as a shuttle. It will  
transport up to 12 people from 
location to location along a  
pre-set route. The plan is to 
allow an Olli to be summoned 
using an app or a kiosk. It uses 
lidar, cameras and GPS to  
move along its route making  
adjustments as needed to avoid 
collisions. Currently, all Ollis 
will be monitored full-time by a 
human overseer and Local Motors states that it will assume 
liability in the case of an accident.

Olli uses IBM's Watson, a cloud-based cognitive  

computing platform, to allow riders to vocally communicate 
with the vehicle. In addition to taking route requests,  
Watson allows an Olli to answer questions about the  

vehicle's design and  
function or suggest  
restaurants based on the 
destination.

Unlike the vehicles 
Local Motors is most 
famous for, the Olli was 
not a crowdsourced  
project. It was developed 
in-house and uses a  
mix of 3D-printed  
aluminium, and steel 
parts throughout. The 
electric motor moves the 
Olli up to 25 mph, though 
Local Motors plans to 
eventually increase  
transit speeds. Legally, 
Olli can only operate  

on just a few public roads. Because of this, Local Motors is 
marketing the vehicle to places like university campuses  
and airports.

Olli, an electric minibus

The Olli was in action at IMTS 2016
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Tom Beard of Modern Machine Shop (mmsonline.com) 
sat down with Jimmy Chu, chairman and founder of 
Fair Friend Group (FFG) and published his interview in 

the IMTS 2016 Show Daily, a publication produced by 
Gardner Business Media’s Modern Machine Shop 

While some North Americans may be unfamiliar with 
the company, Chu has acquired his way to building 
FFG into one of the world’s  
leading machine tool concerns. 
With last year’s acquisition of 
MAG IAS (Germany), the  
Taiwan-based FFG now ranks 
third globally, Chu says, and he’s 
by no means done yet.

Among FFG’s portfolio are 
well-known brands such as 
Germany’s Huller Hille, Hessap 
and VDF Boehringer; Ikegai 
and Sugino (Japan); Jobs and 
Rambaudi (Italy); as well as Fair 
Friend and Feeler (Taiwan).  
Chu says, in total, FFG holds  
19 companies, 39 brands and  
58 factories located across  
10 countries. Industry insiders will recall FFG negotiating 
to buy Doosan Infracore (Korea) last year, a deal ultimately 
scuttled by the Korean government, Chu says. He is currently 
working on the acquisition of a well-known Japanese builder 
but cannot yet disclose the name.

Chu says his acquisition strategy includes three major 
components: level of technology, served markets and covering 

the full range of technology within the company. Essentially, 
Chu wants to serve the whole world — both in terms of  
geography and industry — with products that span the range 
of cost and technological capabilities. For example, with the 
acquisition of MAG, Chu considers FFG now to be the world’s 
leading player in high-volume automotive machining.  
The Jobs acquisition was similarly aimed at aerospace, where 

the company also has a strong  
footprint, particularly in Asia and 
now Europe. This strategy,  
Chu says, allows the corporation 
to include niche products in the 
portfolio that would be very hard 
to support within a single  
broad-line builder.

Despite the global strategy, 
Chu is highly cognisant of cultural 
sensibilities of serving markets 
regionally, which is integral to the 
acquisition plan. “What works in 
Taiwan doesn’t work in Germany,” 
he says, and it’s critical to  
let the acquired companies retain 
their cultural identity in serving 

their customers. Moreover, he is keenly aware that brands 
matter, particularly in North America and Europe, and the 
strategy includes buying brands that resonate well in those 
markets.

So for those who weren’t aware of Jimmy Chu and his  
Fair Friend Group, hang on; you’ll be hearing a lot more  
about them in the near future.

Altair has acquired Solid Iris Technologies, a  
Greece-based technology company specialising in  
photorealistic rendering and visualisation, with its  

high-end solution “Thea Render”. The companies have built a 
relationship over the past several years, with Altair using  
Solid Iris’ Thea Render superior technology to provide  
rendering functionality in its solidThinking Evolve concept 
design software. 

James R. Scapa, Altair’s Founder, Chairman and CEO, 
notes that, “With the continued growth in performance and 
cloud availability of high performance computing (HPC), the 
opportunity to deliver rendering solutions for applications 
from architectural visualisation and product design to  
entertainment and augmented reality is truly exciting. We  
look forward to delivering powerful new capabilities  
for our software community of designers and  
engineers.”

Thea Render is a state-of-the-art Biased, Unbiased and 

GPU renderer with a rich set of innovative features, a  
powerful material system and its own advanced studio. 
Integrating this photorealistic rendering technology with  
solidThinking and Altair products will contribute significantly to 
a completely new experience to visualise, model and design. 
Thea Render is also integrated on many modelling  
applications, with thousands of users who will benefit from 
Altair’s global support and training resources.

“Vision is the most important human sense”, says Ioannis 
Pantazopoulos, Managing Director of Solid Iris, “and it plays  
a vital role in our understanding of the world. As we fully  
integrate our team and technology within Altair, we are  
committed to advancing the user’s experience such that  
product creation will seem to occur inside a real scene rather 
than in front of a computer screen.”

For further details contact Fiona Richardson or  
Gronum Smith of Altair South Africa on TEL: 021 831 1500, 
email frichardson@altair.co.za or visit www.altair.com

Altair acquires Solid Iris Technologies, 
a leader in photorealistic rendering and visualisation

FFG’s Jimmy Chu comments 
on acquisitions strategy
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As a global leader in machine tool design and  
construction, Japan plays a key role in developing and 
promoting new metalworking technology. The Japan 

International Machine Tool Fair (JIMTOF) packs a lot of product 
introductions and educational events in a compact, intense 
event running from 17 to 22 November 2016. Look for daringly 
imaginative designs in machine tools and related products at 
Tokyo’s eye-catching Big Sight exhibition center. Buyers from 
all over the world visit the fair to find state-of-the-art and high 
performance machine tools and accessories introduced for the 
first time.

JIMTOF has historically attracted a large amount of  
attention from Japan and other overseas nations due to its 
status as a mirror that reflects the technological level of the 
industrial nation of Japan.

Reaffirming its role as an embodiment of the tradition of 
machine tool technology in Japan and as a showcase for  
state-of-the-art technologies that will reshape the production 
floors of the future, the tradeshow’s organisers are  
approaching this year’s event with renewed vigour to promote 
the importance of manufacturing.

As an exhibition that introduces state-of-the-art machine 
tools earlier than any other exhibitions in its industry,  
"JIMTOF" is recognised on the same level as "EMO" in Europe, 
"IMTS" in America, and "CIMT" in China. 

JIMTOF 2016 is one of the largest machine tool exhibitions 

in Asia and is organised by the Japan Machine Tool Builders’ 
Association and Tokyo Big Sight Inc. This year it will be held 
at the usual venue - Tokyo Big Sight exhibition grounds - from 
November 17th to November 22nd 2016.

As a global leader in machine tool design and construction, 
Japan plays a key role in developing and promoting new  
metalworking technology. The Japan International Machine Tool 
Fair (JIMTOF) packs a lot of product introductions and  
educational events into a compact, intense event at Tokyo’s 
eye-catching Big Sight exhibition center.

Exploring emerging technologies of manufacturing  
innovation — 17th International Machine Tool Engineers’ 
Conference

Japan Machine Tool Builders Association and Tokyo 
Big Sight, Inc. will hold the 17th International Machine Tool 
Engineers’ Conference at the occasion of JIMTOF 2016  
(28th Japan International Machine Tool Fair) at Tokyo Big Sight.

The conference is supported by the Japan Solid Cutting Tool 
Association, the Japan Cemented Carbide Tool Manufacturers 
Association, the Japan Machine Accessory Association, the 
Japan Forming Machinery Association, the Japan Grinding 
Wheel Association the Industrial Diamond Association of 
Japan, the Japan Fluid Power Association and the Japan Gear 
Manufacturers Association.

For further details visit www.jimtof.org/en

Innovation to Create the Future — JIMTOF 2016
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Despite prices languishing at $1 500 and $1 600 per ton 
and premiums receding heavily in 2016, the outlook 
is great for the 11th Aluminium World Trade Fair, 

scheduled to take place in Düsseldorf from 29 November to 1 
December 2016, say the organisers. However any optimism is 
marked with a good deal of caution given that inventories are 
still at high levels - estimates are upwards of 12 million tons 
around the globe, both visible and hidden. So the general 
consensus is that any price improvements in 2017 will be modest.

About 1 000 exhibitors from more than 50 nations are 
expected at the world’s largest industry meeting. Every other 
year, the Aluminium World Trade Fair showcases new 
pioneering solutions for more efficiency in production and 
processing — from raw materials to semi-finished goods to 
finished products from the user industries, from machinery to 
production plants and accessories to surface treatments. 

Going forward, the lightweight construction megatrend 
ensures excellent growth opportunities for aluminium as an 
industrial material. The prerequisite is that industry succeeds in 
making the production process and the entire recycling system 
resource- and cost-efficient. In the long run, a lean and 
efficient value chain will be critical for the competitiveness of 
the material. 

Among the largest exhibitor nations this year behind 
Germany will be Italy, China and Turkey. Several country 
pavilions reflect the trade fair’s international relevance. Among 
them will be the Chinese, Dutch, Russian and Danish Pavilions. 
The Nordic Pavilion will present a group of companies from 
Norway and Iceland. For the first time companies from Taiwan 

will exhibit in their own pavilion.

Aluminium 2016 Conference reveals potential  
for the future

In presentations fitting the overarching theme “Aluminium 
— Material for the Future”, international materials experts will 
share new insights from these segments: Plant and Processes, 
Automotive, Surface, Recycling and Aluminium Markets. 
The international Aluminium 2016 Conference is being 
organised once again by the German Confederation of the 
Aluminium Industry. The conference language is English. 

More information can be found at  
www.aluminium-messe.com

11th Aluminium World Trade Fair

The International Federation of Robotics (IFR; Frankfurt, 
Germany), in it's latest annual survey, says that by 
2019, more than 1.4 million new industrial robots will 

be installed in factories around the world, to a total of about 
2.6 million. In the race for automation in manufacturing, the 
European Union is currently one of the global frontrunners with 
65% of countries with an above-average number of industrial 
robots per 10 000 employees. However, in 2019 some 40% of 
the worldwide market volume of industrial robots will be sold 
in China.

"Automation is a central competitive factor for traditional 
manufacturing groups, but is also becoming increasingly 
important for small and medium-sized enterprises around the 
world, " says Joe Gemma, President of the IFR. 

Approximately 70% of industrial robots are currently at 
work in the automotive, electrical/electronics, and metal and 
machinery industry segments. In 2015, the strongest growth in 
the number of operational units was in the electronics  
industry, with a rise of 18%. 

The strongest growth figures in Europe were in the 
Central and Eastern European states. The rise in sales was 
about 25% in 2015 and in 2016 a similar growth rate is 
forecasted (29%). Half of the top 10 nations with the 
most industrial robots per 10 000 employees belong to 
the European Union. The robot density in the big Western 

European economies is currently ahead of fast-growing China.

China, the market for growth
With a national 10-year plan titled "Made in China 2025", 

China intends to become one of the top industrial nations. 
However, to achieve Beijing's target by 2020, some 600 000 
to 650 000 new industrial robots will have to be installed. 
By comparison, about 254 000 units were sold in the entire 
global market in 2015. 

China is already a leading robot market, with sales of 
around 68 600 units. The statistics for 2015 were 20% above 
the previous year's figures, exceeding the sales volume for all 
European markets combined (50 100 units). Total sales will 
increase by 30% in 2016 and, between 2016 and 2019, by 
20% on average to more than 400 000 units in 2019. This will 
be 40% of the total sales in 2019. 

Korea and Japan come in second and third place  
respectively.

The demand among customers for industrial robots will 
likewise be driven by many diverse factors, including the  
handling of new materials, energy efficiency, better developed 
automation concepts, enabling the real-world factory, and the 
virtual world to be interlinked with one another, as per  
the definition of Industry 4.0 and the Industrial Internet of 
Things.

IFR says industrial robot 
installations rising rapidly
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ArcelorMittal, the global 
behemoth that swooped in and 
took over many of Northwest 

Indiana’s big steel mills after the 
domestic steelmaking industry 
collapsed, marked its 10-year 
anniversary recently. 

“Steelmaking is our passion and 
it is this passion that will continue to 
drive ArcelorMittal for many years to 
come,” ArcelorMittal Chairman and 
CEO Lakshmi Mittal said in a 
statement. 

Mittal founded Mittal Steel in 1976, and it became the 
largest steelmaking company in the world when it merged with 
Belgium-based Arcelor in 2006. Mittal had swallowed up the 
former Inland Steel, LTV Steel and Bethlehem Steel mills in 
Northwest Indiana before that, creating a North American steel 
colossus. 

Today ArcelorMittal remains one of the largest employers in 
the region with more than 9 500 workers. Over the last decade 
ArcelorMittal has made 890 million tons of steel that’s been 
used in 160 countries around the world. The company 
estimated it has contributed more than $700 billion to the 

global economy. 
“Much has changed since that 

time and many of the past 10 years 
have been tough for commodity 
and industrial companies, 
including steel companies. But the 
logic of the merger is as sound 
today as it was in 2006 and I am 
convinced it helped us to navigate 
this highly challenging environment 
and remain the world’s leading 
steel and mining company,” 
Mittal said. 

ArcelorMittal has invented more than 250 grades of steel 
after investing $2.5 billion in research and development, 
including the creation of new automotive steels at 
ArcelorMittal Global R&D in East Chicago, US.

“We have faced tough market conditions but in many ways 
we are a stronger company, better positioned for the future 
with world-class assets and a clear strategy that will enable us 
to outperform in all market conditions,” Mittal said.

ArcelorMittal is now the leading supplier of steel in all the 
major markets such as automotive, construction, appliances 
and packaging.

ArcelorMittal has invented more 
than 250 grades of steel after investing 

$2.5 billion in R&D (US)
On 1 August 2006, Arcelor and Mittal Steel merged to create the world’s leading steel company. 

Now the company is marking its 10-year anniversary.

CECIMO, the European Association of the Machine Tool 
Industries, has just published the report ‘Paving the Way 
for Digital Transformation in the Machine Tool Industry’. 

The report has been prepared following the CECIMO Spring 
Meetings 2016 (Fuschl-am-See, Austria, 18-21 June),  
where the CECIMO delegation looked for answers to the  
following questions: 

•	 What	does	digitisation	entail	for	the	European	 
 machine tool industry? 

•	 How	can	machine	tool	builders	tap	into	new	 
 business opportunities? 

•	 What	are	the	policy	needs	underpinning	the	 
 competitiveness of the European machine tool sector? 

 
The European machine tool industry has concluded that 

their companies should continue to advance their digital  
strategy. The European machine tool sector is very  
heterogeneous, so each business will need to think about their 
individual plan based on their own strengths. 

What is clear is that acting alone in the digital era yields no 

results. To generate the products and services that  
customers are ready to pay for, machine tool builders need to 
team-up with key suppliers, and get closer than ever to  
end-users. They should bear in mind that digitisation is not 
a revolutionary event but an evolutionary process. European 
machine tool builders, therefore, should thoroughly  
investigate new avenues of growth and gradually invest in  
innovative business models. 

They should also invest in new skills and technical  
capabilities as ICTs are often beyond the expertise of  
machine tool builders. This implies that their businesses need 
to take the steps to transform human resources in line with the 
digital needs. 

Policy-wise, the industry should closely follow and get 
involved in the key debates. On their side, policy-makers should 
refrain from intervening too early, as premature regulations put 
severe barriers to Europe’s advanced manufacturing growth, 
where innovation cycles are getting shorter as an answer to 
changing customer demands.

For further details visit www.cecimo.eu

Paving the way for digital transformation 
in the European machine tool industry
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Since the start of the 21st century, 
laser cladding has become  
established as a highly effective 

process for modifying and repairing 
injection molds and dies. Now a new 
additive manufacturing method is taking 
it to the next level: DMD with a coaxial 
powder nozzle. In contrast to conventional 
laser cladding that usually requires a 
welder to feed filler wire almost entirely 
by hand, the new approach is fully  
automated and highly precise. This  
enormously boosts productivity,  
especially for small and mid-sized  
companies and it affordably enhances 
existing equipment.

In DMD, a powder nozzle coaxially 
feeds metal powder into the laser beam 
onto an existing surface. The process 
can be completely automated and even 
works with laser systems with an  
average output of only 300W. It can be 
used on three-dimensional surfaces 
and lends itself to a wide range of uses 
including enhancing surfaces, modifying 
shapes and restoring damaged forming, 
punching and injection moulding tools 

and dies to a like-new condition.
The enormous benefits of this  

additive manufacturing process have 
also won over the mid-sized company  
of HWF, a tool and mould making  
company in Eppertshausen, near 
Frankfurt, Germany. One of the  
challenges that HWF faces is that of 
building up a structure measuring  
300 by 20 by 20mm (i.e. with a volume 
of 120 000mm³) on a typical mould 
material (AISI H11, one of the  
internationally most-used hot-working 
steels and extremely wear-resistant).

In the past, structures like this were 
built up layer by layer with wire-fed laser 
cladding to avoid the risks of cracks, 
deformation, and altered metallurgical 
properties. The welder took between  
60 and 80 hours to complete the task.

Today, HWF uses additive  
manufacturing and is able to create 
the same structure by applying layers 
250µm thick at a rate of 5 000mm³ per 
hour. The job can therefore be finished 
in just 24 hours at a laser output of  
only 400W.

Additive manufacturing 
enables fast modification of moulds

Researchers at the University of Strathclyde in Glasgow, 
Scotland, have developed a metal treating technology 
to create sheet metal blanks with varying thickness and 

hardness.
Manufacturers use tailored blanks — sheet-metal pieces 

with varying thickness — to create 
complex parts in stamping  
operations. Producers tend to use 
laser-welding systems to join  
different gauges to create the  
thickness differences  
(laser-welded blanks) or rolling 
equipment to plastically deform the 
metal into different gauges  
(tailored-rolled blanks).

Dr. Andrzej Rosochowski, a 
reader in design, manufacture, 
and engineering Management at 
the University of Strathclyde in Glasgow, Scotland, has a new 
technology to add to that mix — tailored-sheared blanks. In 
this process, sheet metal gets fed into a reciprocating press 
and forced through an angled die, putting shear strain on the 
metal. By adjusting the stroke of the press, Rosochowski’s  

process can alter the gauges of the metal being sheared.
“You can tailor the amount of strengthening by changing 

the angle in the die, that is changing the amount of plastic 
strain. You can also thin the material or make it thicker than 
the original sheet. You can even create thickness steps on 

both sides of the blank instead of 
one side being flat,” Rosochowski 
says.

Rosochowski has spent the 
past 15 years studying how to 
practically shorten the grain sizes 
of metals. Smaller-grain metals 
are stronger than traditional  
ones, yet still easily formable into 
complex shapes. With some  
hard-to-process metals such as 
magnesium, shortening grain sizes 
can increase strength and improve 

ductility. He calls grain tailoring an alternative to heat  
treatment and alloying — processes that improve strength but 
can harm formability.

The value of the global market for tailored blanks is  
estimated at $2 billion.

Metal hardening technique 
for custom blanks
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Established machining 
processes analysed

It is a reminder of the race between the 
hare and the hedgehog: Materials are 
becoming stronger, tougher, and more 

resistant. But the manufacturers of  
precision tools manage time and again, 
often in collaboration with research  
institutes, to also efficiently machine 
the most demanding materials after a 
relatively short time. In this interview 
Professor Dr.-Ing. Dirk Biermann, Director 
of the Institute of Machining Technology 
(ISF) at the Technical University of 
Dortmund, explains the current  
developments and challenges  
surrounding the tool.

Professor Biermann, the materials 
being processed are becoming more and 
more challenging. How much longer can 
the tools keep up?

Years ago when we received high-
strength bainitic steels for components 
for high-performance engines with  
turbochargers and diesel injection technology,  
initially I was somewhat sceptical about whether  
we could manage the deep drilling. But together 
with tool partners we found solutions relatively quickly, because 
we now know much more about the details of the cutting edge. 
Today, before the coating we are able to purposefully create 
asymmetrical micro-geometry instead of simple rounding. 
Combined with a proper coating and optimally set end and face 
areas, one can significantly increase the performance of tools.  
I am therefore optimistic that we can continue to advance  
tooling systems in the details, mainly in the micro-geometry  
and in the more accurate design of the effective surface in  
conjunction with suitable hard layers.

The key word is coatings. What can we expect in this area?
We have to examine and optimise the connection between 

substrate, micro-geometry and coatings much more than in 
the past. Coating technologies still boast huge potential for 
further development and adjustment. In particular, the systems 
engineering for implementation by the tool manufacturers 
offers many possibilities here. Tool manufacturers should work 
intensively on this topic, in order to have potential solutions 
up their sleeve when the requirements of the materials further 
increase.

Some manufacturers are concentrating on newer  
concepts such as cryogenic machining or additive  
manufacturing. What can these concepts contribute?

Cryogenic machining also offers huge potential, but there 
is still some homework to be done in its implementation. 
Recent developments from companies such as Starrag, who 
prepare machines for an internal supply of CO2 cooling, and 

Rother, who combine CO2 cooling with minimum lubrication, 
have made significant progress. With these developments both 
problems with chip breaking and ridges in the case of more 
difficult materials, and the wear effect on the tool, can be dealt 
with very well. However, I am only familiar with very few specific 
applications in practice. Additive manufacturing processes are 
useful when designs and moulds cannot be manufactured 
using conventional methods, for example the inner cooling of 
tools and tool bodies. I am expecting rapid development here. 
In addition to cooling, the dynamic behaviour of tool bodies can 
also be positively influenced by inner structures and the  
combination of different materials.

What would you recommend to toolmakers in order to 
remain competitive?

They should once again intensively review classic  
machining tasks. An example from the area of thread  
production is the "punch tap" helical thread-forming process 
from Emuge. It is phenomenal how the task of internal thread 
production has been completely redesigned, thus enabling 
massive increases in productivity. Another example is deep 
drilling, where we can generate pilot bore holes, even with very 
small diameters, for single-lip deep drills using a laser drilling 
system. As a result, significantly more bearings in the  
combustion engine can be efficiently supplied with pressure oil, 
which in turn helps further reduce internal friction. The Industry 
4.0 concept also opens up completely new opportunities. As 
a tool manufacturer I would use the opportunity and provide 
information about what is happening in the process by  
presenting my tools with their wear behaviour.

New materials require the continuous further development of tools / New processes
still have to find their way into practice.

Professor Dr.-Ing. Dirk Biermann, Director of the Institute of
Machining Technology (ISF) at the Technical University of Dortmund
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PROducT   REVIEW

From 1 September 2016 DMG Mori replaced its  
entry-level EcoTurn and EcoMill machine tools with new 
models that were launched at the AMB show in Stuttgart, 

Germany in September.
The new ranges are CLX for lathes, CMX V for basic  

vertical milling machines and CMX U for basic universal  
milling machines. The company says that the change  
offers customers greater modularity, technology and  
quality.

The CLX range currently consists of only one model,  
the CLX 450 (650mm swing over bed; 465mm swing  
diameter over cross slides) and a new multi-touch control  
with Operate 4.7 on Siemens, launched at the AMB show  
in Germany. It will soon be joined by the CLX 2500,  
planned to launch at the JIMTOF show in Japan in  
November, and a smaller-format CLX 350 machine  
launching in February next year.

The three models of vertical milling machines, all  
based around a C-frame cast iron bed, each offer Y and Z 
axis travels of 560 and 510mm respectively. X-axis travels 
(in mm) are indicated in the model name: CMX 600 V, 800 V 
and 1100 V. All three were launched at the AMB show held in 
Germany in September.

The two models in the universal range both include  
a swivelling rotary table for 5-sided machining. The  
CMX 50 U offers spindle travels of 500 by 450 by 400 in  
X, Y and Z (around a 630mm diameter table), the CMX 70 U 
has spindle travels of 750 by 600 by 520 in X, Y and Z  

around an 800mm diameter table.
Depending on the machine, users can choose  

a touchscreen control with Operate 4.7 on Siemens,  
Mapps IV on Fanuc or, and this is new, Heidenhain TNC 620 
control.

As far as modularity goes, some of the machines  
can be extended with extra options. In particular, an option 
available on the CLX 450 lathe is +/- 60mm Y-axis travel, 
allowing milling operations. New options for the CMX V  
range includes a Lehmann table rotoFix clamping system  
and a Blum NT F-140 probe. All three vertical machines can 
be fitted with an NC rotary table for 4-axis machining.  
On the CMX U machines a through-spindle air blast is  
optional.

Extra technology cycles are also optionally available  
for the CLX 450. It’s Easy Tool Monitoring offering  
controlled stop in case of tool breakage, among other  
features. For both CMX ranges it’s Machine Security  
Control and for the CMX U range there is '3D quickset', a 
toolkit for checking and correcting 4- and 5-axis machine 
kinematics.

The company adds that a small amount of  
Ecoline machines are available for delivery and installation in 
2016. Furthermore, the company states that it will continue 
to support existing Ecoline machines with service and spare 
parts.

For more information contact Retecon Machine Tools on 
TEL: 011 976 8600 or visit www.retecon.co.za

DMG MORI replaces its entry-level 
EcoTurn and EcoMill machines with 
CLX and CMX ranges
End of the line for Ecoline.
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The new Gasparini X-Press Easy 
press brake is available in three 
configurations namely  

80 tons/2 m, 115 tons/3 m and  
165 tons/3 m. The frame of the 
machine is dimensioned using FEA, 
while the valve blocks, main pump 
and proportional valves are  
Bosch-Rexroth, and the optical  
linear encoders are Heidenhain 
(1μm	resolution).	In	addition,	the	
X-Press Easy is equipped with linear 
guides by Bosch, racks and pinions 
by Gudel, and brushless motors and 
servo-drives by 
Panasonic.

The 
machines 
offer a ram 
speed as high 
as 200mm/s 
across a basic 
four-axis  
configuration 
(Y1-Y2-X-R), with 

an optional six-axis version available 
by adding Z1-Z2. Tool clamps can 
be either manually or pneumatically 
operated on both punches and dies, 
while the control options are either 
a Delem DA-58T or Cybelec ModEva 
Pac CNC. Offline software is also 
available.

Further options include 
Gasparini ACSG1 active crowning 
technology that measures and  
compensates ram bowing in  
realtime. In addition, for eco-friendly 
fabrication shops, several energy 
saving systems can be added.

According to Gasparini, the only 
wireless pedal available on the 

market allows the user to initiate moves without cables on the 
floor. Additionally, for those requiring maximum production 
flexibility, there is the LaserLine for conical bends or for bends 
made without using the back-gauge.

Priority after-sales service and TeleLink remote assistance 
are also available.

For further information contact Talmac Machine Tools on 
TEL: 011 827 6539 or visit www.talmac.co.za or www.gasparini.it

The new Gasparini X-Press Easy press brake
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Okuma’s new V920EX vertical lathe 
features compact footprint

This innovative 2-axis CNC vertical lathe is ideal for 
machining a wide range of large, 
odd-shaped parts for the aerospace 

and construction industries. 
Okuma’s new V920EX one-saddle,  

vertical lathe features a powerful  
turning spindle and a larger work  
envelope making it ideal for cutting a wide 
variety of large, heavy parts such as steel 
pump valve casings and pipe flanges.

The V920EX boasts a work envelope 
with a maximum turning diameter of  
920 and 860mm of swing over the saddle 
enabling it to accommodate large,  
odd–shaped workpieces. Highly rigid  
construction and powerful ball screws 
generate slideway movement to both axes 
for precise machining of heavy parts. 

Maximum machining productivity is 
achieved with a V12 turret and foolproof 
chip discharge. Designed for smooth chip 
flow, optional side or rear chip conveyors 
can be placed to match discharge  
direction based on shop floor  

requirements. Maintenance tasks are simplified with easy 
access to the air filter, hydraulic unit 
and coolant tank on the back of the 
machine. 

Okuma’s Thermo-Friendly 
Concept is standard and  
automatically compensates  
ambient temperature changes to 
maintain tight tolerances. Cycle 
times, lead times, and energy 
costs are significantly improved 
with Okuma’s open architecture 
OSP-P300L control and ECO suite 
feature.

The V920EX 2-axis CNC  
vertical lathe has a maximum  
turning diameter of 1 000mm, a 
RPM range of 20 to 1 250 and only 
takes up a floor space of 2,25 by 
2,85 metres.

For further details contact  
F&H Machine Tools on  
TEL: 011 397 4050 or visit  
www.fandhmachinetools.co.za

3D print head adapter for 
CNC machines

The spindle-powered wireless 3D Print Head from Hurco 
enables shops with no solid modeling experience to 
transform their WinMax part programmes into a  

3D printed rapid prototype directly on their CNC machine.
Owners of vertical machining centers from Hurco will have 

the ability to transform their WinMax part programmes into a 
3D printed rapid prototype directly on their CNC machine by 
using an optional spindle-powered wireless accessory that 
Hurco has unveiled. The 3D Print Head extrudes plastic PLA 
filament. “Our new 3D Print Head takes commercial desktop 
3D printing technology to the next level, allowing users to take 

full advantage of the size of the machining center. The  
portable accessory is powered and controlled by spindle 
rotation, so there are no wires to install, and it can easily be 
moved to other machining centers from us that are within a 
shop,” said Greg Volovic, the president of Hurco.

“We’ve designed this product to make it easy for shops 
that have no solid modeling experience. Our WinMax  
programming environment is the most versatile on the  
market today, with powerful conversational programming that 
is known for its user-friendly and intuitive user interface and 
the control’s support of standard M&G code programming. 
With this release, we’ve added support for additive  
manufacturing to the control,” noted Volovic. “The control’s 
WinMax software gives users powerful graphics tools to  
develop even the most complex 3D shapes quickly and  
efficiently with conversational programming. Once you  
programme the part, simply select the WinMax 3D Print  
button to start the build process on the CNC machine. 
Alternately, you can send the model to a commercial 3D  
printer,” said Fred Gross, the engineering manager at Hurco.

“So many of our customers are true innovators and I know 
this product is going to accelerate their prototyping process. 
They will be able to turn their ideas into reality quickly and  
efficiently without ever making a chip,” said Volovic. To  
download a free trial of WinMax with 3D Print, go to Hurco.com.

For further details contact Hurco South Africa on  
TEL: 011 849 5600 or visit www.HURCO.comHurco CNC machines that can have 3D-printing adapters
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Hypertherm introduces the new Powermax45 XP, 
successor to the best-selling Powermax of all time

Hypertherm, a manufacturer of plasma, laser and 
waterjet cutting systems has announced the release 
of the new Powermax45 XP, the successor to the 

Powermax45®.
Delivering 6.5 kilowatts of output power, 70 per cent  

more than many competitive systems, the new system is  
extra powerful, allowing it to cleanly cut material up to  
16mm in thickness, and sever material nearly twice that 
thickness. 

Similar to the Powermax45® before, the 
Powermax45 XP is even more versatile. A new 
low-amp process makes it easy to mark, score, 
and make precision gouges, while the lighter 
design makes it more portable. The 
versatility is further enhanced by the  
availability of 11 different torch styles for 
handheld and mechanised use plus a  
variety of consumable types for  
specialised cutting and gouging  
applications.

The system comes with many 
Hypertherm only technological 
innovations including an all new 
DuramaxTM Lock torch which has a torch 

disable switch for quick replacement of consumables, a 
FastConnectTM torch to quickly switch between different 
torches, and Smart SenseTM technology that automatically 
adjusts gas pressure and flow for optimal performance.

“As the successor to the world’s most popular plasma, 
Hypertherm is setting a high bar with the Powermax45 XP by 
delivering more cutting power and faster cut speeds, plus the 
ability to do more than just cut and gouge with the new  
marking capability,” explains Russ Diefenbach, product  

manager for Hypertherm Powermax systems. 
“At the same time, the system is lighter and 

comes with many more torch options and  
specially designed long-lasting consumables 
to keep operator productivity high and  
operating costs low.”

Connect to Hypertherm EMEA’s Facebook 
page to be the first to take advantage of 

promotions, see product specifications 
and view videos.

For further details 
contact Craig Sterley of 
Hypertherm on email 
craig.sterley@hypertherm.com 

or visit www.hypertherm.com
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Tungaloy Corporation has introduced 
a new addition of the M-class 
threading inserts with chipbreaker 

to the popular TungThread line.
The new additions include external 

ISO-metric threads with pitches 3.5 
and 4.0mm, external/internal round 
DIN405, and external/internal partial 
V-profile 60° threads with pitches from 
3.5 through 5.0mm (7 to 5 TPI).

These Class M tolerance threading 
inserts incorporate a 3D chipbreaker on 
the rake surface for smooth chip 
evacuation, which typically becomes a 
bottleneck in threading operations. The price structure 
is set so that these new additions are up to 40% more 
competitive than others offering conventional ground inserts 
with a flat top rake.

Main features 
A 3D chipbreaker on the rake 

surface prevents chip entanglement 
on the tool or the workpiece, as 
is the case with the conventional 
ground threading inserts. Due to this 
improvement, machine downtime 

is significantly reduced, increasing 
productivity. Since these inserts are 
made with mould without grinding 
work, the price is up to 40% more 
competitive than a conventional 

ground insert with a flat top rake. 
No need for additional new holders: 

The inserts can be used on the Tungaloy’s 
existing toolholders.

For further information contact Star Tooling on 
TEL: 011 818 2250 or visit www.startooling.co.za

Nikon introduces large-scale non-contact
measurement systems

Two new systems for large-scale, automated, non-contact 
measurement have been introduced by Nikon Metrology. 
Called Laser Radar MV331 and MV351, the units  

easily perform repetitive procedures and complex inspection 
tasks while reducing labour requirements with a host of new 
features and enhancements. Inspection time is significantly 
reduced compared to traditional measurement and the  
systems can be used in a wide variety of applications,  
including aerospace, automotive and renewable energy.

High-speed vision scans enable faster measurement 
of complex features, sections and surfaces. New usability 
features such as an integrated robot 
mount and removable air filters makes 
the system even better suited to robotic 
inspection on the shop floor. In  
addition to the new, external air filters, 
positive air pressurisation can be used 
to keep dust and other airborne  
particles out when working in harsh 
manufacturing environments.

Laser Radar delivers true  
single-person use and supports off-line 
programming for automated and  
unattended operation, reducing  
operating costs. Patented technology 
enables direct surface and feature 
measurements at high data rates. As a 
result, Laser Radar eliminates the need 
for photogrammetry targets, spherically 

mounted retro-reflectors (SMRs) and handheld probes. The 
MV331 also slashes inspection times with high-speed vision 
scans that capture up to 2,000 points per second, making 
the unit suitable for scanning complex features and section 
analysis.

For fully automated, inline or line-side inspections, the 
Laser Radar can be easily installed on a standard 6-axis robot 
arm using the built-in robot mounting interface. It is used to 
position the device automatically so areas can be inspected 
that are otherwise hidden from the line of sight.

Laser Radar automatically measures alignment points  
after every move, guaranteeing all  
measurements are collected in a  
common coordinate system and  
ensuring that measurement accuracy  
is completely independent of the  
robot.

Users can choose from an array of 
large-scale metrology software  
solutions, such as Polyworks, Metrolog 
and Spatial Analyzer. Flexibility to use 
third-party software allows customers 
to use the package of their choice and 
benefit from the advantages of Laser 
Radar without having to retrain staff to 
use new software.

For more information contact  
W.D. Hearn on TEL: 021 534 5351 or 
visit www.wdhearn.co.za

New addition to Tungaloy TungThread: 
M-class threading inserts with chipbreaker

New Laser Radar offers faster measurement, better data quality and
improved usability for automated, non-contact, large-scale metrology.
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Victor CNC has introduced its latest-generation Vturn P20 
turning center range. Here, the company has not only 
enhanced the structure with an improved slant bed and 

turret design, but upgraded the rapid feed rates.
The result for the end user is an extremely high-powered 

spindle that is built upon a remarkably rigid construction. For 
example, the new Vturn P20 has a 15kW spindle motor for 
heavy material removal rates. To constitute such heavy  
material removal rates, the Vturn P20 has double roller  
bearings and angular thrust bearings that absorb axial cutting 
forces. Furthermore, the spindle cover is designed with a four 
layered labyrinth seal to protect the spindle bearings. All this 
is encased in a heavily ribbed headstock that enforces the 
spindle performance whilst demonstrating unparalleled heat 
dissipation.

The robust build of the spindle and headstock is mirrored 
in the single piece Meehanite bed casting that equally  
distributes stress throughout the structure. Furthermore, the 
Z-axis ballscrew is mounted on the slant bed and not the 
machine base. This minimises the distance from the turret to 
the ballscrew, which improves cutting stiffness and rigidity. The 
result is impeccable surface finishes and prolonged tool life, 
regardless of the material machined or cutting parameters.

From a capacity perspective, the Vturn P20 has a swing 
over bed diameter capacity of 520mm with a maximum  
turning diameter of 280mm. The Spindle bore permits 
barfeeding up to 52mm (66mm for Large Spindle Bore option) 
with an impressive 440mm between centres. To support 
the machining of such component diameters, the Vturn P20 
has an X-axis travel of 20+140mm and a Z-axis traverse of 
370mm, which are swiftly covered by 30m/min rapid rates.

The tool turret on the Vturn P20 can hold 10 tools with a 
shank size of 25mm diameter. In addition, a VDI-30  
configuration can be specified as a no cost option. The  

spacious work area permits the use of such large capacity 
tools whilst delivering a comprehensive component capacity 
size.

As with all Victor CNC machine tools, the list of standard 
features is comprehensive. On the Vturn P20 these options 
include a hydraulic chuck with soft and hard jaws, manually 
positioned tailstock with programmable power quill and  
tailstock centre, chip conveyor and cart, fully enclosed splash 
guarding, handwheel, toolholders, coolant flush on Z-axis cover 
and 3-step warning lights.

Victor CNC prides itself on serving the needs of every  
customer and to this end, the optional offerings for the P20 
are extremely diverse. The options include manual and auto 
tool pre-setters, parts catcher, collet chucks, bar feeding  
interfaces, oil skimmer, oil mist collector, auto door, robotic 
automation and increased spindle bore to 66mm (LSB).

For more information contact Victor Fortune on  
TEL: 011 392 3800 or visit www.victor.co.za

Widia introduces new indexable milling grade
for titanium and other superalloys

Widia, a leading manufacturer of cutting tools and part 
of the Kennametal group, has introduced its WS40PM 
indexable milling grade for processing titanium and 

other superalloys. WS40PM’s cobalt-rich substrate is said to 
provide robust fatigue resistance and edge integrity, while the 
multiphase AlTiN-TiN PVD coating reduces tool wear. WS40PM 
is suited to a wide range of high-temp steel alloys, 
austenitic and PH stainless steels, nickel-based 
super alloys such as Hastelloy and Nitronic, and 
titanium.

WS40PM was designed to meet 
the needs of the aerospace, 
defence and medical industries, 
where titanium is used for  
everything from landing gear 
and seat tracks to lifesaving  
implants and surgical  
instruments. Testing results 
show, however, that WS40PM 
is suitable for far more than 

titanium. “Using an initial cutting speed of 
53 m/min we’re seeing 25-35% productivity 
gains and consistent improvement in tool 
life, even when milling very tough  
materials like Ti-5553 and Super Duplex 
steels,” stated Mike Sperhake,  
EMEA-region Product Specialist for Widia.

Widia offers a variety of coolant-fed 
cutter bodies such as shell mills,  
shoulder cutters, end mills and more;  

all able to accept WS40PM and other indexable 
milling insert grades.

“From Tier 1 aerospace suppliers to the job shop on the 
corner, everyone wants the same things from a tooling solution: 
Higher	accuracy,	better	surface	finish,	reliability	and	productivity. 
All are critical factors to their success, and that’s what we 
intend to deliver. WS40PM is a big part of that,” added Sperhake.

For more information contact Widatech on  
TEL: 087 150 3266, email: info@widatech.co.za or  
visit www.widatech.co.za

Victor VT P20 has improved slant bed and turret
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Vero Software is rolling 
out a new high speed 
3D viewer which  

directly displays and  
evaluates 3D CAD files  
without the need for the 
original CAD application. 
PartXplore can open the 
native files of Edgecam,  
VISI and WorkNC, with further 
brands in the Vero portfolio 
expected to follow suit in 
2016 R2.

PartXplore has been  
created to efficiently import 
and analyse all file types  
and sizes at high speed. It 
often takes less than half  
the time to open a file  
compared to the original  
CAD application.

Both novices and experienced users can build virtual  
unified prototypes or 3D models imported from a wide  
range of file formats, including Catia, NX, Parasolid, 
SolidWorks, Solid Edge, STEP, IGES and many more.  
The software saves the native CAD data in its own  
lightweight format, meaning manufacturers can carry out 
tasks such as calculating surface areas and volumes, and 
measuring thickness, dimensions and angles without  
requiring the original CAD information.

PartXplore Product Manager Massimo Vergerio says: 
“Users don’t have to worry about format compatibility, or  
what CAD system their customers use. And a stand-alone  
lightweight application enables users to easily sends 3D parts 
to colleagues and sub-contractors through the Internet, where 
the recipient can immediately display and work on the  
3D model.”

Vero have set up a new dedicated PartXplore website, 
http://www.partxplore.com/ which includes the ability to  

register for a free 30 day trial installation.

PartXplore features include:
Measurements: Even staff who are not CAD experts can 

quickly master the software’s wide range of 2D and 3D  
measurement functions, by using predefined selection 
modes such as points, 2D entities, planes and surfaces. 
Measurements can be automatically included as entities and 
anchored to characteristic points of the part. Entity labels 
automatically pivot to remain visible at all times.

Specialist functions allow more experienced CAD users 
to recover point clusters from 3D measuring equipment or 
machine probes, and to quickly check revisions against the 
original CAD geometry. Point files can also be generated  
easily for sending to 3D measuring equipment and NC 
machines.

Annotation: Ideas, observations, instructions and change 
requests can be conveyed quickly and easily. The need for  

2D drawings is minimised, as 
users add dimensional and  
geometric measurements, 
annotations and labels directly  
to the 3D model.

Analyse: A full range of  
specialist analysis tools assist 
with quotes, diagnostics, 
assembly notes, and preparing 
3D models. Much of the  
analysis functionality is  
normally only associated with 
more expensive CAD solutions. 
The inside of parts and  
assemblies can be explored 
with high performance  
sectioning; the section plane 
rotated, panned or following a 
guide curve, simply by mouse 

Vero rolls out new high speed 
all-format 3D Viewer — PartXplore



clicks. Curvature radius and 
plane face analysis is a  
valuable tool for providing 
accurate production times. 
In addition, draft angles and 
undercuts can be calculated 
and displayed extremely  
quickly, even on large  
components.

Animation: Timeline  
animations are set up by  
initiating basic movements 
such as translation, rotation or 
following a guide curve. 

Collision detection: 
Dynamic collision analysis 
ensures real-time control of 
mechanism interoperability or 
process control. Short videos can also be generated.

Documentation: Screen  
captures illustrate technical documents and assembly 
sheets...and a large number of images can be readily  
managed and distributed.  

Massimo Vergerio says: “PartXplore’s intuitive,  
easy-to-use interface enables novices and experienced  
users alike to explore any type of 2D/3D CAD file. It gives 

access to the full set of core functions to ensure everyone  
can be up and running with the software instantly.  

This collaborative viewer makes it easy to visualise,  
analyse and share files where access protection  
ensures that only designated staff can open and work on  
the files.” 

For further details contact Stillam CNC Programming 
Solutions on TEL: 011 663 2600 or visit www.stillam.com
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Cutting tool and tooling systems specialist Sandvik 
Coromant has unveiled its CoroPlus™ suite of 
Industrial Internet of Things (IIOT) solutions aimed 

at helping manufacturers prepare for Industry 4.0. The 
concept is designed specifically to improve the control 
of productivity and costs through a combination of  
connected machining and access to manufacturing 
data and expert knowledge.

 CoroPlus is the umbrella name for a new platform 
of connected tools and software; essentially comprising 
technologies that can send and/or receive data. The 
concept makes it possible to reduce data waste and 
improve manufacturing processes, from pre- to 
post-machining, through the use of connected  
technology and machining knowledge from Sandvik 
Coromant.

 “Users not only get access to Sandvik Coromant 
product and application data through connected  
software and hardware, but with sensor-equipped tools 
they can adjust, control and monitor machining  
performance in real time,” says Göran Näslund, Head of 

Digital Machining. “The entire machine shop can be controlled 
via accurate on-site data dashboards, through the cloud and 
via integration with the user’s software and machine  
environment. CoroPlus connects into existing software  
environments through open APIs, offering two-way connectivity 
and accurate data quality.”

 The principal benefit for production managers is that 
CoroPlus makes it possible to optimise manufacturing through 
better understanding and insight into what’s happening in the 
workshops and machining environment, on either a micro or 
macro level. From a CAM programmer’s perspective,  
connection with accurate tool and application data means 
that recommendations can be adapted to specific tasks. 
There are also advantages for operators as machining  
processes can be monitored remotely. Furthermore, specific 
sensor-equipped tools can be controlled to ensure that  
breakages are avoided and performance is secured, with data 
intelligence collected live throughout the machining process.

 The offer currently comprises dashboard solutions, 
software solutions in CoroPlus ToolGuide and Adveon™ Tool 
Library, as well as Silent Tools™+ and CoroBore® + cutting 
tools and Promos 3+ machine monitoring IoT system.

 “With CoroPlus we are partnering with machining tool 
builders, cloud suppliers and network companies,” explains 
Göran. “In this way we can help users capitalise on new  
technology developments. Our role is to increase productivity 
and flexibility through value-creating technological advance-
ments in digital machining.”

 Ultimately, CoroPlus makes it possible for manufacturers 
to take the next step in industrial evolution by making use of 
new cyber-physical systems — meeting industry’s needs now 
and moving forward.

 Find out more at: coroplus.sandvikcoromant
For further details contact Sandvik Coromant on  

TEL: 0860 101 008 or Mary-Ann Haylett on  
TEL: 011 570 9615, or email: mary-ann.haylett@sandvik.com 
or visit www.sandvik.coromant.com

CoroPlus™ brings connectivity 
to manufacturing plants

Sandvik Coromant enables production facilities to enter Industry 4.0.
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The ultra-compact Mycenter-HX250iG HMC, manufactured 
in Japan, with ultra-high speed rapids of 60 mpm, offers 
high efficiency with the ability to drill, mill, bore, tap, 

thread and turn light to heavy duty materials on a single 
machine. Meehanite cast construction provides superior 
vibration absorption capabilities for improved surface quality, 
elevating finish capabilities to a higher level, at the same time 
extending the overall life of cutting tools.

Operators and shop owners will appreciate the small 
footprint that takes up only 1,83 x 2,96 metres of valuable 
floor space. Small in size but large in capacity, the HX250iG 
allows for a generous work envelope, one piece, easy grip 
sliding doors, large windows and door openings along with 
easy spindle access. All combine to reduce and simplify  
operator workload and help to promote a safe work  
environment. A two-station APC is automation ready 
and field-expandable up to ten pallets for 
unmanned operation potential. The  
standard full 4th-axis rotary table is newly 
designed with a direct drive motor 
that enables speeds of 300 rpm 
(108 000 deg/min) rapids, dramatically 
reducing part cycle times, eliminating 
backlash and providing a firm, rigid 
machining platform.

A 40-tool fixed pot (which assures 
tools are always returned to the same pot 
and the next tool to be used is kept in a 
“stand-by” pot) ATC allows for the addition 
of up to 102 tools in the field for  
backup/redundant tools, contributing to 

a more lean and flexible environment. The ability to add on 
5-axis simultaneous capabilities to not only one, but both 
pallets after installation opens up possibilities to improve 
and expand your business. A powerful, high torque, 11,2Kw 
30-taper, dual contact spindle is standard. Compared to 
standard drill and tap machines, this spindle can really cut! 
A high speed, 30,000 rpm HSK-E40 spindle is an available 
option for more intricate, detailed machining applications.

Ultra-high precision means outstanding positioning 
accuracy of ±0.002mm / full stroke with 67 million pulse 
encoder technology that delivers 67 times finer resolution, 
67 times better finish accuracy. The advanced icon driven 
Arumatik-Mi control offers user friendly, unique features such 
as on demand “HELP” guidance, visual work setting, 

maintenance support functions, and a 19 inch swivel  
colour LCD to easily guide the user in a completely  

customisable control environment. The SSS 
Control delivers high speed processing of 
270m/min feed with 1mm/block,  
4 500 blocs/sec for smoother and faster 
machining of the most complex  
workpieces — all super easy and super fast.

Additional machines to simplify 
machining challenges include the all-new 
Mycenter-2XD “Sparkchanger” VMC with 
180 degree rotating 2-station APC and 
Kitamura’s newest addition to their 5-axis 
line-up, the Mytrunnion-4G simultaneous  

vertical machining center.
For more information contact W.D. Hearn on 

TEL: 021 534 5351 or visit www.wdhearn.co.za

Space-saving, multi-tasking Kitamura HMC
reduces cycle times
Kitamura Machinery has introduced the Mycenter-HX250iG that allows for a
generous work envelope, one piece, easy grip sliding doors, large windows and door openings 
along with easy spindle access.

There are multiple ways to automate a 
CNC lathe. If your goal is to gain lengthy 
stretches of unattended operation, 

then a bar feeder is hard to beat. Conversely, 
a bar puller is a cost-effective alternative 
for automated turning of small or medium 
batch sizes. That’s because a puller can free 
up sufficient time between bar changes to 
enable a single operator to tend multiple 
machines, measure critical part features or 
perform value-adding secondary operations. 
The resulting labour cost savings can quickly pay for the puller.

For various reasons, such as high costs or limited floor 
space in workshops, a small percentage only of CNC lathes are 
equipped with some kind of magazine type bar feeder. In small 
batch production however the machine spindle itself, in  
addition with its inserted guiding tube and Grippex automatic 

bar puller provides you with a simple and 
highly efficient bar feeder.

Rather than pushing a bar through a 
lathe’s spindle and into the work zone as a 
bar feeder does, a bar puller, installed in a 
turret station, pulls the bar out of the  
spindle. The lathe’s turret positions the 
puller to grip the bar and then retracts along 
the Z-axis, bringing a portion of the bar into 
the work zone. Once turning and part cutoff 
are completed on that section, the process 

repeats until the bar is consumed. Pullers don’t take up any 
floor space or require an electrical interface with a lathe’s  
control. They also can be easily removed and used on other 
lathes.

For further details contact Duncan Macdonald & Company 
on TEL: 011 444 4345 or visit www.macduck.co.za

Grippex automatic bar puller for CNC lathes
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Vericut 8.0 features several 
enhancements designed to 
increase the ability of  

manufacturing engineers to  
analyse, optimise, and  
document the CNC programming 
and machining process. 
Intelligence gathered from both 
the cut part and the machining 
process is applied to achieve an 
even higher level of accuracy and 
efficiency. CGTech is increasingly 
challenged to simulate more  
complex processes and machines, 
while supporting “first part, good 
part” production goals. 

Vericut 8.0 ties complex  
processes together with the  
ability to monitor and evaluate 
many potential problems in an 
efficient and consolidated method, 
thereby reducing the time spent in the programming and 
machining cycle.

New Ribbon Bar 
Vericut 8.0 optimises workflow and helps you find the  

functionality you need with minimal mouse clicks. Upon  
upgrading to Vericut 8.0, the first thing you will notice is the 
new Ribbon Bar. The Ribbon Bar allows you to quickly select 
the Vericut function you want to use. As you move from tab to 
tab, the Ribbon Bar dynamically updates to show the options 
available for that tab. Options are grouped by the function they 
perform within Vericut. 

The Ribbon Bar is highly customisable, but to ease the 
transition, a “Vericut Classic” setting organises all of the menus 
and options where you previously found them. Several other 
layout options are included and can be selected depending 

on the task at hand. Users can also create and save their own 
workflow as needed for different jobs.

“Air Cut” optimisation built-in 
You now have the ability to optimise “Air Cuts Only” 

(off-part milling cutter motions) as a capability included with 
Vericut’s base Verification license. The new method is intended 
as an easy-to-use, entry-level method of optimising NC 
programmes. CNC cycle times savings using “air-cuts”  
optimisation can be as much as 15%. Additional  
optimisation strategies are available with the purchase of 
OptiPath or FORCE.

Read STEP files 
The STEP Model Interface reads STEP files (.stp or .step) 

containing AP203 and AP214 (geometry only) protocols.  
A STEP file can be referenced directly in Vericut’s modeling 

interface to describe 
machine, stock, fixture, 
and design shapes, or 
3D cutting tool shapes in 
Vericut’s Tool Manager. 
The Tool Manager  
displays the CAD 
Geometry window that 
allows you to identify 
which parts of the CAD 
model file correspond 
with holders, cutters, or 
inserts.

Integration with 
cutting tool suppliers 
and tool management 
systems 

As with all software 
programmes, the  
accuracy of the data 
input will directly affect 

Speed Workflow with the newly released 

Vericut 8.0
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the output. So, an accurate 
model of the cutting tool and 
holder is required for the 
effective and accurate  
simulation of the  
machining process. Most 
leading cutting tool  
manufacturers now make 3D 
solid model data available 
and Vericut can read in this 
model data for use in the 
simulation process. Many of 
the 3D models are available 
via the Machining Cloud App, 
and version 8.0 has been 
enhanced to take advantage 
of more Machining Cloud 
metadata. This can  
significantly simplify the configuration of tools for use in Vericut, 
and better describe their proper use and limitations. Vericut 
also integrates with most major tool management systems.  
Pre-setting suppliers including Zoller and Speroni can also 
interface to the software, so tool offsets and exact dimensions 
can be applied to the simulation session.

Consolidated reporting features
The Vericut logger now displays messages and reports 

from many sources in a tabbed logger window. In addition to 
errors, warnings, and other messages from the Vericut session, 
it also displays information from AUTO-DIFF and X-Caliper. The 

messages can be grouped, 
sorted, and displayed in a 
variety of ways depending 
on user preference. Vericut 
speeds investigation with 
dynamic links between  
logger messages and 
responsible NC Programme 
records. The exact source 
of an error is just one click 
away.

Graphical tool path 
analysis

A new “Toolpath Trace” 
feature creates a wireframe 
of the motion path that can 
then be measured. In  

NC Programme Preview or Review modes, picking on a toolpath 
trace in the wireframe automatically sets the simulation to that 
record in the NC Programme.

These are just a few of the major highlights of the latest 
Vericut 8.0 release.

C G Tech Vericut is represented in South Africa by TDM 
Solutions, based in Johannesburg. TDM Solutions has over  
25 years’ experience of using Vericut. For more information or 
to arrange a demonstration contact TDM Solutions on  
011 234 6019, or by email sales@tdmsolutions.co.za.  
Visit www.tdmsolutions.co.za to download latest information 
about Vericut.
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TaeguTec’s DrillRush doubles margin
on 8 to 19.5mm diameter ranges

TaeguTec’s DrillRush line is a double margin  
indexable drill that has a diameter range of 8 to 
19.5mm.

The highly popular line opens the door to high surface 
roughness and high precision drilling applications and 
expands TaeguTec‘s reach into the drilling market while also 
extending the application range of the successful DrillRush 
line by improving upon the steel drilling (ISO P material)  
process.

Known for its optimised edge geometry and innovative 
clamping structure, the addition to the DrillRush family  
continues the line’s remarkable performance compared to 
existing solid carbide or other conventional drills.

 With two guiding areas — four in total — on two cutting 
edges, the new double margin indexable DrillRush ensures 
high hole quality in relation to the cylindricity and straightness 
of the tool during the machining process.

This TaeguTec DrillRush double margin indexable drill 
head enables reliable high quality hole machining which 
includes close hole tolerance, premium surface roughness 
and production stability.

Furthermore, the double margin type heads are available 
in the latest GoldRush TT9080 grade for prolonged tool life 
and are interchangeable with standard DrillRush bodies. 

Like all DrillRush products, the double margin indexable 

drill heads have a quick change system that permits for head 
indexing on the fly, can incorporate different size heads on 
one drill body, its twisted coolant channels and polished chip 
gullet offers smooth and excellent chip evacuation and its 
rigid connection presents remarkable performance with a 
maximum number of head indexing.

For more information contact TaeguTec SA on  
TEL: 011 362 1500 or visit www.taegutec.com

The Tongtai MT series of lathes was developed to improve 
cycle times and turning processes for the automotive 
industry and is suitable for precision turning,  

high-production volume, automatic production and insertion 
into mass-production lines.

The machines feature twin spindles and two individual 
machining areas with separate 
bed structure to limit transfer 
of harmonic vibration,  
improving machining  
accuracy and surface finish. 
The turrets and spindles are 
parallel to each other,  
enabling parts which need  
two processes to be finished  
on one machine, the supplier 
says. Cutting feed rates range 
from 0.001 to 5 000mm/min.

The two individual  
working areas feature a 
separate bed structure that is 
designed to decrease the  
transferring of harmonic  
vibration to provide increased 
machining accuracy and 
high-quality surface finishes. 

Maximum swing diameter is 210mm with a machining  
diameter of 210 or 120mm with a robotic arm, and a  
machining length of 145 or 100mm with a robotic arm. 

That series features a programmable, gantry-type  
robotic arm that processes three axes movements and is  
driven by a servomotor, enabling the operator to adjust  

positioning points and  
moving routes. The arm  
provides rapid traverse rates 
of 160, 120 and 35 m/min.  
in the X, Y and Z axes,  
respectively. The rotary axis 
moves at 180 degrees/sec.

The lathes are  
equipped with 6" or 8"  
chucks on 6 000 or  
4 500 rpm spindles.  
Other standard features 
include a through-coolant 
spindle, A2-5 or A2-6 spindle 
nose, and 0.001" indexing 
increments.

For further details contact 
PBS Machine Tools on  
TEL: 011 914 3360 or visit 
www.pbsmt.co.za

Dual machining zones improve lathe accuracy — 
Tongtai MT series
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Kennametal’s successful line of Mill 4 indexable milling 
cutters gains an important new member. Staying  
positive with a unique insert geometry and extremely 

accurate pocket positioning, the Mill 4-11 offers the free 
cutting action of a single-sided insert at the low cost per 
edge of a double-sided. The Mill 4-11 is also available 
in a variety of mounting options, with cutter  
diameters ranging from 16mm to 80 mm.

Designed for smaller machining centers, the Mill 4-11 
accommodates 40-taper CAT and BT, HSK50, and similarly 
sized spindles. Due to its free cutting capabilities, it is ideal 

for successful metal removal in less-than-rigid setups 
and on light-duty machine tools, multi-taskers and  
live-tool lathes.

The Mill 4-11 enjoys the same strong insert 
design as its larger cousin, the Mill 4-15, but is 

24% shorter and 34% narrower. With an  
11mm maximum cut length, this addresses the 
needs of those job shops and manufacturers  
producing smaller parts and part features while 

still offering high metal removal rates and  
excellent tool life. 
The Mill 4-11 is also easy to use. Each insert is 

securely locked in place with a single M3 screw, and marked 
with a series of dimples to indicate geometry and insert style. 
The cutter has uneven pocket spacing designed to break up 
machine harmonics and reduce chatter. Because of its  
complex insert geometry and positive placement in the pocket, 
it has an effective radial rake angle between 1° to 11°, 
depending on the cutter diameter, and an axial rake angle of 
3°, this despite the Mill 4-11’s double-sided design. 

For more information contact Kennametal South Africa on 
TEL: 011 748 9300 or visit www.kennametal.com

Kennametal’s Mill 4-11 offers the free cutting action 
of a single-sided insert at the low cost per edge
of a double-sided

Doosan Machine Tools America presents the Lynx 2100 
series of turning centers, based on the Lynx 220 series, 
including an M version capable of single-setup milling 

operations. The machine is designed for machining valves, 
shafts, gears, flanges, housings, bolts and other metal parts 
with a maximum turning diameter of 350mm and maximum 
workpiece length of 550mm.

According to the company, the series includes a wide  
support structure for the X and  
Z axes and tailstock traverse. The 
X and Z axes are fitted with rigid 
roller-type guideways. The machine’s 
15kW motor provides power for turning 
outer and inner surfaces and U-drilling. 
To support high precision and 
heavy-duty cutting, the machine is 
equipped with a 6 000 rpm turning 
spindle with a 6" or 8" chuck. A  
6 000 rpm subspindle enables 
back-end machining of the  
workpiece.

Full C-axis 0.001-degree control 
is included to optimize the  
capabilities of the machine. The M model 

is equipped with the company’s BMT 45P 12-station turret 
using an air/oil cooling system to minimize negative thermal 
effects. Other standard features include a work setting function 
with automatic measurement designed for easier and more 
accurate setup, a CNC tailstock operable by a single press of a 
button, and a tool monitoring function that provides  

information about tool change times.
An alarm guidance function  

notifies the operator of any errors  
during operation including the cause 
and even corrective action to take. The 
Doosan machine control features a 
10.4" display.

Any of the Lynx 2100 series  
turning center models can be 
equipped with peripheral equipment 
such as a chip conveyor, bar feeder, 
parts catcher, tool setter, oil  
skimmer and grease lubrication  
system, among other options.

For further details contact  
Puma Machine Tools on  
TEL: 011 976 8600 or visit  
www.pumamachinetools.co.za

Doosan turning center features
wide support structure for X, Z axes
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Following the successful introduction 
of the cost effective Penta-IQ-Grip 
5 cornered D40 inserts, new users 

quickly appreciated the inserts’  
performance, extended tool life and the 
resulting levels of profitability. 

Prompted by global demand, Iscar 
has now expanded its Penta-IQ-Grip line 
with the inclusion of 22 and 32mm  
diameters. Both inserts are 2mm wide 
and are ideal for parting up to 22 and 
32mm bar diameters.

Penta-IQ-Grip inserts, featuring five 
cutting edges and available in 2 and 
3mm widths, are designed for parting up 
to a 40mm part diameter or up to a 20mm depth of cut.

A dovetail wedge clamping system is designed to provide 
stable Penta-IQ-Grip insert clamping, secure edge indexing  
and rapid insert replacement. In addition, the robust  
structure enables the application of high machining  
parameters, resulting in reduced cutting time. The system is 
designed for enhanced straightness and surface finish  
characteristics in parting applications.

The new 22mm inserts feature a “J” type chipformer,  
whilst the 32mm inserts feature a “C” type chipformer and 
both sizes are available with neutral, left- and right-hand  
frontal edges. The new Penta-IQ-Grip inserts are mainly  

intended for efficient parting-off.  

Features
•	 Innovative	dovetail	clamping	 
  structure ensures a  most stable  
  insert clamping
•	 Excellent	straightness	and	surface 
  finish for parting applications
•	 Clamping	mechanism	enables	 
  quick and easy cutting edge  
  and insert indexing
•	 Superior	insert	lifetime,	 
  twice the life of a  
  double-sided insert
•	 Enables	machining	at	high	 

  machining parameters, 
  resulting in reduced cutting time

•	 C	and	J-type	chipformer	for	a	variety	of	machining	 
 and material applications

•	 Produced	from	grade	IC808G;	a	hard,	fine	grain	 
 substrate with excellent chipping resistance,  
 TiAlN PVD coating. Provides high wear resistance

•	 Size	22mm	and	32mm	can	also	be	used	on	 
 popular Swiss-type and small CNC machine tools

For more information contact Iscar South Africa on  
TEL: 011 997 2700 or visit www.iscar.com

Eliminate difficult tube bender programming — 
Ercolina

The large color-coded touch screen on the Ercolina Super 
Bender Plus rotary draw tube and pipe bender eliminates 
difficult programming and indicates bend angle,  

springback and actual bend position in real time.
Ercolina® have launched their new Super Bender® Plus 

rotary draw tube and pipe bender that is ideal for producing 
consistent quality bends in pipe, tube, squares, solids and 
other profiles. The newly improved easy-to-read control on the 
Super Bender Plus displays machine position and all current 
functions on one screen for greater convenience. This large 
color-coded touch screen eliminates difficult programming and 
indicates bend angle, springback and actual bend position in 
real time. Material springback is displayed separately for  
greater accuracy on a variety of materials, allowing the  
operator to bend any angle to 180 degrees with independent 
material springback compensation for each bend.

The operator can initiate the bend cycle from the control 
panel or included foot pedal. Super Bender Plus offers  
generous capacity from ¼ in to 2 in tube or 1-1/2 in Schedule 
40 pipe with a maximum centerline radius of 8-7/8 in. This 
rotary draw tube and pipe bender utilises the Ercolina  
quick-change tooling system, with multiple radii available, 
which installs quickly to produce quality bends. The swing  
away counter bend die vise offers easy loading and  

unloading of work piece. 
The machine operates 
from single-phase  
220 volts for greater  
accessibility and  
efficiency and has a 
single bending speed 
of 2 rpm. Its classic 
Ercolina Top Bender® 
design reduces its floor 
space requirement and  
easily stores to save 
shop floor space. The 
Super Bender Plus 
accepts an Ercolina 
A40-P two-axis  
positioning table for  
multiple and  
sequential bends.

For further details 
contact PBS Machine 
Tools on TEL: 
011 914 3360 or visit 
www.pbsmt.co.za

Iscar expands its Penta-IQ-Grip 
parting and grooving range
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Yaskawa Motoman MH12 robot
performs for a wide range of applications

Lengths, depths, and diameters are huge factors when 
it comes to drilling. For the best finish possible free of 
burrs and chips Micron Technologies have in-house 

capabilities and factory trained technicians to hone or gun 
drill production batches on your behalf.

Ideal for short production runs, prototypes and 
once off requirements honing services cover  
diameters 1,5 mm up to 50mm in lengths up to 
300mm. On the gun drilling and deep hole drilling 

side Micron Technologies offer services that 
cover diameters from 5mm to 50mm and 

lengths up to 2500mm.
Established in 1957, as a 

division of Safurnco (Pty) Ltd, 
Micron Technologies is a  
specialist supplier of bore  
sizing (honing), deep hole 
drilling (Gun and BTA) and 
surface finishing  

(superfinishing / deburring) 
machines and tooling. In partner-

ship with Unisig (USA) and HTT (China), Micron are able to offer 
both technology leadership and lean cost solutions to meet 
your production requirements for gun and deep hole drilling.

Micron Technologies have for many years been associated 
with Sunnen for honing machines and tooling. Sunnen's bore 
sizing systems range from basic manually-operated honing 
tools and machines to fully automated systems that provide 
every necessary function for bore sizing from honing and  
gaging to part handling. Sunnen also manufactures tube hones 
for light, medium and heavy-duty applications. 

For further details contact Micron Technologies on  
TEL: 011 608 2100 or visit www.microntech.co.za

Deep hole drilling, gun drilling and
honing services offered - Micron Technologies

The MH12 six-axis robot performs in assembly, dispensing, 
material handling, machine tending and packaging  
applications. It features a curved upper arm that  

enhances its reach and allows a wider range of  
applications. This patented double yoke design also offers 
additional strength if the robot crashes due to a programming 
error.  

Thru-arm cable routing provides longer cable life and  
reduces the risks of snagging or interference. A large  
50 mm thru-hole in the upper arm provides ample 
space to minimise wear and maximise cable 
life. Because the end effector cabling is  
frequently the highest maintenance item on 
a robot, this can increase the reliability of 
installations. 

This model has a 1 440mm reach 
and a large work envelope that extends 
behind the robot, permitting space for 
robot tool storage or maintenance. The 
MH12 robot features an increased  
12 kg payload, and higher moment and 
inertia ratings over previous “payload 
class” models, enabling it to carry  
larger and heavier payloads. It has 
brakes on all axes and can be floor or 
wall mounted for layout flexibility.   

The MH12 has a small  
interference radius that allows the  

robot to be placed close to other equipment, decreasing floor 
space requirements. A mounting surface is provided on the 
back of the upper arm for junction boxes or pneumatics. 
Mounting in this area provides a lower profile to the robot and 

avoids interferences within the cell.
Exceptionally fast axis speeds,  

acceleration and deceleration reduce cycle 
times and increase production output. The 
MH12 is the fastest robot in its class due to 
Sigma-5 motors and ARM (Advanced Robot 
Motion). 

The standard MH12 has an IP67-rated 
wrist and an IP54 body. A variety of optional 
features are available. MH12 robots are 
compatible with the new DX200 controller.

The DX200 controller features patented 
multiple robot control technology to easily  

handle multiple tasks and control up to eight robots  
(72 axes). The DX200 has been designed to improve process 

capability, reduce energy usage, and improve maintainability 
and safety. An enhanced Functional Safety Unit (FSU) provides 
control-reliable zone and tool position monitoring, standstill 
monitoring and speed limiting. This can reduce costs for  
safeguarding hardware, and it provides new capabilities such 
as collaborative tasks. It is compliant to ANSI/RIA R15.06-2012 
and other relevant ISO and CSA safety standards.

For further details contact Yaskawa Southern Africa  
TEL: 011 608 3182
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The result of years of development to design the best 
control hardware and software in the industry, the 
NGC packs even more innovation into a CNC. It is 

faster, smarter and looks better than ever, but still maintains 
the operator ease-of-use that is the cornerstone of the Haas 
control. The layout and screens of the NGC are similar to past 
Haas controls, but are better-organised and easier to read, 
with updated colours and enhanced graphics, making the 
transition from the previous generation Haas control  
seamless. Here are some of the NGC’s key features:

Simplified navigation
Navigation has been vastly simplified, with consistent 

functionality of the cursor keys, and intuitive icons  
throughout the user experience. The Current Commands 
screens also have been reorganised, and combined into  
a single display interface, with enhanced features like  
Advanced Tool Management, active codes, and more,  
right at the operator’s fingertips.

Easy access icons
The operator Help interface has been enhanced with icons 

that provide easy access to information for any feature or 
option within the control, as well as the complete operator’s 
manual for the machine.

HaasConnect
The NGC has the ability to send email and SMS text  

notifications about the operating status of the Haas machine 
to a designated list of recipients. Set-up is simple and easy 
through the MyHaas Portal and HaasCNC.com website. 
HaasConnect is free with every new Haas that has the NGC.

On-board memory
The NGC comes standard with 1 GB of programme 

memory, with options for 32 GB or 64 GB. This provides the 
ability to store many programmes in the control, eliminating 
the need to use an external device for program backup. Large 
programmes for complex moulds, for example, can now be run 
from memory, doing away with the connectivity issues often 
experienced when running from DNC or FNC.

Connectivity
The NGC has a vastly improved and simplified network 

set-up interface. Wired connectivity via Ethernet is standard, 
with an option for WiFi capability available. Connectivity is fast 
and reliable, and there are no limitations with any common 
operating system. Built-in Net Share allows sharing, sending, 
running, and editing programmes from a desktop computer or 
Haas control in real time.

Dynamic Work Offsets (DWO) and Tool Center Point 
Control (TCPC)

DWO and TCPC are software features in the NGC that 
greatly simplify multi-axis machining when using 4th and  
5th-axis rotary tables. DWO/TCPC eliminates the need to 
locate the workholding in exactly the same place, or repost 
the part programme, every time a job is set up. The Haas  
control recognises the part position and creates the  
correct toolpath, regardless of the workholding position,  
greatly reducing set-up time or reposting time.

New conversational programming help
The Haas Visual Programming System (VPS) lets operators 

quickly create G-code programmes for basic part features. The 
part-feature templates use a form-like interface with which 
the operator defines the feature. VPS also includes a custom 
template generator so operators can make templates for their 
own part features or frequently used programmes. With the 
Haas Visual Programming System, it’s no longer necessary for 
a machine operator to know G code to perform basic milling 
operations.

For further details contact Haas Factory Outlet  
South Africa on TEL: 011 974 2301 or visit www.Haassa.com

The next generation 
Haas CNC

Haas Automation’s Next Generation Control (NGC) is the latest evolution of 
a user-friendly CNC. It reportedly features a significantly improved user interface, more 

consistent and intuitive navigation and vastly improved connectivity.






